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Student Preface
The International Space University (ISU) was founded in 1987 with the vision of developing
the world’s future space leaders by fostering creative and professional talent for the
advancement of human activities in space. Every year since its foundation, ISU has run an
intensive Summer Session Programme (SSP) that facilitates an interdisciplinary and
intercultural learning environment. Via a series of core lectures and workshops the realm of
space is examined from a range of professional perspectives.
The Team Project (TP) is an integral part of the SSP curriculum. By producing a document that
aims to be useful to the wider space community, it enables an international contingent of
students to develop an invaluable appreciation for stress, sleep-deprivation, and cultural
misunderstandings. Limited only by time, and founded on freshly acquired group dynamic and
professional skills, the TP teams are actively encouraged to be innovative and thought
provoking.
This year’s SSP (2003) was located in the newly-built ISU central campus, within a bleary-eyed
stroll of the historical French city of Strasbourg. The title of our project, METZTLI, reminds us
of the ancient influence of the Moon on the human condition, and inspires us towards further
exploration of the lunar environment. We the students, being forty-six in number and from
twenty diverse nations, therefore proudly recognise the importance of our project in augmenting
international focus on a fresh lunar programme.
Looking forward to the full, ‘assembly complete’, configuration of the International Space
Station (ISS), our approach was to consider the many ways in which the ISS platform reopens
the path to exploration of the lunar surface by humans. In the early stages, our project veered
off in a ‘think outside the box’ direction. However, via a process of internal reviews, ballot
boxes, and secretly filmed meetings, the team restructured and quickly refocused, despite the
increasing pressure of time.
The product is a broadly focused document that retains a healthy dose of innovation and
detailed technical analysis. For this success, we would like to thank our faculty and internal and
external supporters, not to mention ourselves. We hope that our report will reawaken old
scientific passions, and generate new interest in the exploration of everybody’s favourite
satellite… the Moon!
Sincerely,

The Authors of Team Project Moon
SSP’03, ISU
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Faculty Preface
The 2003 International Space University (ISU) Summer Session Programme (SSP) was held at
ISU’s new central campus building in Strasbourg, France. A key component of every SSP is the
Team Project in which students produce a space project or topic of international relevance. In
2003 for the first time, three different Team Projects were undertaken. This report contains the
findings of one of them: METZTLI, a project examining how the International Space Station
(ISS) and its associated capabilities could be used to support future lunar exploration.
Executed by a team of 46 students from 20 countries, METZTLI was supported by people,
advice and funding from NASA, in particular the INTEGRITY Project Office, as well as by
other space experts from around the world, from inside and outside the ISU community. The
objectives of the project were to:
•
•
•

Define innovative options for a logical, multinational programme of robotic and human
missions leading from Earth to the Moon using ISS capacities where advantageous.
Form a structure that takes full advantage of the multicultural and multidisciplinary
team and works effectively under deadline pressure.
Produce an influential report.

From the point of view of the METZTLI staff, the team’s response was even more radically
innovative than could have been expected: a project with a strong focus on the technical and
other implications of sending the ISS and/or components thereof to the Moon using a cycler
orbit.
Throughout the project, the team members, aided by SSP staff, demonstrated professionalism,
discipline, mutual respect and maturity and produced a report that addresses the originallyspecified objectives, examines options for using ISS hardware and capabilities to meet these
objectives and also investigates how ISS, or parts of it, might be placed into cislunar and lunar
orbits. No doubt the report is a more interesting product as a result, raising new questions and
stimulating thought about unexamined assumptions in the world's approach to using ISS to
benefit future lunar activities. Because of this we, the METZTLI staff members have no
hesitation in commending the team and offering its report as a stimulus for any person or
agency concerned with the future exploration of the Moon.

Angie Bukley
First Half Co-Chair
The Aerospace Corporation, USA

Chris Welch
Second Half Co-Chair
Kingston University, UK

Jim Burke
ISU Senior Faculty
Jet Propulsion Lab (ret.), USA

Hermen Rehorst
Teaching Associate
Geneva, Switzerland
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Metztli is the Aztec goddess of the Moon.
She has two faces; one face representing
the protection of the harvest and promotion
of growth, and the other bringing the cold,
mysterious shapes found in the night.
Metztli is the product of a Team Project of the International Space University’s (ISU) 2003
Summer Session Program. Forty-six students from a diverse set of national, cultural, and disciplinary
backgrounds chose to participate in the project.

Mission
To create an international approach to peaceful lunar development
which encourages a permanent lunar presence and furthers space
exploration.
Scope
To examine ways in which the International Space Station assets
and organisation can be utilised to support a programme of lunar
development and exploration.

“Ad astra per asper a, semper explo r o ”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FRAMING LUNAR
The Moon has been a source of inspiration for nearly every civilization in human history. Although
significant advances have been made in our knowledge of the Moon, there is still much yet to be
discovered. In this manuscript, a framework has been outlined that promotes a deeper understanding
of the Moon, from its origin to its current state. Pursuing this framework will provide substantive
knowledge and enabling technologies necessary to lead to sustained human presence on the Moon

Phase I
Earth-Based Research: Ground-based mission
simulations will investigate closed-habitat
operations (including Environmental Control
and Life Support Systems - ECLSS), social
and psychosocial human aspects, operations
and control, robotic and automated processes,
surface issues, and infrastructure aspects.
Cislunar Space Research: A frame of research
focused on the cislunar environment is required,
with emphasis on understanding the radiation
effects on living organisms and electronic
hardware while spacecraft travel in this region.
Orbital Exploration of the Moon: Lunar development
and increased exploration will require detailed
mapping of the lunar surface and sub-surface,
information on the lunar environment, lunar surface
processes and evolution, materials, chemistry, and
physical properties. Improved remote sensing
orbiters will provide a lot of this information.
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Reduced-Gravity Research: Phase I calls for
preliminary investigations of the effects of gravity
on fundamental processes, such as granular flow,
fluid dynamics, and chemical reactions, as well as
reduced-gravity life sciences. Research into the
latter will focus on cardiovascular deconditioning,
muscle atrophy, bone loss, and neurovestibular
disorders. Phase I also requires research into
lunar In Situ Resource Utilisation (ISRU).

Phase II
Communication/Navigation:
At first, remote sensing orbiters
will double as communications /
navigation relays. With increased
lunar development, a dedicated
satellite network will be required.

Astronomy:Lunar-based
astronomical observatories are
an important aspect of using the
Moon for science. Phase II will
begin lunar astronomy with simple
radio antennas and possibly
small infrared and ultraviolet
telescopes on the surface.

“First Stone from the Ear th”

adapt ed f r o m J imi Hen dr ix

DEVELOPMENT...

Robotic Lunar Surface Studies:
Robotic rovers will investigate
the lunar surface and subsurface. These studies will
augment remote sensing of the
geochemical and geophysical
properties
of
the
Moon,
particularly in the polar regions.

Trials for Earth-Moon Transportation System: Phase II will include precursors of the
transportation system that will carry humans and cargo between the Earth and Moon.
ISRU Precursors: Robotic precursors will test ISRU processes on the Moon. These tests will focus
on extracting hydrogen and oxygen, as well as by-product metals. After the precursor missions, ISRU
capabilities will be developed on a larger scale to prepare for the increased lunar development of Phase III.

Phase III
Phase III begins once the transportation system is
implemented. Relying on the system’s capabilities,
the minimum infrastructure to support human
habitation on the Moon will be completed. These
efforts will result in a human lunar outpost largely
sustained by fully operational ISRU and ECLSS.
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BUILDING
In designing a lunar programme (or any programme) that will be humanity’s next step in space, it is prudent
to give particular thought to the role of the International Space Station (ISS). A main motivation for using
the ISS is to extend the international partnership, already established, to the next possible step in space
exploration, namely towards the Moon. In this regard, aside from complementary studies, the synergetic
effect of a global partnership could unite the lunar programmes of individual space-faring nations.

With one of its objectives being to provide a testbed for developing 21st Century technology, the ISS has
a great potential to support the development of technology for a lunar programme. The ISS can facilitate
the initial micro-lunar researches, simulation, and findings for eventual permanent human presence on the
Moon. Various modules and components of the ISS are invaluable towards a successful lunar programme.

Scientific Support
Scientific experiments and research onboard the ISS can help resolve questions
of
fundamental
biology,
chemistry
and physics, in addition to practical
matters crucial for planned permanent
human presence on the lunar surface.
The ISS would be a useful training ground
for crew simulation and adaptation. One
can analyse the various psychological,
social, and physiological issues in a
extended-stay microgravity environment.
This would have direct applications to
future extended-stay lunar environments.

The ISS’s Centrifuge Accommodation Module creates
the opportunity for a simulation of lunar gravity. With
lunar gravity (which is one-sixth of Earth’s gravity)
simulation, further analysis can be performed on how
plants grow and metabolise on the Moon. This analysis
would help humanity determine the requirements
for food sustainability in future lunar operations.
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“I never see what has been done, I only see what remains to be done”

Marie Curie

ON THE ISS...

The ISS allows for various radiation studies. The ISS Matroshka, a simulated astronaut, could help in
determining the effects of radiation in LEO and potentially in cislunar space and on the lunar surface.

Technical support
The ISS can serve as a development base
for bio-regenerative life support systems.
This would assist potential human lunar
activities where ECLSS are essential.

The ISS can use its current lowtemperature
facilities,
human
research
facilities, and robotic arms to technically
support
potential
lunar
activities.

In promoting lunar exploration for humankind, it is
important to raise public interest about going to the Moon.
The ISS – with its international nature, long-term human
presence, and its visibility in the sky – can be a great
vehicle for reaching out to the public worldwide. By
taking advantage of the international nature of the ISS, we
can gain public appeal toward worldwide unity for lunar
exploration. Space agencies should make a greater use
of the ISS as an outreach tool to get the public interested
about moving from the space station to the Moon.
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HITCHHIKING
Going to the Moon requires a transportation system. This report addresses the potential for
using the ISS, at the end of its current mission, as one means of transportation to the Moon.
It intends to capitalise on the programme’s significant political and industrial backing, and
the resources already expended on it. If the technology to go to Moon via the ISS could be
established, then it could become the model upon which future lunar relay bases are composed.
This phased case approach is not intended
to be a linear series of events, but a general
framework to look at options and progressions
through changing the orbit of the ISS or parts
of the ISS within the cislunar environment.

Case One:
Cislunar Operations
and Technology Demonstration
This case is the lower-cost option designed to study some of the problems associated with having humans
living and working in the cislunar environment for an extended duration. Although some of this research
could be done using microsats, having humans to finally learn to live in and operate a larger testbed that
forces development of orbit configuration, maintenance and experiment change out is an interesting
solution. The authors designed an Earth Moon Cycling Orbit, or EMCO, which has an orbital period
of 13.6 days and passes close to the Moon every other orbit. It is nodal aligned with the Moon so that
at its apogee the Moon is in between it and the Earth. They also defined a Low Lunar Orbit, (LLO)
which is slightly eccentric with a perigee lunar altitude of 200 km and requires a total ∆V of about 3.7
km/s. The authors postulated the use of the extra Russian FGB (Functional Cargo Block), which is 70%
complete and still on the Earth. This scenario would allow them to test technology, learn more about
the environment, and explore operating issues in the cislunar and lunar environments without altering
the current configuration of the ISS. The FGB weighs approximately 20 tonnes and could be pushed into
either one of these orbits by a Centaur class upper stage after rendezvous and reconfiguration at the ISS.

Case Two: Earth-Moon Cycler
This case uses ISS parts and derived technology
to create an Earth-Moon Cycler. The design is
meant to be flexible and allow a change of
mission into a lunar orbiter or remain an end
in itself. The ISS-4 (four crewmembers) is a
reconfiguration of 6 modules on the current ISS
that could be built around the new FGB, whether
it was flown in the previous case or brought up
specifically for this case. It would require a new
power module and propulsion unit for orbital
transfer, and would weigh around 150 tonnes.
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The ISS-7 (seven crewmembers) configuration is essentially the full ISS, with a mass of 450 tonnes.
The timing requirements for re-supply would be challenging in this case due to the velocity of perigee
being slightly faster than a GTO, approximately 10.8 km/s. For this same reason cargo transfer would
be reasonable; certainly more expensive than the current ISS configuration, but well within the scale of
existing GTO launch vehicles. The transfer of crew would be a more demanding situation since none of
the current human rated launch vehicles or spacecraft are configured to transport humans to that kind of
orbit. Several options have the potential to accomplish this, such as reconfiguring the Shuttle or human
rating a larger launch vehicle such as Proton to carry the Soyuz, similar to NASA’s human rating of
expendable launch vehicles for its Orbital Space Plane Programme.

Case Three: Lunar Orbiter
This case addresses using ISS parts and
derived technology to create a lunar orbiting
station. Lunar orbit has the advantage that the
station is very close to the Moon’s surface
enabling a much easier study of the Moon.
However, resupply or return to Earth would
be a more difficult problem and only be
likely if some new lunar transport system or
new super heavy launch vehicle were built.
The authors investigated several approaches to entering low lunar orbit (LLO) and concluded that
transferring from EMCO to LLO, from a technical point of view, would not be the most advantageous
transfer. A more reasonable method using a burn at perigee could transfer from EMCO to LLO for
significantly less ΔV. However, issues were identified with either approach, such as the reliability
problem for high thrust engines, the huge tanks, and the cryogenic propellant administration system.

“For ev ery com plex p roblem, there is a solution that is simple, n eat an d wr o n g ” H. L. Men cken

TO THE MOON...
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CONDUCTING
ISS Reconfiguration
To ensure the success of the mission, preliminary
preparation needs to be done to the ISS before
the orbit-change can be fulfilled. For every ISSconfiguration, the number of Proton launches
to transport necessary modules, the number of
Shuttle launches to deliver smaller components, the
duration of EVAs necessary for assembling, and
finally the number of heavy lift launches needed
for the transfer of the propulsion stage have been
analyzed and minimum requirements identified.

Resupply Requirements
The resupply mass for each of the three scenarios is based on current data from the full ISS in LEO.
For the technical demonstrator (FGB) a total resupply mass of 12.9 tonnes/year for EMCO and 3.8
tonnes/a for LO are required.
For the ISS-4 scenario the supply masses are around 72 tonnes/year for EMCO and 31.3 for LO.
The produced waste is around 6.8 tonnes/year.
For the ISS-7 in total 204.4 tonnes/year for EMCO and 84.4 tonnes/year for LO of supply mass are
required, including propellant, payload experiments and unpressurized cargo, and 20 tonnes/year of
waste have to transported away from the station.

Resupply Capabilities
Deliverable payload masses for EMCO given current launch vehicles of USA, Russia, Japan and
Europe have been calculated based on the GTO payload masses. In general we can assume 80%
of the GTO payload capabilities for EMCO, with reentry, and 61% for a low lunar orbit with no
return to Earth. At the moment we could use the existing Atlas V heavy lift vehicles to transport
a mass of 14 tonnes per launch to EMCO. For supply missions to LO with a back flight to Earth
no current launch vessel can deliver the performance; therefore it is necessary to develop either
new launchers and/or transfer vehicles, or increase the current rockets performance rapidly.

Crew Transport / Evacuation
CrewRescue/Return
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Transport and evacuation of the crew to and from
the station on the envisioned orbits (EMCO, LO)
could be provided by a modified Soyuz TM (TMX) and a Medical Module Return Vehicle (MMRV)
based on ESA’s Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV).
Evacuation capability will be required in instances of
station failure and crew medical emergency. While
whole crew return is required during station failures,
only injured crewmembers and the appropriate
medical personnel will be returned during medical
emergencies. Combinations of the two return vehicles,
are needed to address the situation of the ISS-7.

“I Love it when a plan comes t o g et her ”

Han n ibal S mith

THE MISSION...

Mission Operations
Changes in the ISS mission require a review of how that mission will be conducted. Some of
the issues associated with new mission operations are addressed, dealing with both pre-flight
planning and real-time operations. For the crewed options, substantive content is focused on
how medical operations may be altered, and potential scenarios for crew rescue are considered.

Radiation Concerns and Mitigation
Spacecraft in EMCO are mostly unprotected by the Earth’s magnetosphere, increasing the probability
of impact of a radiation event (e.g solar particle event) much greater than in LEO. Depending on its
characteristics, the radiation that affects a spacecraft can have a great impact on both the machinery and
humans on board. Overall the radiation environment in cislunar space needs to be mapped. This can be
accomplished by radiation monitoring devices on the FGB in Case One.

Medical Operations

Crew Psychological Health

While the distances from Earth have increased, spacecraft
limitations have remained relatively constant. These
constraints mean that future lunar missions must be
more self-sufficient to ensure crew health. The existing
ISS Crew Health Care System programme provides
a foundation for providing medical care. However,
the development of onboard surgical capability and a
reassessment of how resources are distributed and used
will be essential for human safety during lunar missions.

Issues that may contribute to an increased
level of anxiety among crewmembers:
Small crew size (ISS-4)
Increased sunlight
Increased return to Earth time
These stressors can be minimized by
ensuring favourable crew compositions,
habitable
living
environments,
and good crew activity schedules.
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MAKING
The scientific programme and engineering solutions explained above require a management
context in order to be seriously considered.
The costs of the programme and potential
sources of revenue are vital to identify, as are the potential risks in the programme.

Costs

Funding

The FGB technology demonstration mission is
estimated to cost $3.2 billion over its two year
operational life. The ISS-4 configuration, by contrast,
is estimated to cost approximately $29 billion for
either cycling or lunar orbiting missions over a 5 year
period, and the full ISS-7 configuration would cost
approximately $39 billion for the same orbits and life
span. Operations costs are 50% of the total cost, due to
the increase in difficulty (and therefore cost) required
to service the station in the more challenging orbits.

Funding for such a large and international
project will be difficult to obtain and most
likely involve multiple sources. Participation
by all of the current ISS partners and other
space faring countries, especially China and
India, should be a primary goal. Because of the
growth of the commercial space industry the
opportunity to involve private entities, such as
advertising, sponsorship, and tourism, should
be much greater than that for the initial ISS.

Plan

The ISS projected end of life is assumed to be early 2016 and is the key milestone around which
the other activities are planned. An extension of life of 5 years is assumed to be feasible. The
key drivers to the plan are the assumptions of the ISS end-of-life date and the duration of the
life extension. Time is available in the near term for forming public policy, developing legal
agreements, developing funding sources and further defining the programme architecture.

Risks

A large number of significant risks have been identified, assessed, and specific mitigation
strategies developed. A number of these can be mitigated by programme architecture choices.

Lunar Legal Framework

International Lunar Organisation

Legal constraints exist with regards to this programme.
Specifically, the legal constraints that exist with regards
to lunar resource exploration, use and development;
human settlement on the Moon; and other legal
requirements such as registration and constraints
relevant to the project are discussed in this report.

It is recommended that an International
Lunar Organisation be created under Article
11 of the Moon Agreement so as to regulate
the exploration, use and development of
lunar resources and future lunar activities
including human settlement on the Moon.

It is imperative that the legal environment
moves at the same pace as technological plans
for lunar development. Consequently, this
report recommends that the Moon Agreement
be amended, in a similar manner to the Part XI
Amendment to the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea, so as to encourage greater
international acceptance and ratification. This
amendment should allow for a workable treaty
that clarifies the definition of the controversial
“Common Heritage of Mankind” provision.

Objectives
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To coordinate all the potential uses of the
ISS toward lunar exploration
To inform the global community about the
ISS as a stepping stone towards the Moon.
To host an International Research Programme on the ISS for the Moon.
To establish a forum and mechnism for the
coordination of lunar related activities.

RECOMMENDATIONS
A broad-based framework of lunar exploration and development should be
established.
International organisations should be established for lunar activities scientifically,
technologically, and legally.

“Prediction is very difficult, especially abo u t t he f u t u r e” Niels Bo hr

IT HAPPEN...

Humanity should capitalise on the assets, the infrastructure, and the organisational
structure of the International Space Station for lunar-related activities.
The ISS should be considered as a lunar transportation system between the Earth
and the Moon.
A technology demonstrator should be implemented to verify the concept of the ISS
lunar cycler.
Once technical and operational issues are addressed, the ISS-4 human transportation
vehicle should be seriously considered.
An International agreement on a lunar regulatory framework should be
established.
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This Executive Summary and associated report were written by students in the 2003 Summer Session Program at the
International Space University. Published: September, 2003.
The 2003 Summer Session Program of the International Space University took place in Strasbourg, France. It was
hosted by the Pôle Universitaire Européen de Strasbourg on behalf of its six members: the three universities of the city,
the Urban Community of Strasbourg, the Bas-Rhin Department and the Alsace Region.
Pictures courtesy of
NASA: pages 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9
ESA: page 8
CROWN: page 10

Additional copies of the Executive Summary and the Final Report may be ordered from the International Space
University Headquarters. These documents may also be found on the ISU web-site.
International Space University
Strasbourg Central Campus
Attention: Publications
Parc d’Innovation
1 rue Jean-Dominique Cassini
67400 Illkirch-Graffenstaden
FRANCE
Tel : + 33 (0) 3 88 65 54 30
Fax : + 33 (0) 3 88 65 54 47
http://www.isunet.edu
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1 Introduction
‘Ad astra per aspera – semper exploro’
(To the stars, despite adversity. Always explore.)
- CAIB Report (Back Cover), 2003
(courtesy: NASA)

The Moon has been a source of inspiration for humans since we first gazed skyward and
contemplated the passage of day and night. It is truly constant, appearing in the same way to all
people in all times, always displaying the same features and patterns as it continues its cosmic
dance with our home planet. Every civilization in human history has built stories around the
existence of the Moon – from the Chinese Chang’e to the Greek Artemis to the Aztec Metztli
from whom this report draws its name.
In modern times we have, we feel, come to know the Moon better. Scientific inquiry has shown
that the Moon is a dry, airless world made up of anorthosites, basalts, and other common
minerals. We now believe that the Moon derives from a massive collision between the protoEarth and a similar Mars-sized object. As is often the case, such familiarity has bred its own fair
share of contempt. The utility of a human base on the Moon, or even a return visit, is open for
debate. Many people believe that the Apollo programme should have been a stepping-stone to
extended human presence in our solar system, while others believe that Apollo accomplished its
goals and humanity should turn its collective attention to other areas. While it is beyond the
assigned scope of this document to justify one or the other of these positions, the authors belong
to the first group.
Despite our perceived scientific advancement, the Moon can still educate us in a number of
ways. The impact record preserved on its ancient surface can teach us much about the early
history of the solar system, including how the conditions were created for the rise of life on
Earth. In preparing for and conducting human activity on the Moon, the nations of the world
would develop a body of engineering knowledge and expertise in a wide variety of fields. Such
knowledge would inevitably provide tangible benefits to the citizens of the exploring nations
and, we hope, the citizens of the entire world. While tangible benefits are easiest to see and
measure, it is the intangible aspect of lunar exploration – the excitement generated by the grand
adventure and fulfillment of the instinctual human desire to explore – that inspires the
imagination. The Moon draws us, beckoning and inviting us off our fragile planet and out into
the great expanse of space.
Over the past twenty years an international community has designed and built the International
Space Station (ISS), a first step towards permanent human habitation in space. The road to the
ISS has not been smooth, and our journey to the final ISS is not yet complete. Even so, the
space station is a new sort of adventure for humanity. Similar massive projects such as the
Pyramids, the Great Wall of China, and even the Apollo programme have been the undertakings
of single nations. The ISS, by contrast, includes contributions from East Asia, Europe, and
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North and South America. The experience of these nations in working in a massive
intercultural project is extremely valuable and has benefits beyond the narrow focus of space
activity. While not on the scale of the ISS Programme, the International Space University (ISU)
has given the authors of this document a valuable opportunity to work in an interdisciplinary,
international, and intercultural environment. The ISU Summer Session includes team projects to
which the students devote much of their time and effort, and the scope of this project is to
examine ways in which the ISS assets and organization can support lunar exploration and
development.
Chapter 2 takes the first step in fulfilling this task by laying out a baseline programme leading
from the present to a future human lunar presence. The programme begins with research that
can be accomplished in Earth-based efforts such as NASA’s INTEGRITY (Integrated Human
Exploration Mission Simulation Facility programme) project, ESA’s Aurora programme, and
studies on parabolic aircraft flights. The scope then moves outward to encompass the
possibilities in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), cislunar space, lunar orbit and, finally, on the surface of
the Moon. The focus of this activity is on those scientific and engineering questions that bear
on the ability of human beings to live and work in extreme environments, such as the
characterization of the cislunar radiation environment, medical studies on the effects of reduced
gravity on human physiology, and our ability to use the Moon’s own resources to survive on its
surface. Once the contextual framework is established, Chapter 3 aims to explore how the ISS
programme can be used to contribute to international lunar exploration. The chapter begins by
stressing the importance of using the ISS for any major next step in space exploration.
Subsequent sections explore various ways of using the ISS to enable lunar exploration. Finally,
the chapter concludes by making a strong case for having an International Lunar Organisation
(ILO) to coordinate the uses of the ISS for a lunar programme.
After the current capabilities are examined, Chapters 4 & 5 present a creative method of using
the ISS’s hardware to enable lunar exploration and development once the station’s current
mission is over. The concept of moving some or all of the ISS into various different orbits and
how that could be accomplished (including the supporting capabilities that would need to be
developed) is exciting to many of the team members and that path is examined. ISS is designed
to function and stay in LEO. Any attempt to alter this usage is bound to present numerous
technical problems. However, the authors are a group of young professionals with an
opportunity to work outside the corporate and governmental ways of looking at space. We
believe that we can contribute new ways of looking at the Moon and some possible changes that
one might use to help understand, explore, and build interest/access to the Moon. Further
technical analysis will be required before such a project is undertaken, but we do believe that
we have enough ideas and calculations, based on reasonable assumptions, to warrant real and
in-depth analysis of these uses for the ISS.
Finally, an engineering solution is not useful to a policymaker without the corresponding
context in a number of areas, such as cost, legal issues, management structures, and risk
analysis. Chapter 6 analyzes those areas to give the reader a general feel for the effort that the
included design would entail, and is subsequently followed by our overall conclusions.
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2 A Framework for Lunar Exploration
and Development
‘First stone from the Earth’
– Adapted from Jimi Hendrix

Three main motivations exist for returning to the Moon. One is lunar exploration. The second is
lunar development and the use of lunar resources. The third concerns the desire to maintain an
open-minded, outward-looking, optimistic view of humanity’s future. These motivations have
already been discussed in previous publications (Mendell, 1985; AIAA, 1993; Schrunk et al.,
1999). This report therefore assumes that there will be an international approach to peaceful
lunar development leading to the establishment of a permanent lunar presence.
To achieve these goals, this report establishes an ambitious, but feasible framework. This
framework consists of three main phases: initial investigations, build-up, and full capability.
This chapter will describe each of these phases, as well as summarise the rationale and research
required for each. Later chapters will provide more detailed discussions of these issues. The
plan also envisions the establishment of an ‘International Lunar Organisation’ (ILO) to oversee
the planning and management of these phases. Fig. 2.1, on the following page, summarises this
Framework for Lunar Exploration and Development. The remainder of this chapter lays out the
elements of this framework, with particular emphasis on Phases I and II.
Phase I consists of investigations into fundamental questions that need answering before any
lunar development can begin. Earth- and LEO-based mission simulations and reduced-gravity
research will investigate how life and processes function on the Moon, as well as in transit. At
the same time, research into Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) and In
Situ Resource Utilisation (ISRU) will study how a permanent lunar presence can be sustained.
In most cases, we will investigate these issues using already existing facilities such as groundbased research stations and reduced-gravity platforms. Phase I will include investigations that
will improve remote sensing (RS) observations from orbit. This research will address purely
scientific questions, as well as those that are focused on the future development of the Moon:
surveying and prospecting missions, future landing site selection, and so forth.
Phase I also requires the development of the international legal and management frameworks
necessary for Phases II and III. These efforts may take several years and extend into the early
stages of Phase II. Later chapters of this report will also discuss the need to build international
partnerships, develop funding initiatives, generate public enthusiasm through education and
outreach, and consider technology transfer opportunities.
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Figure 2.1: A Framework for Lunar Exploration and Development
In Phase II, robots will begin to explore and develop the Moon’s surface. This will begin with
detailed robotic studies of the lunar surface and its interior. Concurrent to this early exploration,
robotic prospecting investigations will open the path to developing and using the Moon.
Relying on the knowledge gained in the studies in Phase II, development of basic lunar
infrastructure and caches of materials that will be required in Phase III for larger future
developments and human habitation will begin. Lunar Orbit would be used for communication
relays, navigation, and additional remote sensing to support the development on the ground.
Phase II will also include pilot ISRU demonstrations. Furthermore, it will test transit systems
that will support Phase III, shuttling humans and cargo between the Earth and the Moon.
Phase III begins once this transit system is implemented. Relying on the system’s capabilities,
the minimum infrastructure to support human habitation on the Moon will be completed. These
efforts will result in a human lunar outpost largely sustained by fully operational ISRU and
ECLSS.
2.1

Phase I: Initial Investigations

Phase I builds on projects that are already either in progress, are approved, or are planned.
These investigations are sub-divided into four categories: Earth-based research, reduced-gravity
research, cislunar space studies, and Moon research from lunar orbit.
2.1.1

Phase I: Earth-Based Research

Many of the unknowns involved in establishing a permanent lunar presence can be investigated
on Earth. Existing projects that simulate space missions include the Haughton Mars Project on
Devon Island, Canada, the Desert Rats Experiment in the American Southwest Desert; the
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Aquarius/Neemo Underwater Research Station in Florida, US, and the Concordia Research
Station, Antarctica (Snook, 2003).
To begin research focused on lunar missions, ‘flying the mission on the ground’
(Daues and
Toups, 2003) is envisioned, with a programme structure that would evolve from NASA
Johnson Space Center’s INTEGRITY programme. Our framework therefore begins by
exploiting INTEGRITY as part of an international ground-based effort co-ordinated by the ILO,
as the first step towards humans living and working on the Moon.
This international activity will include components in closed facilities at space agency test
centres, such as the INTEGRITY facilities at JSC, as well as remote, extreme environments on
Earth, like polar or desert regions, for example. These can serve as analogues to lunar
environments, simulating characteristics, such as temperature, isolation, and radiation.
Furthermore, studying the human settlements in some of these regions (e.g. deserts) will
provide valuable lessons on how humans and their artificial environments adapt to extreme,
natural environments. The main elements will therefore be simulations of long-term closed
habitat operations, human aspects, operations and control, surface issues, and infrastructure
aspects.
Closed Habitat Operations: This includes developing and testing ECLSS that can support a
crew during long duration missions. An effective way of producing food in a closed-loop
system and collaborate with tests of such systems in reduced gravity, such as on the ISS will be
developed (Bingham et al., 2001). Issues of importance for this aspect include the type of
plants, the use of solid waste as compost for plant growth, and maintenance of such a system.
This operation also includes the issues of crew systems, dust contamination (using simulated
lunar dust), and the interfaces between humans and equipment.
Social and Psychosocial Human Aspects: We intend to study emotional reactions resulting
from living inside a confined interior in an extreme environment, including isolation aspects of
long duration missions and how the crew composition affects their interaction. Additionally, the
means of improving the quality of life will be tested, such as entertainment and effective ways
of personal communication to Earth. Further studies will analyse psychosocial and medical
issues, such as having limited types of edible crops available and drinking recycled wastewater.
Operations and Control: This includes testing communication relays between Earth and the
Moon, and the consequential autonomy required by the crew. From these studies, protocols for
crew operations will be developed, including the teleoperation of automated and robotic
elements. Because of NASA’s long experience in this area, INTEGRITY could serve as a
primary analogue for this.
Robotic and Automated Processes: This includes developing and testing all robotic units and
automated processes necessary to support humans living on the Moon. An important
operational aspect is the use of virtual operating system interfaces for controlling systems
remotely. Additionally the hardware aspects for robotic units have to be developed and tested.
Drilling, excavating, cargo handling technologies, ISRU, and exploration units will all be tested
on simulated lunar surfaces.
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Surface Issues: An important use of INTEGRITY facilities will involve simulations of
extravehicular activities in protection suits and using surface vehicles. This includes testing
crew and cargo transfer operations.
Infrastructure Aspects: Ground-based simulations can test and validate different designs,
configurations and construction methods (e.g. inflatable modules, bricks produced by means of
ISRU). The methods for using lunar soil as radiation shielding are also of great importance, as
these will influence the design and construction of modules. Infrastructure aspects would also
analyse the interaction between humans and their artificial environments. For example, we will
determine the shape of interior volumes, and which materials, colours, and textures are pleasant
for living and working conditions.
At first, centres throughout the world will individually investigate different issues. However,
the ILO can encourage and manage co-operation that will consider how individual elements
interact and how each can contribute to multiple systems. For example, plants are integral to
ECLSS, but also contribute to a positive living environment for humans. As all these aspects
would be tested under Earth’s gravitational pull, it is important to have parallel research into
effects in reduced-gravity environments, such the Moon.
2.1.2

Phase I: Reduced-Gravity Research

Gravity is one of the major influences on how technology and humans function on Earth, as
well as in space. The presence of gravity dictates basic processes such as fluid flow, and affects
functions as diverse as the viscous flow of blood, to materials fabrication.
Gravity masks the underlying origin of some fundamental processes by inducing convection,
complicating granular flow, and creating hydrostatic pressure. It may completely obscure some
processes, to the point that their existence has not yet been recognised.
Ubiquitous processes that would be radically different under reduced-gravity conditions include
granular flow, fluid mechanics, and chemical reactions. These topics will require precursor
studies before we establish a permanent lunar presence.
Granular flow is a process integral to both industry and nature. In the United States,
agricultural, chemical, material, and pharmaceutical industries all suffer great losses because of
the mysterious flow of grains. Presently, we lose about 16% (KU Leuven, 2003) of apples due
to bruising caused by high-energy inelastic collisions during transport. Furthermore, seemingly
random violent vibrations occasionally cause silos and bins storing or funnelling grains to
completely collapse. Such disasters could be avoided if granular flow is better understood,
which includes issues in nature, such as predicting or preventing landslides and avalanches. In
order to understand granular flow, the intricate interactions and forces involved must be
decoupled – more specifically, gravity, friction, electrostatics, and the energy lost in inelastic
collisions of these irregular grains. Studying the interaction of granular materials under
reduced-gravity conditions could help us to isolate the effect of gravity, thereby revealing the
extent to which other variables are involved.
Reduced-gravity research on granular flow is not only beneficial to a variety of industries, but
also needs to be performed so that we can understand how to transport and process materials on
the Moon. If routine research is performed or development established on the Moon, it will
certainly involve granular materials. One example is providing oxygen and fuel. Additionally,
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any autonomous establishments may require producing materials such as plastics (from pellets)
and aluminium. Professor Stein Sture of the University of Colorado is currently conducting
microgravity-related granular flow research. He is performing a sequence of experiments called
‘Mechanics of Granular Materials’ (MGM). MGM has already flown aboard the U.S. shuttle
missions STS-79 and STS-89 (NASA MSFC, 2003). This programme proposes to perform
similar work in a 1/6g-simulated environment. Studying the influence of gravity on granular
flow would not only facilitate in planning activities on the Moon, but would also provide
insight on the details of lunar geology. The formation of features such as avalanche deposits on
the Moon falls into this category.
Fluid dynamics is almost as abstruse as granular flow, due to the overwhelming influence of
gravity. Fluid physicists struggle to define interactions with solid boundaries, the influence of
heat and electricity on fluids, and how colloidal particles and gas bubbles interact in fluids. On
the Moon, fluid flow would be strikingly different. Convection, an intrinsic mechanism in fluid
mechanics, is completely absent in zero gravity environments, so we expect it to be
substantially reduced in 1/6 g. This consequently reduces the convection-driven disturbance of
mass and heat transport (Seibert et al., 2001). It also further exposes Marangoni convection,
surface tension-induced motion at the interface between two non-miscible fluids. The gravity
dependence of fluid flow, a basic phenomenon integral to a plethora of processes, must be
understood before a large-scale lunar programme implementing.
Chemical reactions are a third category of processes that would, in many ways, significantly
differ on the Moon relative to Earth. One example is how, similar to fluids and grains, gas
molecules under the influence of gravity arrange themselves in a layered, density-based
configuration. Also, buoyancy affects the propagation of weak flames, like those in leanly burnt
fuel (NASA OBPR, 2003). However, the predominance of convection-driven buoyancy would
weaken chemical reactions on the Moon. This would also affect a range of activities involved in
lunar research and development, from propulsion systems for vehicles leaving the lunar surface,
to ISRU.
2.1.2.1 Reduced-Gravity Research on Earth and in LEO

On Earth, preliminary investigations of the effects of gravity on granular flow, fluid mechanics,
chemical reactions, and other processes, can be made. Drop towers, parabolic flights and
sounding rockets are all means for achieving short-lived partial-gravity environments.
However, the short time frame limits the type, extent, and effectiveness of such experiments. As
a long-term experimental hub, bodies have been placed in Low Earth Orbit. The Salyut
programme extended from 1971 to 1984, and Skylab operated from 1973 until 1979. Five years
after Skylab’s orbit was allowed to deteriorate, Mir was launched, lasting until 2001. Our most
recent such venture is the ISS, providing an environment of about 1.5x10-6 g (NASA GRC,
2003). For long-term exposure to 1/6 g, an ISS centrifuge will be required.
2.1.2.2 Life Sciences in Reduced Gravity

In addition to physical and chemical processes, life systems would be profoundly different in
1/6 g. The lack of atmosphere, temperature extremes, and radiation all make the lunar
environment unsuitable for supporting life, yet this section will only focus on the effects of
reduced gravity.
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For a mission to the Moon, the unresolved physiological problems induced by spaceflight and
especially by exposure to partial gravity still need to be assessed and resolved to maintain
astronauts’ health and improve their performance in these extreme conditions. In addition to
micro- and lunar gravity adaptation, we will also consider re-adaptation to Earth’s gravity.
During an astronaut’s trip to the Moon, exposure to microgravity may (depending on travel
time) induce cardiovascular de-conditioning, muscle atrophy, and bone loss. Consequently,
upon landing on the Moon, astronauts could be subject to orthostatic intolerance and exercise
capacity impairment. From Skylab and other missions, a lot of data on the effects of fluid shifts
in microgravity and its effects on humans has been collected, yet the extent of fluid shifts
caused by 1/6g is largely unknown, nor whether it will impair crew performance. Data from
Apollo missions on the lunar surface (Eckart, 1999) does not indicate any exercise tolerance
decrements. However, the amount of available data is insufficient to form sound conclusions,
and further investigation is required.
These disorders will be assessed to establish the nutritional and mechanical requirements to
prevent debilitation. This includes establishing whether Moon-induced bone loss is reversible in
term of mass, ultra- and micro-structural organization. Depending on the results obtained,
scientists will have to determine and test physical and/or pharmacological (such as
Bisphosphonates) countermeasures.
The neurovestibular system is responsible for spatial orientation, both within the human body
itself, and also for the human body with respect to its environment. The primary inputs to this
system, with respect to spatial orientation, are visual (the eyes) and non-visual (the otholith
organ, the semi-circular canals, as well as receptors in the skin, tendons, and muscles). In
weightlessness, ‘space adaptation syndrome’, which is primarily believed to result from a
mismatch between the visual and non-visual inputs, can lead to the reduced work efficiency of
astronauts. This effect usually subsides within 48 hours as the neurovestibular system is
allowed to adapt. A similar effect is expected in astronauts on lunar missions, although this
effect may be complicated by the astronauts’ adaptation during Earth-Moon transit.
Lunar gravity will also influence the neurovestibular system, which in turn will affect motion
patterns and how humans subsequently adapt. The effect of this on activities such as weightlifting, walking, running, and all other basic reflexes will all determine the astronauts ability to
effectively perform tasks. Other factors such as circadian rhythms and the consequences of
isolation and confinement also affect the homeostasis of the human body. These phenomena
will occur on the lunar surface, and therefore deserve attention in any long-term mission design.
2.1.2.3 In-Situ Resource Utilisation Research

Due to the expense of carrying materials to the Moon, it will be necessary to use lunar resources
to sustain the development of lunar bases. Processing schemes like magnetic beneficiation,
plasma reduction, solar or microwave heating and wet chemistry have been proposed for the
extraction of elements like oxygen, hydrogen, metals and glass.
Some of these processes have already been tested on Earth, including lunar ilmenite reduction
and magma electrolysis processes for oxygen production, and a gaseous carbonyl process for
metals (Lewis et al., 1993; Burke, 2002; Lewis and Lewis, 1987). However, they require further
research focused on the very different (low-gravity, high vacuum) lunar environment
(Bhogeswara et al., 1979). Therefore, Phase I requires precursory lunar ISRU investigations
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and development. These studies will be done in simulated lunar environments in reducedgravity facilities such as parabolic flights, sounding rockets, and the ISS.
2.1.3

Phase I: Cislunar Space Research

Both crew and material logistics will need to be transported between the Earth and the Moon in
any human lunar exploration mission. Expeditions into cislunar space place crews and
spacecraft at increased risk of exposure to ionizing radiation and other plasma and debris
environment hazards. A better understanding of the cislunar environment will help us to
accurately assess these risks.
In the near-Earth environment, the geomagnetic field provides some protection from radiation.
The radiation in this region, and its hazards to humans and spacecraft, has been extensively
explored over the past four decades. Several models exist to predict particle fluxes and their
effect on spacecraft electronics (NASA, 2003a). However, certain aspects of the near-Earth
environment are still not well understood, such as the interaction of the solar wind with the
Earth’s geomagnetic field and the prediction of cumulative solar fluences and solar flares.
Further research into these areas would aid spacecraft designers and mission planners.
Since most human space flight experience has been restrained to LEO, the environment outside
of the Earth’s magnetosphere has been somewhat less well explored. Our understanding of the
near-Earth radiation environment must be extended to cislunar space. The extension of this
knowledge to include, for example, the impact of cislunar radiation on human tissues, adequate
shielding strategies, and accurate prediction of solar particle events, would greatly advance our
ability to travel safely in space. Further space radiation effects on humans are discussed in
Chapter 5.
In addition to radiation, many other potential areas of research exist that would enhance our
scientific knowledge of the cislunar environment. Examples include monitoring the Earth’s
geomagnetic tail over one complete solar cycle, space-based near-Earth object detection, solar
energy collection for advanced propulsion systems, and studies of the space debris environment
(orbital debris and micrometeoroids).
2.1.4

Phase I: Orbital Exploration of the Moon

Although the Moon is fairly well understood in general, scientists still know little specific
information. This shortcoming needs to be addressed since a better knowledge of our celestial
neighbour will be useful in understanding the early history of both the Moon and the Earth. The
two bodies share a closely related past, occupying the same part of the Solar System. While
tectonic activity and climate have erased the traces of the formation and evolution on the Earth,
the Moon has preserved its early history far better, and is thus very useful for studying the early
Earth. In fact, in its role as a recorder of cosmic history, it can reveal a great deal about the
formation and evolution of the Solar System.
Remote Sensing (RS) exploration of the Moon from orbit began with the Soviet Luna 10
mission (1965), which conducted geochemical measurements and, to a small degree, a gravity
survey. Shortly thereafter, five US Lunar Orbiters followed, imaging of most of the surface and
discovering gravity anomalies in several maria. In the years 1968-72, the Apollo programme
mapped the surface composition as well as magnetic and gravitational fields, in a low-latitude
region of the Moon (Heiken et al., 1991; NASA, 2003). Although missions to the Moon
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continued, it was not until the 1996 Lunar Prospector’s spectacular confirmation of evidence of
excess polar hydrogen that interest in the Moon was truly revived (Feldman et al., 1998;
Spudis, 1996).
Phase I calls for the continued investigation of the Moon using RS orbiters. In many cases, the
lunar surface sample studies of Phase II will need to supplement this information. One of the
most important immediate RS investigations will rely on improved high-resolution
spectroscopic imaging of the Moon. This will improve our understanding of the composition of
the lunar crust and its spatial distribution, and magmatic and thermal evolution in particular.
Furthermore, it can shed light on the bombardment history of the Earth-Moon system, as well as
the nature of impact processes (OTA, 1991).
Another important area of research concerns the Moon’s very tenuous atmosphere, which is
poorly understood (OTA, 1991). Since this atmosphere may be strongly perturbed by human
activity (Vondrak, 1974), Phase I calls for its investigation early on. Improved and
comprehensive RS data is also essential in planning for a sustained robotic and human presence
on the Moon. Detailed topographical and mineralogical maps will be required. For example, in
planning a larger base, it will be essential to place it within reach of important resources.
Launch
Mission Name
Year
(Design)
2003
/ SMART-1
2004
(Orbiter)
(approved)
(ESA, 2003)

Agency
ESA

Purpose
•
•
•

Lunar-A
JAXA
(Orbiter
+
2
penetrators)
(ISAS, 2003)
2005 (pre- SELENE
JAXA
phase A)
(Orbiter)
(NASDA, 2003)

•

2006

•

2004

(approved)

(proposed)

2011
(proposed)

SELENE-B
JAXA
(Lander, Rover)
(NASDA, 2003)
Aitken
Sample NASA
Return (Duke et
al., 2000)

•
•

•

Test solar electric propulsion,
miniaturization technology
RS: search for ice at the south
pole using NIR spectrometry
Map minerals and chemical
elements, using visible light,
near-IR, and X-rays
Study the lunar interior with
seismometers and heat-flow
probes.
Orbit-based surface imaging.
Explore origin, evolution of
Moon using: imagers, radar
sounder, laser altimeter, X-ray
fluorescence spectrometer, and
a γ-ray spectrometer
Technology demonstrator:
- soft landing on the lunar surface
- attitude control
Sample return from the South
Pole Aitken Basin

Table 2.1: Proposed and planned future lunar missions

The planned and proposed missions listed in Table 2.1 have already addressed several of these
concerns. Note: The recently announced Chinese and Indian lunar exploration plans are not
included in Table 2.1.
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Lunar development and increased exploration will require more detailed global mapping of the
lunar surface and sub-surface, information on the lunar environment, lunar surface processes
and evolution, materials, chemistry, and physical properties (Heiken et al., 1991). In addition to
the passive RS techniques employed with today’s technology, many of these studies will
require active remote sensing (e.g. radar, lidar). The proposed 2005 SELENE mission will
begin some of these investigations, but more comprehensive ones will be required. These
techniques will enable subsurface studies (long-wavelength radar), precision altimetry mapping
(lidar), as well as broad-area imaging at high resolutions (synthetic-aperture radar) for mapping
surface topography and physical properties. Upcoming technologies such as micro and nanosatellites will greatly aid in these RS efforts, primarily by decreasing mission costs.
2.2 Phase II: Build-Up
Many of the studies of Phase I will continue into later phases. However, Phase II can begin only
after the essential questions of Phase I have been answered. For example, detailed mineralogical
mappings of the lunar surface are required before ISRU trials can begin. Phase II begins with
on-the-Moon investigations of lunar geology for scientific and prospecting purposes. These
studies prepare the way for building surface robotic infrastructure. To support this increased
activity on the Moon, Phase II also requires communications and navigation infrastructure in
lunar orbit.
2.2.1

Phase II: Lunar Surface Studies

Information from the lunar surface must, in many cases, supplement the remote sensing
investigations of § 2.2.4. Our prime scientific objective is to investigate the lunar surface and
subsurface, in particular the polar ices, surface history and cratering, the spatial distribution of
volcanic deposits, the regolith properties at depth, and the lunar crust, mantle and core. This
will be done through robotic operations on the lunar surface, in-situ analysis and sample return
to the Earth. The internal structure of the Moon will also be investigated with seismometers,
heat flow probes and magnetometers.
The lunar surface is entirely covered by a regolith layer of varying depths. The abundance of
regolith on the lunar surface drives our interest for the study of its shielding properties against
solar and cosmic radiation. Different material compositions have been found in the mare
regions and in the highland areas. The major elemental composition and glass contents found by
the Apollo missions are given in (Tables A1, A2; AppendixA; Casanova, 2000), including Fe,
Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Ti, and S. Abundances of water on the lunar surface are very low, even if the
suggested presence of water ice at the poles is demonstrated.
Lunar orbiters, landers, robotic rovers and human landings, mainly between 1959 and the mid1970s, have provided us with enough scientific data to realize how relevant the knowledge of
the Moon’s geophysical, chemical and mineralogical data is for improving our understanding of
the early and intermediate history of the Moon, the Solar System and the Earth (Heiken et al.,
1991). Studies of the lunar samples have led to the hypothesis of the formation of a lunar core,
mantle and crust. The Moon was also found to have had a complex volcanic history until 2-3
billion years ago. However, we are still far from having a complete geochemical and
geophysical mapping of the Moon, and of its polar regions in particular. The Moon quakes are
still a mystery as well.
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2.2.2

Phase II: Lunar Surface Robots

The most efficient way of collecting this information about the lunar surface is through robotic
probes. Landers on the Moon will serve purely scientific and prospecting purposes. Robots will
also serve as a precursor of human space exploration, to mitigate the risks and costs of human
exploration, reduce human extra vehicular activities, and assist in advance site selection for
humans.
Current and near-future Moon robotic missions, such as NASA’s South Pole Aitken Basin
Sample Return Mission, and Japan’s Lunar-A and SELENE missions, focus on robotic
exploration for scientific or prospecting purposes. The Icebreaker mission proposed by
Carnegie-Mellon University will conduct a robotic ground investigation on the lunar South Pole
(Fig. 2.2).
Planetary rovers with high autonomy and mobility can provide us with much of the valuable
information discussed in § 2.3.1. To acquire detailed geological information, technologies such
as boring and core sampling, penetration probe and mole-type robots will be further developed.
Each provides an effective method of excavating the lunar surface. In the Apollo and Luna
programmes, we obtained about 3 m deep sampling via the drive-tube and drilling boring
methods. In penetration systems, a ballistic scientific probe shot from high altitude can obtain
high-acceleration and penetrate the surface of the Moon. The Lunar-A mission selected the
penetration system, which is predicted to collect samples at depths of 1 to 3 m.
The concept of the mole-type robot, which is not a rover, is based on the shield machines used
on Earth to dig out deeply with small devices. This type of robot was selected for the Beagle 2
Mars Mission.

Figure 2.2: Robotic Antarctic Meteorite Search
(Source: NASA)

The rover deploys the mole-type robot, which digs the surface on the crucial site. The rover
then returns the sample. Once these fundamental investigations are underway, other types of
robots will be brought to the Moon. The main function of these will be the development of
infrastructure and resources in Phase III. Then, rovers will support field studies and
construction, provide emergency and logistical support, and survey difficult or dangerous
regions. A partnership between humans and robots can accomplish much more than either
humans or robots alone.
2.2.3

Phase II: ISRU Precursors

A particularly important aspect of the development of the Moon’s surface is ISRU. Interest in
ISRU is a natural consequence of our interest in the Moon. Both precursory small-scale
investigations on the lunar surface, such as studies of chemical reactions in partial-gravity
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conditions, and robotic missions can be focused on the study of extraterrestrial mining,
extraction, processing and manufacturing techniques.
Acquiring the ability to extract oxygen from lunar material is a major priority both for
manufacturing propellant and for supporting human existence on the Moon. More than 20
different processes for oxygen extraction already exist at different stages of development
(Eckart, 1999; Lewis et al. 1993; Eckart, 2000). As by-products, ISRU techniques will also
produce metals.
Water may be another lunar resource of interest. First, Phase II will need to investigate the
presence of water, suggested by the Clementine and Lunar Prospector probes (Reibaldi and
Caprara, 2002). The water could be used to produce hydrogen, which would act as a reducing
agent in chemical reactions and, in principle, for propellant production. Water could also be
produced on the Moon, combining locally produced oxygen with hydrogen transported from
Earth. The availability of water would justify the interest in potential lunar resources for
construction materials like high glass content ground lunar soil and sulphur. Lunar anorthosite
rocks and lunar basalt have been already successfully tested to formulate cementitious material
(Casanova and Aulesa, 2000). After these processes are well developed, ISRU can begin on a
larger scale for useful production of resources. At this point, it may also be useful to start
producing a cache of resources that will be used in Phase III.
2.2.4

Phase II: Communications/Navigation System

With this increasing level of activity and development on the lunar surface, it will be essential
to have reliable, continuously operating communication and navigation capability. At first, the
RS satellites in lunar orbit could serve this purpose. When requirements become more stringent
because of increased data transmission, higher-precision navigation requirements, and lower
signal intensities (especially from small surface robots), a dedicated system of satellites for
communications and navigations will be required. As detailed by Carson and Giacobe (2003), a
constellation of six to twelve satellites would provide full coverage. In cislunar space, the
libration points are an important natural spatial resource and may also be used in establishing a
navigation or communication infrastructure (Burke et al., 2003).
2.2.5

Phase II: Astronomy

A robotic outpost on the Moon will make many important areas of scientific research possible,
but this research will not be limited to looking down at the Moon. We can also look upwards,
using the Moon as a base for observatories that will allow us to greatly expand our knowledge
of the universe (Schrunk et al., 2000). Lunar-based facilities have the following advantages
(Reichert and Hanowsky, 2000; Genet and Hayes, 1989; Davies, 1997; ESA, 1992):
•
•

•

Availability of the full range of the electromagnetic spectrum, and improved angular
resolution, as a consequence of the absence of refraction, diffraction, or distortions,
caused by dust, aerosols and wind, due to the lack of atmosphere.
Reduced solar interference, long duration observations and easier cooling of the
instruments during the 14-day lunar night, and in permanently dark Polar Regions. In
particular, this would open the prospect of passively-cooled infrared and millimetrewave telescopes (NASA, 1986).
Shielding from the Earth’s radio noise on the ‘far side of the Moon’.
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•

Lunar surface stability and low gravity would aid in the construction of large telescopes,
and take further advantage of interferometry methods.

Potential concerns for lunar observatories include micrometeorite impacts due to the lack of
atmosphere, dust contamination or proliferation due to human activity (‘environmental
conservation’ issues), high temperature gradients between lunar day and night, and material
degradation due to the low protection provided by the weak lunar magnetic fields. While these
issues are being addressed, simple wire antennas could initially be deployed on the lunar
surface at an earlier stage of phase II. A further discussion of Moon-based observatories is in
NASA CP-3166 (1988).
2.2.6

Phase II: Trials for Earth – Moon Transportation System

Concurrently with these developments in and around the Moon, we will need to design, develop
and test the transportation system that will later ferry humans and cargo between Earth and
Moon. This transportation system should also include the possibility for an emergency
evacuation of the lunar outpost.
It is likely that new technologies will have to be developed as reusable ones (Alexander, 2003).
In Phase II, these technologies would first have to be tested in a range of technology
demonstration missions. Four main architectures exist for transportation between Earth and
Moon:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Earth’s surface ßà Moon’s surface
Earth’s surface ßà Earth orbiter ßà Moon surface
Earth’s surface ßà Earth-Moon cycler ßà Moon’s surface
Earth’s surface ßà Earth orbiter ßà Moon orbiter ßà Moon’s surface

Chapters 4 and 5 in this report will discuss options (3) and (4) in technical detail.
2.3 Phase III: Full Capability
At the conclusion of Phase II, basic elements, including an Earth-Moon transportation system
and a communications and navigation system will be in place to proceed with a permanent
human outpost. In Phase III, the Lunar Outpost will be completed in a stepped approach relying
on robotic support, a closed ECLSS and fully functional ISRU.
2.3.1

Lunar Outpost

An outpost is defined as an outlying or frontier settlement (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2003),
being detached from a main body. This definition can be aptly applied to the initial human
presence on the Moon: the next frontier. This lunar outpost will be developed through a multistep approach. The lunar surface and subsurface have been extensively explored in Phase II
through robotic orbital and ground missions. This allows for the determination of the initial site
for the outpost in Phase III. Possible regions include the Lunar South Pole (possibility of ice,
unlimited solar power at some highland peaks) (Schrunk et al., 1999), the Nearside Equatorial
regions (possibility of good ISRU) and the Lunar Far side (astronomy). After the site has been
determined, a series of robotic ISRU units would be sent to this location.
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Cargo transfer and construction robotic vehicles, as well as a habitat and operations module will
follow these units and arrive before the first human assembly crews for the pre-construction
step. Matter compilers using nanotechnology (Globus et al., 1998) may be among the robotic
elements. These will allow spare parts and electronics, like control units, to be assembled by the
compiler facility using resources available through ISRU. These human crews, staging from an
orbiting platform, will be based at the habitat unit for missions of up to two weeks. During
these missions the crews will prepare the site for the outpost using the robotic vehicles. Site
preparation includes setting up an ISRU facility, setting up photovoltaic arrays (with batteries,
depending on location), and preparing radiation shielding using regolith in order to support the
outpost.

Figure 2.3: Robotic units
building a lunar settlement
(Source: NASA)

After the preparation of the site, the outpost will gradually move to the second step of Phase III:
a permanent human presence with a gradually increasing crew size. During this step, the
construction and testing of greenhouses necessary for a self-supporting outpost will be carried
out, as well as further construction of habitation units. The research aspects will include
validation of a large scale closed ECLSS and large-scale construction. There will a great
emphasis on automated and robotic elements, controlled from an operations centre. In addition,
provisions will have to be made for the maintenance of these units by humans. The completion
of the greenhouses and their incorporation into a closed ECLSS will follow.
A closed ECLSS (Mars Academy, 2003) is essential for maintaining a permanent human
presence on the Moon. Even though an Earth-Moon transport system will be readily available,
it will be a waste of effort to send basic resources from Earth, especially because the transport
systems will be needed to send advanced and specialized equipment. A closed ECLSS would
recycle air, water and wastes. Plants play an important role in this system too: they would not
only provide food but would also be used to recycle air, liquid and solid waste.

Figure 2.4: Lunar Settlement
(Source: Richter, 2002)

Through the incorporation of the greenhouses into the closed ECLSS the outpost will be
complete and, together with the use of ISRU, be relatively self-sufficient. The ISRU will
produce oxygen and hydrogen, which can be used to make water, as well as propellant. The
completed outpost will do further testing of ISRU, including the possibility of making bricks,
glass blocks and certain metals useful for construction. Lunar scientific research will include
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astronomical observatories and investigations into the possibility of mining Helium-3 (3He).
Helium-3, deposited on the lunar surface by solar wind, would be used to fuel fusion power
plants, once developed, with the potential of an almost unlimited and clean source of energy.
The development of 3He use may not only have great economic advantages on Earth and the
Moon, but would eventually have a relevant role in the future ability to explore the Solar
System as well (Kulcinski et al., 2000).
In the long term, the outpost (see Appendix A) would be used as a research station for further
lunar development. Many of today’s cities were originally founded as outposts, like present day
Los Angeles, California, which was founded in 1781 by Spanish missionaries as a small
settlement. The lunar outpost will continue to expand into a lunar settlement in the far future
and will serve as a gateway for new outposts. A mass driver, using electromagnetic
acceleration, could continuously launch payloads from the lunar surface into the Lagrange
Points or Earth orbit (Space Studies Institute, 2003). This launch system would support a
number of commercial activities. These activities such as 3He mining mentioned above,
manufacturing as well as tourism could become viable and support a growing human presence
on the Moon.
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3 Using the ISS for an International
Lunar Framework
“The Earth is the cradle of humankind, but one cannot live in the
cradle forever.”
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, 1896

To realise the lunar framework outlined in Chapter 2, it is prudent to consider the potential of
the largest international space project at present, the International Space Station (ISS). The ISS
is a collaborative effort among currently 16 countries: USA, Russia, Japan, Canada, Germany,
France, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain, Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands, Sweden, the
United Kingdom, and Brazil.
This chapter aims to explore how the ISS programme can be used to contribute to international
lunar exploration. The chapter begins by stressing the importance of using the ISS for any
major next step in space exploration. It then discusses how the ISS can fit into the International
Lunar Organisation (ILO) discussed in Chapter 2. Through effective coordination and
management, the ISS could make significant contributions in initiating and supporting an
international framework of lunar exploration and development. Subsequent sections explore
various ways of using the ISS to enable lunar exploration.
3.1 Motivations for using the ISS
3.1.1

Facilitating international cooperation for lunar exploration

One of the principal objectives of the ISS is: “To develop effective international cooperation”
(1 NASA; 1998). A main motivation for using the ISS is to extend the established international
partnership to the next step in space exploration, the Moon. Going to the Moon as an
international effort, rather than as individual national efforts, could have a significant unifying
effect for humanity.
Thus far, various space agencies (including those of Japan, Europe, USA, China, India) have
planned their lunar missions independently, without any concrete plans for international
cooperation. However, most of their long-term visions feature a positive attitude to working
with other nations. At least for the current ISS participants, the smoothest way may be to
simply sprout an international lunar effort from the existing partnership of the ISS programme.
The trust developed among the partner nations would be an invaluable asset in beginning a new
collaborative endeavour. For non-ISS participants with lunar visions (including China and
India), a lunar framework supported by the ISS could encourage these new partners to join.
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3.1.2

Political incentives

International projects such as the ISS are often justified based on political motivations. The ISS
project has had delays, cost overruns, worries about the participation of various member states,
and disagreements in areas that were not even considered when the initial agreements were
signed. Despite these difficulties, however, these difficult experiences should not obscure the
amazing achievement of an international space station in orbit.
In designing a lunar programme that will be humanity’s next step in space, one must give
particular thought to the role of the ISS. The peoples of the space-faring nations have invested
heavily in the ISS, and their representatives in the various national governments are looking for
results from their investment. Furthermore, the ISS programme has built an employment
constituency in its member states, and the threat of losing the thousands of high-tech jobs in the
aerospace sector is a strong political motivation for continuing beyond the ISS.
One should not view a proposal to use the ISS as a burden, but rather as a significant
opportunity. The expertise of those officials who negotiated the ISS agreements, the process
they used, and the groundwork they laid are as important to a future programme as the
engineers who built the hardware. The management skills and organisational structures are
based on many lessons and experiences gained from this challenging international project.
Note that using the ISS to explore the Moon may prove not to be the most efficient solution for
these programmes; however, efficiency is not always the driving goal in the political arena.
Innovative uses of the ISS can not only extend its utility, but also enhance interest in the ISS
and space exploration in general.
3.1.3

Value of established ISS assets

In addition to the established partnership, the ISS project represents an invaluable asset in many
ways. With one of its objectives being to “Provide a testbed for developing 21st Century
technology" (1 NASA; 1998), the ISS has a great potential to support the development of
technology for a lunar framework. Figure 3.1 of the completed ISS illustrates its capabilities.
The ISS can facilitate the initial research, simulations, and findings needed for eventual
permanent human presence on the Moon. Various modules and components of the ISS may be
useful in a successful lunar programme. A full description of these modules is in Appendix B.
The U.S. Destiny Laboratory Module (U.S. Lab) can carry out research in many scientific
areas: life sciences, microgravity sciences, Earth science, space science, biotechnology, fluids
and combustion, human research, gravitational biology, and X-ray crystallography (1 NASA;
1998).
The Russian Research Modules 1 and 2 are designed for Earth sciences, space sciences
including astrophysics, fundamental science studies, and microgravity sciences.
The KIBO Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) allows life sciences research in a separate
transport logistics module for pressurized and unpressurized cargo. There is also a remote
manipulator system and an exposed facility for the unpressurized experiments.
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The Columbus Orbital Facility is also known as the Attached Pressurized Module, an ESA
contribution analogous to the U.S. Lab. It has 10 International Standard Payload Racks (ISPR)
with biology research, fluid science, Biology Experiment Laboratories, Material Science
Laboratory-Electromagnetic Levitator .
Particular mention will be made to the Centrifuge Accommodation Module (CAM) in this
chapter, for its artificial gravity range covers the lunar 1/6 gravity suitable for lunar simulation
experiments. The CAM provides centrifuge facilities for science and research, allowing for
experiments in the range of 0.01g-2g.
3.2 From Cooperation to Coordination: ILO and the ISS Lunar Working Group
In Chapter 2, the authors discuss an international organisation that coordinates activities related
to lunar exploration and development. The International Lunar Organisation (ILO) can assist in
focusing research activities within a lunar framework.
A subgroup of the ILO can be useful when dealing with ISS-related lunar activities. Currently,
no programme exists within the ISS framework that is dedicated to the Moon. To most
effectively realise all the potential uses of the ISS for a lunar framework, the authors
recommend a working group dedicated to coordinating the Moon-oriented activities on the ISS.
This should be an interdisciplinary and international working group, possibly called the “ISS
Lunar Working Group (ISS-LWG)”.
As a subgroup of the ILO, the ISS-LWG could be analogous to existing groups, such as the
International Microgravity Strategic Planning Group (IMSPG; 2003) and the International
Space Life Science Working Group (ISLSWG; 2003). This group should encourage members
from non-ISS States to expand the participation to a global level.
The ISS-LWG objectives should be:
•
•
•
•

To coordinate all the potential uses of the ISS toward lunar exploration;
To inform the global community about the ISS as a stepping-stone to the Moon;
To host an international student research participation programme for research on
the ISS related to the Moon;
To establish a forum and mechanism for the communication and coordination of
activities.

The initiation of this group could use the support of the International Lunar Exploration
Working Group (5 ILEWG; 2003), dedicated to “developing an international strategy for the
exploration of the Moon”.
3.3 Technically supporting a lunar framework
3.3.1

ISS contributions to technical applications

There are many ways to capitalise on the abilities of the ISS for a lunar exploration framework.
This section further describes the possible uses of ISS assets in lunar-related activities.
To develop robot technology for the lunar framework, robotic arms (US arm on Truss,
Canadian arm, European arm, and Japanese arm) allow the ISS to support external experiments,
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payload movements, and possible uses for assembly on the surface on the Moon. Robot arms
and extravehicular activities (EVA) could also contribute to the mission to investigate some
failure of a vehicle in orbit. Other robotic capabilities include using the ISS as a laboratory for
telerobotics and other robotic systems (Chirikjian and Suthakorn, 2002).
To observe the lunar surface and measure the space environment of lunar orbit, one can use
exposed facilities (such as JEM) using the SEDA-AP (Space Environment Data Acquisition
equipment-Attached Payload) attached KIBO exposed facility. The SEDA-AP carries a neutron
detector and other space environment sensors. It measures the external space environment
including neutrons, light particles with high energy, heavy ions, small particles, and atomic
oxygen (7 NASDA; 2003a). Various acceleration measurement systems on the ISS can also be
used to analyse the microgravity environment.
To research the effects of 1/6 g on various plants and animals, one can use life science
experiment facilities (CBEF (Cell Biology Experiment Facility) inside KIBO and GBF
(Gravitational Biology Facility) inside US module), since these facilities can provide variable
gravity (at least 0.05g to 2 g) with a rotating table (8 NASDA; 2003b). A clean Bench inside
KIBO, a Biolab inside the ESA module and a MSG (Microgravity Science Glove box) inside
the US module provide a closed workspace for aseptic operation to perform life science and
biotechnology experiment (9 NASA; 2003). As mentioned above, the Centrifuge
Accommodation Module can also contribute to study space biology and organisms kept at
partial gravity such as on the Moon.
To take care of crew and research the influence on human body, one can use the HRF (Human
Research Facility) inside the US module. This facility could contribute to the medical care (e.g.
ergometer and treadmill) for crews and fundamental research in lunar orbit (11 NASA; 2003).
The European Physiology Module supports research of respiratory and cardiovascular
conditions, hormonal and body fluid shifts, bone demineralisation and neuroscience (12 NASA;
2003).
One can use protein crystal growth experiment facilities (Protein Crystal Research Facility
inside KIBO and Biotechnology Research Facility inside US module). In addition, the X-ray
Crystallography Facility inside the US module can also support comprehensive protein analysis
in microgravity (13 NASA; 2003).
A High Definition Television system is available for high-speed data and video
communications, which may be applicable to telemedicine and psychological support for future
lunar missions (14 NASDA; 2003c). After launching an MPEG-2 encoder, real time downlink
would be possible. In addition, the ISS has some capabilities for processing and transferring
data of all communication, tracking, and navigation systems including audio/video capabilities.
Various high rate data lines have the capacity to transmit data at 43 Mbps (15 NASDA; 2003d).
The The Minus Eighty Degree Celsius Laboratory Freezer for the International Space Station
inside KIBO has four drawers to accommodate and keep samples at a temperature of minus 80
degrees, minus 26 degrees or plus 4 degrees Celsius (16 NASDA; 2003, 27 NASDA; 2003). So,
one can use this capability to possibly bring cold polar lunar samples back to the Earth or to
keep samples for life science experiments onboard the ISS.
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3.3.2

Telecommunications

The ISS can also contribute to develop a better way to communicate with future lunar bases and
systems.
The ISS could work as a test-bed for new communications technologies such as:
-

Researching new materials for semiconductor devices;
Develop new techniques to build integrated circuits;
Testing new integrated circuits that support communications in all frequencies, not only
X-, Ku-, Ka-, V- bands. The absence of atmosphere allows one to transmit and receive
signals in a wide range of frequencies, including the possibilities of optical space links.

In addition to these research activities, the ISS can serve as an intermediate link between the
Earth and the Moon in order to have better quality and more robust communications. One could
possibly establish dedicated links between ground stations on Earth and future lunar stations. In
this configuration, the ISS could perform on-board processing, amplification, modulation,
encoding and transmitting of data (23 ITRI, 24 ACTS, 2003). By using the ISS as an
intermediate link, one will be using its capabilities and one could transmit information from the
Moon to the Earth.
3.3.3

Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS)

The Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS) is a subsystem typical of human
space vehicles. The system provides all the necessary conditions in order to make life in space
possible. In the ISS it provides a pressurized and habitable environment by supplying the
correct amount of oxygen and nitrogen, controlling the temperature and humidity, removing
carbon dioxide and other atmospheric contaminants, and monitoring the atmosphere for the
presence of combustion products. The system also collects, processes, and stores water and
waste used and produced by the crewmembers, and provides fire detection, suppression and
crew safety equipment.
In the design of a lunar base life support system, all the parameters listed above have to be
taken into account. However, for a lunar mission, the resupply of this system will not be as easy
as it could be for the ISS. For long duration missions, resupply either becomes too voluminous
or, because of the enormous distance, even impossible. Moreover, it may not be economical or
practical to resupply basic life support elements from Earth.
Since an open loop life support system induces tremendous logistical problems of resupply, a
regenerative life-support system seems to be more appropriate for a lunar base. A sophisticated
Bioregenerative Life Support System (BLSS) could be installed in possible lunar bases, but
only when it is reliable enough to replace alimentation and chemicals methods (25 NASA JSC,
26 NASA MSFC, 2003).
A BLSS type of life-support system would feature plants for the purposes of atmosphere
regeneration, consuming the carbon dioxide produced by the crew during photosynthesis and
delivering oxygen for the crew’s respiration. A BLSS would also feature animals for food
production, such as teleosts (aquaculture systems), birds (such as chickens) and mammals
(dwarf goats, pigs). However, for proper photosynthesis, the plants will require a certain
amount of light that will probably come from solar energy, which could also be used for
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thermal control of the station. When such a biological life-support system will be developed,
the possible instabilities and diseases will have to be taken into account and studied carefully.
The installation of this system will probably need a step-by-step strategy in parallel with
physical-chemical systems.
Well-adapted to use on a lunar base, the development of such a complicated life support on
system in the ISS presents two advantages. Firstly, it will solve the possible lunar resupply
problems. Secondly, it will allow space agencies to actively prepare for future missions to the
Moon.
3.4 Scientifically supporting a lunar framework using the ISS
Scientific experiments and research on-board the ISS in a 1/6g CAM can help resolve questions
of fundamental biology, chemistry and physics, in addition to practical matters crucial for the
planned permanent human presence on the lunar surface.
3.4.1

Lunar Gravity Simulation

For a planned permanent human presence on the lunar surface, a low-gravity test environment
would be the most appropriate place as a test-bed for human issues. Since the ISS is an
accessible habitat for long duration experiments in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), it is an ideal
platform for carrying out lunar environment simulations for both human issues and scientific
experiments.
The ISS’s CAM would be useful to perform simulations at one sixth times the acceleration of
Earth’s gravity. Simulation and activity in a 1/6g environment is of interest especially in the
following disciplines: life sciences, physical sciences, space engineering and technology
research, space sciences and human physiology. This would allow researchers to discover and
investigate phenomena, relations and processes expected on the lunar surface.
3.4.2

Lunar Sample Analysis & Processing for Utilisation

Return of samples of the Moon confirmed the existence of (1) oxygen for life and propulsion,
(2) precious metals, (3) materials with potential ceramic characteristics and glass for
construction, (4) silicon for photovoltaic devices, and (5) thorium for nuclear breeder reactor
fuels and more (17 Abiodun; 2001).
Given the history of human activities, one should expect the development of the technologies
necessary to (i) explore other planets and natural satellites, and (ii) harvest the resources on
these planets for the benefits of humankind here on Earth. The space station or lunar-based
factories could be used for the processing of these lunar materials. Since there is routine access
to the ISS, some lunar material samples could be first sent to the ISS laboratories for processing
to find the usefulness to humankind and possible damage to the health and the environment
before sending it to Earth. The ISS can therefore act as a quarantine post for samples before
dispatch to the Earth. Note that due to the inhospitable environment of the Moon, a quarantine
post may not be needed, but this type of activity could also be a precursor for future Mars
exploration.
Exploration of the Moon may require some on-site use of various surface resources. It is not
cost-effective to try to carry all fuels and other chemicals from the Earth. Micro-chemical
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research and processing is possible in the ISS modules. Furthermore, as previously discussed,
the CAM could assist in the research of biological processes (e.g. growing plants) and chemical
reactions in 1/6 g, as well as possible equipment testing for lunar environment use.
Chapter 2 discusses the motivations for performing in-situ Resource Utilisation (ISRU). One
could then increase scientific knowledge of the lunar surface environment. One could also
possibly use lunar minerals during the further stages of the broad lunar framework described in
Chapter 2.
3.4.3

Lunar Effects on Biological Processes

Although the lunar environment lacks essential prerequisites for supporting life, lunar missions
offer new and promising opportunities to the life science community. However, before being
able to conduct experiments on the Moon surface, one should continue scientific research on the
lunar environment, especially its effects on the human body and plant and animal development.
For this purpose the ISS CAM will offer a lot of capacities.
The discussion of ECLSS systems in Section 3.2.3 explains the motivation for investigating
how plants metabolise and grow on the Moon. The study of plants in the space environment is
driven by three main needs: (1) learning how to grow plants successfully in space, (2)
determining whether there are any plant developmental or metabolic processes that are critically
dependent on gravity, and (3) learning how plants alter their patterns of growth and
development when there are changes in the strength and direction of gravity.
Plants grown in space will diversify astronauts’ diets and give some food self-sufficiency. In an
attempt to populate the lunar surface, biological, physical and chemical experiments must be
regularly carried out in a 1/6 g environment. The various racks of the ISS modules will be ideal
for some of the scientific experiments and research towards the growth and raise animals on the
Moon for food.
3.4.4

Lunar Base Crew Simulation and Adaptation

Before a multinational crew goes to a lunar base for an extended stay, training the crew in the
ISS first will be useful in identifying any potential problems.
3.4.4.1 Psychological and social issues

Thus far, only the Russians and Americans have experienced living and working together in
space for extended periods of time. When the crew consists of multiple nationalities,
unforeseen social and psychological issues could arise. For example, issues that may result
from isolation on the ISS can easily be noticed and treated and, if possible, dealt with before
embarking on a long lunar exploration mission. In addition, compared to a simulation on the
Earth, training on the ISS is psychologically closer to living in a lunar base.
3.4.4.2 Physiological issues

As previously described in Chapter 2.2.1, there is still much to learn regarding physiological
issues on the Moon. The ISS offers many capabilities to address these issues. By placing small
animals like rodents in a simulated lunar gravity environment, we can study its effects on
various biological systems. Depending on the results, a new countermeasure regimen could be
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tested at the same time. If the lunar gravity proves to be sufficient to prevent the physiological
impairments induced by microgravity, it might be used as a countermeasure for the other space
missions. The ISS also offers the opportunity to test biological specimens. This testing would
allow us to conduct experiments on cells or small organisms to increase scientific knowledge of
physiology and development mechanisms. However, these results must be extrapolated to
humans. In the ISS, one should also continue to analyse other factors that could affect
astronauts’ performance, like the efficiency of medication and circadian rhythm modifications.
3.4.5

Lunar Radiation Study

The ISS is not only good for the simulation of lunar gravity, but also for lunar radiation physics.
This would allow one to examine the radiobiological effects on both human and materials for
lunar missions.
There is a continuous flow of elementary particles and ions in space. The solar wind, solar
flares, and Galactic Cosmic Radiation, (GCR), which all make up the corpuscular radiation, are
capable of penetrating organic and inorganic matter and releasing its energy, especially at the
South Atlantic Anomaly (18 Messerschmid and Bertrand; 1999). Studying this on ISS science
laboratories allows one to understand and design necessary protective devices for human and
robotic lunar missions.
One way to study human protection against radiation before heading to the Moon is to use the
ISS Matroshka (19 Reitz; 2001). Matroshka (a simulated astronaut) is an ESA initiative that
enables scientists to estimate the radiation, temperature, and pressure levels experienced by a
male astronaut during an EVA. Matroshka can actively and passively detect radiation via a set
of embedded and external dosimeters (instruments that measure levels of radiation). For
instance, silicon/scintillator devices are placed near important organs such as the eyes and the
bone marrow, while an outer Nomex coat enables the placement of passive detectors to measure
skin exposure levels. At the same time, cell and animal radiation experiments could be
performed to assess the relation between radiation exposure and different levels of gravity.
3.5 The Moon and the ISS – a public education programme
Today, the ISS can become a powerful tool for reaching out to the public, particularly if the
public can relate to the astronauts permanently onboard and also find it in the sky. People learn
the best and enjoy the most when they can relate to personal experiences (of astronauts in this
case). Unlike in short missions, ISS planning should give its crew more time to serve the
greater public through outreach activities. Also, being able to find the ISS in the sky and
realising that fellow citizens of Earth are living there can, perhaps, inspire everybody
significantly.
3.5.1

Linking the ISS and the Moon

Using the ISS capabilities in a lunar framework can spread the concept of a growing space
programme, in which the ISS plays an important role in going to the Moon as the next step.
Implementing a lunar-directed phase in the life of ISS could give the opportunity to promote it
as an exciting adventure for humanity. Linking the ISS lifetime with future lunar exploration
can help people see the big picture behind different space projects, and to consider the whole
international space programme as a unique human mission.
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Currently as the only permanent “base” in outer space, the ISS can play an excellent role in
illustrating to the public why a lunar base is desired. The ISS crew can communicate with the
public on the ground to help illustrate the difference between a habitat on Earth’s orbit and a
habitat on the Moon. This could raise people’s interest in one day seeing humans living on the
Moon.
3.5.2

Educational opportunities related to the ISS cycler

By linking the Earth and the Moon symbolically in a lunar exploration framework, one can help
increase humanity’s insight into space. One possible idea is that a new science subject (possibly
called Earth-Moon Science) be developed. This subject could describe all space-related
achievements reached up to now, together with further developments in lunar-terrestrial
interaction. This subject could be organically presented at all levels of education systems,
encouraging everybody to think of the Moon as a natural companion in the solar system.
3.5.3

An educational programme on lunar-related subjects

With an in-depth knowledge and continuous investigation of lunar soil, the Earth’s geological
environment and that of the Moon could be studied, evaluated, compared, and contrasted. A
comparison could help students not only to understand the difference the two geological
systems, but also to recognize their different origin and history. One can then develop and
understand how geology itself can help to estimate the age of a celestial body, and how well it
joins astronomy in the interdisciplinary study of the Universe.
In a low gravity (1/6 g) environment, drag effects on motion are present. With a human body
attitude very different from the one obtained on the Earth, interesting issues about human body
kinetics could be obtained. In this subject, one can mention the experience of the choreographer
and movement researcher Kitsou Dubois, who is collaborating with Imperial College’s
Biodynamics Group in an interdisciplinary research to investigate the control of movement in
weightlessness (20 Dubois; 2003). Showing a weightlessness dance video, with tracking
devices in dancer’s limbs, could be a useful educational source of information about human
body behaviour.
Lunar mechanics and dynamics can benefit from ongoing ISS studies on the problem of
assembling parts in weightlessness. Mechanics and dynamics education should benefit from ISS
and lunar activities. The lunar scenario presents a lot of interesting problems about how to
build, to secure, to bind, to travel in 1/6 g. This would allow a number of educational
experiments to be designed.
From the educational point of view, one can also understand the changes that occur in the
human body when exposed to the situation of reduced gravity – weakening muscles, changes in
how the heart, arteries and veins work, and the loss of bone density. This has a great role in
emphasising the importance of physical activity during all periods of life, and could help in
public health promotion.
An interactive project, with a robot or a rover remotely guided by students on Earth, could be a
wonderful virtual lunar exploration; a good example is the Planetary Society project “Red
Rover goes to Mars” sponsored by Lego (21 Planetary Society; 2003). In summary, there are
numerous possibilities to implement ISS and lunar-based educational programmes.
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3.6 Public outreach through the ISS
To reach the greatest number of people worldwide, the ISS programme should take advantage
of the most widely available media, especially mobile phones, the Internet, and television.
Communication with the public becomes most effective when it is real-time, audio-visual,
dynamic, and thrilling.
One possibility is the use of mobile phones as a tool for public outreach. With the growing use
of mobile phones. The ISS programme should take advantage of this growth. People will pay
much more attention to the ISS if there is a service that alerts the users when the ISS is about to
pass overhead. The mobile display could inform the user of which direction to look for the ISS.
As the user looks at the ISS flying overhead, one could have an option to tune into the sound
inside the ISS. Such a real-time and audio-visual experience could be very interesting and
inspiring.
With the growing availability of the Internet worldwide, the ISS programme should start an
international website. Currently each participating space agency has its own ISS website, but a
unified one (with links to various national sites) could symbolise a truly international
programme. Since the ISS is a publicly funded project, people could have the opportunity to
see anytime what is going on inside the ISS through a continuous webcast.
Another possible outreach option could be the use of broadcast media such as television. If
space can maintain continuous contact with people, support and funding for lunar exploration
could be reached. One could implement ideas such as television networks directly focused on
space-related entertainment and education. With entertaining and interactive programmes, the
public could gain interest in space-related activities.
The best way to communicate these ideas to the public may be through interaction with
astronauts on the ISS. Being able to interview astronauts during their mission allows the
interviewer to have an immediate feedback about space operation, and makes the astronauts
closer to the ground. Furthermore, radio amateurs can listen to the ISS communications with
reasonably low-budget equipment. The ideas discussed in this section can contribute to a
increase in public motivation in space-related activities.
3.7 Moving beyond: transportation to the Moon
Going to the Moon requires a transportation system. Since there is no human spacecraft that can
currently take astronauts to the Moon, it would be desireable to construct such a system. In this
report, the authors propose to use the ISS as a transportation system to the Moon. If the
technology to go to the Moon could be established in this way, it could become a base for future
lunar development. Previous sections (see section 3.1) discuss the various political, technical,
international, and organisational motivations for using the ISS, and these reasons also apply to
its use as a potential transportation system.
There are also potential advantages to using the ISS. Firstly, the ISS has capabilities of logistic
vehicle delivery (Progress/Soyuz, Shuttle, ATV (Automated Transfer Vehicle), HTV (H-II
Transfer Vehicle)). These vehicles could transport passengers, cargo (pressurized &
unpressurized), water, gas, propellant, reboosting capabilities, etc. (22 SpaceRef Interactive
Inc.; 2003). In addition, the ISS has the existing hardware for flight systems, habitats including
life support system, robotics, and experiments facilities.
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From another point of view, one useful asset when considering the ISS is that the people of
space agencies, manufacturers, etc. who participated in the ISS programme gained sufficient
experience to make future missions for lunar exploration. It is very important to capitalise on
the technology and the knowledge accumulated by humanity to apply this knowledge to future
programmes.
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4 Hitchhiking to the Moon
Bold new Lunar Missions for the ISS

"For every complex problem, there is a
solution that is simple, neat and wrong."
H.L. Mencken

The International Space Station (ISS) currently has significant political and industrial backing,
in part because of the enormous resources that have already been expended on it. The goal of
this chapter is to examine the technical feasibility of using the ISS, after it has performed its
current mission in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), to promote and further lunar research and
development. The motivation behind this idea is the desire to capitalize on the existing
hardware, knowledge base and international cooperation to explore the Moon.
The feasibility of using the ISS in this manner was examined in three specific cases:
•
•
•

Case One: Cislunar Operations and Technology Demonstration- No Crew
o Earth Moon Cycling Orbit (EMCO)
o Lunar Orbit (LO)
Case Two: Earth-Moon Cycler- Crewed
o Optimized ISS-4; Crew of 4, 150 tonnes
o ISS-7 Full Configuration; Crew of 7, 450 tonnes
Case Three: Lunar Orbiter- Crewed
o Optimized ISS-4; Crew of 4, 150 tonnes
o ISS-7 Full Configuration; Crew of 7, 450 tonnes

These cases are not intended to be a necessary and linear series of events, but a general
framework to consider options of using the orbit of the ISS or parts of the ISS within the
cislunar environment. The ISS is a space station designed for LEO not a “starship,” so there is
a concerted effort to try to use the ISS in a modification of its original function. This would be
similar to the way the Magellan spacecraft was used to perform a gravity survey of Venus after
having finished its radar-mapping mission.
The ground rules that formed the basis of the engineering analysis are as follows:
•
•
•

Avoid future plans involving lunar settlements, new super heavy launch vehicles, or
space tugs
Assume reasonable economic progression maximizing use of political support and
international cooperation
Use only existing operating capabilities such as ground stations, hardware design,
launch vehicles, and mission architectures
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•
•

Focus on permanent Earth-Moon Cycling Orbit (EMCO) and apply this knowledge to
Lunar Orbit (LO) and Technology Demonstrator cases.
Maintain an identifiable International Space Station in some form either in a LEO,
EMCO, LO, or combination therein.

Case One: Cislunar Operations and Technology Demonstration
This case is a lower-cost option that will study some of the problems associated with humans
living and working in the cislunar environment for an extended duration. Although some of the
research could be done using micro-satellites, to operate with humans on this type of endeavour
will provide insight into the operations and maintenance issues associated with working in the
more complicated environment of cislunar space. In order to prepare for humans in cislunar
environments, a technology demonstrator can be used.
Both cycling and lunar orbiting options for demonstrations are addressed in this case. The
EMCO orbit requires a change in velocity (∆V) of 3.1km/s for a semi-periodic lunar orbit and a
LO orbit requires a total ∆V of 3.7 km/s, as described in more detail in section 4.2.
Case Two: Earth-Moon Cycler
The second case addresses the use of ISS parts and derived technology to create an Earth-Moon
cycler, crewed by either 4 or 7 people using the management and operations, skills, technology
and launched hardware of the ISS at the end of the current mission. The concept for this case is
to use a highly elliptical orbit, with a period of 13.6 days, whose 476,000 km apogee will reach
nodal alignment with the Moon every other orbit. The orbit will be fixed in an Earth-centered
reference frame and will remain outside of the 64,000 km lunar sphere of influence [“Lunar
Trajectory Design and Analysis”, 2003]. This type of orbit will help us understand how to
support humans living outside of LEO. It will also encourage focus on a permanent lunar
presence.
Case Three: Lunar Orbiter
Based on experience from previous cases as available, the final case addresses using ISS parts
and derived technology to create a lunar orbiting station, also with the option for 4 or 7
crewmembers. The concept orbit for this potential configuration is a 100 km polar orbit. While
many of the problems and benefits discussed in Case Two are similar, there are additional
aspects to be considered.
4.1 ISS Configuration Options
This section discusses how ISS could be configured to optimize its new mission, and the
rationale and issues associated with each of these configurations.
4.1.1

Technology and Operations Demonstration (without crew)

Prior to sending human beings into an orbit around the Moon (on a lunar cycler orbit or on a
lunar orbiter), it is essential to demonstrate the capability to send, operate and maintain a
demonstrator safely in these environments.
Therefore, the following systems are required onboard:
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•
•
•
•

Instruments for technology experiment payloads and exploration
Propulsion
Power and thermal control
Communications

This demonstrator will be a platform for both technology and radiation experiments, and aim to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate cislunar radiation hazards;
Test and qualify technologies and flight control algorithms under real flight conditions;
Obtain an in-flight validation of design concepts, hardware and system capability to
manage compromises between various technologies;
Validate the conditions on a lunar orbit;
Qualify the design and the materials of the thermal protection system;
Assess the performance of the navigation, guidance and control system;
Study radio communications in cislunar space and beyond;
Demonstrate more efficient industrial capability, schedule management and cost
controls.

The work undertaken by this demonstrator will provide operators and researchers with data to
create realistic models and to make recommendations regarding structures’ behaviour in new
environments and protection against radiation. This demonstrator will allow the life scientists
to better understand the effects of the space environment, thus enabling them to prolong the
duration of the mission’s astronauts in space, to improve safety and to better understand life in
space.
After analysis of each module of the ISS (see Appendix B), the most suitable module to address
all of these issues is the Functional Cargo Block (FGB) also called Zarya (see Figure 4-1). This
module was built in Russia by the Khrunichev State Research and Production Space Center in
Moscow. This pressurized module was the first element of the ISS to be launched. It allows the
control of the orientation of the station, and can provide energy and offer communication
systems when detached from the ISS, but has no life support system that allows the continuous
presence of a human crew.
The FGB has onboard systems which supply:
•
•

•
•
•

Propulsion: the FGB has 24 large steering jets and 12 small ones, enabling it to change
orientation and perform attitude control;
Power: its two solar panels (10.7 meters long and 3.4 meters wide, each) and its six
cadmium-nickel batteries can generate an average power of 3 kW. Spacecraft such as
Soyuz and Progress can be docked and Zarya is itself attached to the modules Zvezda
and Unity. It is primarily used for its storage capacities and its 16 external tanks, which
can contain more than 5.4 tonnes of fuel. Its operational lifespan is a minimum of 15
years;
Thermal Control: the FGB was to designed to provide an operable environment for the
spacecraft in LEO;
Communication System: this system was designed to provide communication of limited
bandwidth to the Earth from LEO;
Docking: it is equipped with docking ports fitting Russian Soyuz piloted spacecraft and
unpiloted Progress resupply spacecraft.
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Figure 4.1: Functional Cargo Block (FGB)
The FGB has the capability to be operated autonomously. As the first ISS segment launched,
the module was initially put on an elliptical orbit. After separating from the third stage of the
Proton launch vehicle (see Figure 4-2), the module’s systems were turned on and the solar
arrays and communication antennas were deployed and activated by a set of preprogrammed
commands. After several days of operational tests, it was possible to command the module to
fire its engines and circularize its orbit at the desired ISS altitude (386.2 km). Later Endeavour
captured the spacecraft to attach it to the US built Unity connecting module.
Zarya has already demonstrated its capability to perform an automated and
remotely piloted rendezvous and docking using the Russian ‘Kurs’ system
when linking up with the Zvezda module in July 2000.
The FGB is at the centre of the full ISS, and at the end of the current mission it
will be nearing the end of its design life. However, a spare FGB module that is
70% complete is available at a Khrunichev facility in Russia. This spare
module should be completed and used as the technology demonstrator.
Using this module will take advantage of its long design history, and there is no
need to requalify it for use with a Proton launch vehicle. To the long baseline of
FGB operations in the ISS will also enable researchers to identify effects
caused by the unknown conditions in cislunar space or lunar orbit.

Figure 4.2

Earth-Moon Cycling Orbit
The main advantages of this orbit are the facilitation of resupply operations and the ability to
test the spacecraft, including remote sensing systems, near the Earth and near the Moon. The
orbit will aid in understanding the real operational issues of employing an Earth-Moon cycler.
It will also enable study of the radiation environment in cislunar space and the performance of
lunar science.
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Lunar Orbiter
This orbit allows the study of the Moon’s environment and surface, and the support of later
surface activites. However, resupply or return to Earth will be a more difficult problem and only
be likely if a new lunar transport system or new super heavy launch vehicle is built.
Assembly of the Unmanned Demonstrator
To assemble the demonstrator, a Proton will launch the module. One shuttle visit will be
necessary to install experiments internally and externally (3 extra-vehicular activities - EVAs).
Alternatively, the spare FGB could also dock with the existing ISS, allowing the station crew to
install experiments shipped up using the normal ISS resupply methods in the main logistics
flow.
4.1.2

Optimized for a Crew of Four (ISS-4)

In order to send humans in an orbit around the Moon, the unmanned demonstration cycler will
be expanded with more modules. The FGB, discussed in the previous section, does not have
the necessary functions to support the crew. One solution is a compromise between the
technical and life science requirements. Technically it would be easier to support a crew of
three, but that would mean that this crew would be mainly occupied with spacecraft
maintenance. To be able to perform any experiments, a minimum crew of four is necessary.
The first module attached to the FGB in this configuration will be the Russian Service Module
(SM). The SM is actually an autonomous module with flight control (guidance and propulsive
attitude control), data processing and communication systems. It is a pressurized module with a
life support system for a crew of three, water (recycled) and integrated power and thermal
control. The SM consists of three compartments:
•
•
•

Transfer Compartment: a small, spherical area located at the forward end;
Work Compartment: a long, cylindrical section that contains a lab, two individual
sleeping quarters (each with a window), toilet and hygiene facilities, galley, treadmill,
stationary bicycle and wardroom table;
Transfer Chamber: a small cylinder located at the aft end (The Boeing Company, 2003).

The Transfer Chamber is surrounded by an unpressurised Assembly Compartment that holds
external equipment such as communications antennas, propellant tanks and thrusters providing
propulsion and attitude control.
The SM has four docking ports, one in the Transfer Chamber (for a Progress, Soyuz or
Automated Transfer Vehicle - ATV) and three in the Transfer Compartment (one is used for the
FGB), giving the possibility to attach two other parts. The Transfer Compartment can be used
as an airlock for EVAs using Russian Orlan-M spacesuits.
The SM is designed for a crew of three astronauts, with free return to Earth in case of
emergency using the Soyuz. The Soyuz will also be used to transport people to the station
however it will have to be reconfigured for either Case Two or Three using a more robust
thermal protection system and a larger launch vehicle.
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To perform experiments, this configuration will be expanded with a laboratory module such as
the Columbus Orbital Facility (primarily for research and experiments in microgravity
conditions) or the Japanese Experiment Module (JEM, also known by the name "Kibo"). The
JEM consists of four main components:
•

•
•
•

JEM Pressurized Module (JEM-PM): a lab module similar to the US lab and Columbus.
This module contains 23 racks of which 10 racks are used for scientific research. The
JEM-PM also features a cylindrical airlock that can be used to move equipment in and
out of the module and to change out samples on the JEM-EF;
JEM Experiment Logistics Module – Pressurized Section (JEM-ELM-PS): designed to
carry pressurized and unpressurized cargo;
JEM Remote Manipulator System (JEM-RMS): a robotic arm attached to the JEM-PM
used for placing and manipulating experiments on the JEM-EF;
JEM Exposed Facility (JEM-EF): an external platform for up to 10 unpressurized
experiments that can be exposed to the space environment (The Boeing Company,
2003).

Since the JEM has more capability than the Columbus module, the JEM was chosen as the
research facility. Although ESA built Node-2 and Node-3 in exchange for a Shuttle launch for
the Columbus module, this configuration removes major ESA contributions to the ISS. It is
recommended that the ESA partners be called upon to build in some of the other areas such as
the Medical Module Return Vehicle (MMRV) or the Power Platform introduced below.
For a crew of four people, some additional facilities will be necessary. Therefore, the
Habitation Module (HAB) that provides habitation facilities for six people will be included.
This module will be reconfigured such that 50% of the volume will be allocated for science
(mainly life science), 25% for two additional sleeping quarters and life support systems for one
crewmember, and 25% for storage.
These modules will be connected using a node (Node-3) and an adaptor (PMA-3 Pressurized
Mating Adaptor), from the full configuration of the ISS (see Figure 3-1). A new power
platform will need to be attached on Node-3. This platform will provide thermal control and
power to Node-3, HAB, and JEM, as well as power to PMA-3. In addition to the Soyuz, the
MMRV will be used as rescue vehicle for the crew (see Chapter 5). However it is important to
note that the current configuration of the Soyuz or Shuttle will be unable to reach either the
EMCO or the LO. Options for performing this essential mission are discussed in Chapter 5. A
schematic of this configuration can be seen in Figure 4.3.
Earth-Moon Cycling Orbit
Using this orbit, the station passes the Earth and the Moon. This has the advantage of
facilitating resupply and rescue of the crew, because of its periodic fly-bys of the Earth.
However, due to the velocity of the fly-by, existing re-entry vehicles will also have to be
reconfigured. The same is true for resupply. Since humans have never attempted to live outside
of LEO (except for the few days of Apollo) current launch vehicles will need to be modified in
the upperstage to maximize capability to LEO clearly according to the inclination of the EMCO
and latitude of the Launch Site. This should not to a terrible problem since the orbital velocity
for resupply of in EMCO will have to be conducted at only 344 m/s faster than geosynchronous
transfer obit (GTO) speeds. The cycling will allow for use of remote sensing equipment for
both the Moon and the Earth, although it is optimized for neither. The station will pass with a
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high velocity by both bodies relative to the station (the ISS will quickly pass by the Earth and
the Moon will quickly pass by the ISS, due to the low apogee speeds).

Figure 4.3: Configuration of ISS-4
Lunar Orbiter
This orbit around the Moon has the advantage that the station is very close to the Moon’s
surface, and as such it is well suited for studying the Moon as well as supporting a lunar base or
robotic lunar station such as will be required to pursue ISRU research. Another advantage is
that the ISS will not repeatedly pass the Van Allen belts around the Earth and is thus safer for
human beings. However, resupply and rescue/return of the crew will be significantly more
difficult and issues such as homesickness and isolation may arise.
Assembly of the ISS-4 Configuration
Four modules (PMA-3, Node-3, HAB and JEM) will already be on-orbit as part of the ISS in
LEO. Two Proton launches and one Shuttle launch will be needed to transport the FGB, SM
and Power Platform respectively. An additional Shuttle launch will be required to bring up the
modifications to the existing ISS hardware (estimated to be 5 percent of the ISS-4 configuration
mass, i.e. 7500 kg). Using 3 EVAs per module, it is assumed that around 20 EVAs are needed
for the ISS-4 configuration.
4.1.3

Full ISS (ISS-7)

The significant differences between the optimized ISS-4 and the ISS-7 configuration are mass,
level of equipment for experiments, and comfort of habitation. The ISS-7 configuration is the
same as envisaged for the final ISS in LEO (NASA JSC, 1998). The full ISS elements are
described in Appendix B.
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The ISS-7 configuration has a mass of 450 tonnes. It provides shirtsleeve atmosphere for
working and living for a crew of seven and exposed facilities for experiments. In the
pressurized modules the crew have their sleep quarters, workstations, space for storage, dining,
conferencing or group work, facilities for exercise, personal hygiene, and waste management.
The pressurized modules are connected to each other so that the crew can move within them in
microgravity. The many packed racks in those modules contain instruments and many fully
automatic types of equipment. They allow the crew to perform many experiments in life
science, material science, and physics in microgravity simultaneously. Experiments in microgravity and vacuum can be done in exposed facilities, through remote manipulator systems.
The US lab, also known as the Destiny Lab, is connected at one end to the FGB via Unity
(Node-1), and at the other end with Node-2. The crew can perform year-round research in
various fields including life science and microgravity science without need to wear space suit.
Node-1 and Node-2 are similar to Node-3. They all have six hatches and are pressurized
elements. They also provide some small space for storage, but they mainly contain connections
for systems between the modules, such as power, thermal control.
The Multi-Purpose Logistic Module (MPLM) is a pressurized “moving van” which can be
connected to the station temporarily at Node-1 or Node-2. Three MPLM’s are built, and rely on
the US Shuttle for transportation to and from the station. Each MPLM is outfitted with 16 rack
slots inside, supplying materials and equipment for the station.
Furthermore, the ISS-7 configuration includes a Centrifuge Accommodation Module for
gravitational biology research, attached to the zenith port of Node-2, and a smaller module
named JEM Experiment Logistics Module, attached to the Japanese JEM, for its experiment
logistics and storage. Both modules are pressurized.
The Cupola is an extended window, attached to one side of Node-1. It enables astronauts to see
and manoeuvre interactively the Canadarm, to perform berthing of modules and assist other
EVAs. On the other side of Node-1 there is an Airlock element, enabling EVAs with both the
American and Russian EVA suits.
One large structural part is the Integrated Truss Structure (ITS), composed of seven main
elements in one line connected to Destiny via the S0 Center Truss Segment. It runs across the
ISS, reaching 108 meters in length. It is the skeleton of the ISS, holding the huge Solar Arrays,
Thermal Control Radiators, Antennas, and allowing the Canadarm2 to move alongside it.
Other Russian pressurized modules are attached to the SM and the FGB, including the
Universal Docking Module, Docking Compartment, Research Modules, Science Power
Module, and Docking and Storage Module. The Russians also provide the Soyuz, which acts as
a Crew Return Vehicle for the 3-person expedition crews living on the station. When assembly
is completed, the US will supply a Crew Return Vehicle for the seven-person crews.
Earth-Moon-Cycling Orbit:
Using ISS-7 in EMCO is problematic because of the large mass of 450 tonnes, and hence the
high cost of transferring it into the orbit. Another reason is that many microgravity experiments
can be done less expensively on LEO. The ISS-7 at the end of the current mission will also have
to be improved before sending it to EMCO. Old equipment, including parts of the power
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systems, thermal control systems, Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS)
and degraded solar panels may have to be changed. Radiation shielding has to be provided to
protect the systems and the crew. Solar events, cosmic rays, and number of passes through the
Van Allen belt, must also be taken into account. The access issues involved for ISS- 7 are
essentially the same as those of ISS- 4 however they are slightly more stressing due to the larger
crew both for resupply and escape.
If ISS-7 is sent to EMCO by direct transfer, it exposes the ISS-7 to a relatively high
acceleration to avoid non-impulsive thrusting losses and engine burn time problems. The forces
are significantly more than those used during reboost manoeuvres, the truss, solar arrays,
thermal control panels, antennas, the modules and their connections need to be modified or
reinforced. The solar arrays are generally seen as the weak link and will certainly need to be
retracted or stowed in some manner.
Lunar Orbiting Station:
Boosting the ISS-7 Configuration into lunar orbit has very similar technical requirements as in
the EMCO, except the number of times of passing the Van Allen belt, will be lower since it will
not be in a continuous EMCO orbit.
Assembly of the ISS-7 Configuration:
Since the ISS-7 consists of the entire complete ISS no new modules are required, only
modifications (estimated 5 percent of the ISS-7 configuration mass, i.e. 22500 kg). So two
shuttle flights or equivalent will be required to bring up this hardware and associated tooling.
4.1.4

Integrated Mission Profile

In the previous three paragraphs the different configurations of the ISS for the lunar missions
have been discussed. These different configurations and missions could be integrated into one
coherent programme. The reader should note that this programme is provided as a suggestion,
but there are several other possible scenarios.
A coherent integrated mission profile to facilitate lunar exploration and eventually support a
human landing on the Moon could consist of the following sequence:
•
•
•
•

Case One: Robotic Technology Demonstrator;
Case Two: Earth-Moon Cycler with Crew;
Case Three: Lunar Orbital Station with Crew;
Case Four: Lunar Orbital Station with Crew, supporting human missions to the lunar
surface.

The integrated mission profile maximizes the use of hardware already made available for earlier
cases, and therefore provides an optimisation in terms of programmatics, continuity, and hence
costs. The cases are described in more detail in the following section.
4.1.4.1 Robotic Technology Demonstrator

The purpose of the Robotic Technology Demonstrator is to verify and test technologies needed
for deep space human spaceflight and a human return to the Moon in advance. The ISS-derived
configuration as described in Section 4.1.1 could fulfil this mission. The FGB needs to be
docked to an additional propulsion stage in LEO orbit, which will push the FGB into EMCO.
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4.1.4.2 Earth-Moon Cycler with Crew

When the FGB has completed its technology demonstration mission, it can be expanded with a
newly launched Service Module. Since the SM has all the critical life support systems needed to
ensure a crew’s survival, it is recommended to use a new spacecraft as opposed to a spacecraft
that has already reached the end of its design life. This SM will rendezvous and dock with the
FGB already in the cycling orbit. The SM needs to be docked to an additional propulsion stage
in LEO orbit. The propulsion stage then pushes the SM into EMCO. Next this station could be
crewed by a crew of up to three.
The FGB-SM complex in EMCO can be expanded by adding more modules, for example some
of the ISS parts from LEO, to complete the ISS-4 Configuration as described in Section 4.1.2.
The additional modules, Node-3, PMA-3, HAB, and JEM, will be configured into the required
configuration at the ISS, which will act as an orbital drydock in LEO. Also the Power Platform
will be launched by the Shuttle and docked to the Node-3. The assembly is then docked to
separately launched propulsion stages and undocks from the ISS. The propulsion stages will
then transfer the assembly into EMCO, where it will rendezvous and dock with the FGB-SM
complex already there.
4.1.4.3 Lunar Orbital Station with Crew

At some point after the ISS-4 Configuration has been completed in the EMCO orbit, new
propulsion stages are brought up and docked to it. Then the propulsion places the station into a
Lunar Orbit (LO) around the Moon. Depending on the inclination of the desired lunar orbit and
the EMCO this value can be less that 1 km/s velocity change and will be discussed in more
detail in later section and appendices. The technology and operation validations and science
experiments can now mainly be used to explore the lunar environment and to perform remote
sensing of the lunar surface.
4.1.4.4 Lunar Orbital Station with Crew Supporting Human Landings

At some point, the ISS-4 station in lunar orbit could be used as the staging point for human
missions to the surface of the Moon. Crews coming from Earth will transfer into the lunar
landers at the station, and vice-versa when they return from their expedition on the lunar
surface. The station could also be used to maintain the lunar landers on-orbit between missions.
This would require an expansion of the lunar station capabilities, and the need for dedicated
hardware in addition to the scientific equipment.
4.2 Orbital Analysis
To establish a permanent lunar presence, one first has to get to the Moon. The first obvious
possibility is to transfer directly into lunar orbit, and section 4.2.2.1 discusses this option. An
Earth-Moon Cycling Orbit, which allows access to both the Earth and the Moon, is also
investigated. These orbits of choice are characterized below, as well as several options for
achieving them.
4.2.1

EMCO

One approach to allow for a permanent lunar presence is the use of an Earth-Moon cycling orbit
(EMCO), allowing a specified ISS configuration to cycle between the Earth and Moon on a
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regular interval in this case once a month. This orbit will allow access to both the Earth and the
Moon, making resupply of the orbiting facility possible without having to travel all the way to
the Moon. Material sent to the cycler will need the same amount of energy as material sent
directly to the Moon, but the cycler can provide significant risk reduction and forces a
commitment to the Moon and pushing humanity outside of LEO. By investigating the lunar
period and the distance of the Moon from the Earth, a stable cycling orbit was developed that
will put the ISS configuration into a position of conjunction twice a month. This orbit is a good
match to the mission since it will provide a platform to efficiently observe and/or transfer to the
Moon while maintaining Earth proximity at perigee for resupply capability or emergency
situations. Figures 4-4 and 4-5 illustrate this orbit.
One of the first considerations when looking at the current ISS orbit is the inclination. The
ISS’s 51.6 degree inclination does not restrict the ability to cycle the Moon. Also, by
maintaining the current inclination of the ISS the 6 km/s ∆V required to do a simple plane
change is avoided. However a plane change performed in the highly elliptic EMCO at apogee
costs less than 200 m/s. Instead, the requirement to do a direct transfer from the current ISS
Low Earth Orbit to EMCO is approximately 3.1 km/s, half the amount required for the plane
change. The nodes of the orbit (where it crosses the plane of the lunar orbit) are located at
perigee and apogee, so the spacecraft passes behind the Moon at apogee. The following orbital
parameters were derived with these considerations in mind:
Apogee radius
Perigee radius
Eccentricity
Inclination
Period
Velocity at perigee
Velocity at apogee

476,000
6778
0.972
51.6
13.66
10.8
0.1

km
km
Degrees
Days
km/s
km/s

Table 4.1: EMCO orbital parameters

Figure 4.4: EMCO orbit illustration (Taken from STK simulation)
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Figure 4.5: EMCO orbit illustration (Taken from STK simulation)
The implication of the chosen orbit on resupply and access to the facility will be addressed in
Chapter 5.
4.2.1.1 Direct Transfer

Many options can be used to get into EMCO. The first method investigated was the direct
transfer. This method involves one single tangential burn of 3.1 km/s to place the facility into
the cycling orbit. While this method is theoretically the simplest and fastest method, it is not
considered practical for the more complex configurations from a propulsion and structures point
of view, as discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4. The direct transfer is, however, probably the most
practical orbital injection option for the technology demonstrator scenario, which will include
only one module, the FGB. By initiating a burn of approximately 2000 seconds at a latitude of
23.50 in Satellite Tool Kit (STK) the injection of the FGB module into the cycling orbit, was
able to be modelled. The FGB will be brought up to the ISS and rendezvous with the propulsive
stage and fired from there to practice operations that will be required for further cases.
4.2.1.2 Multiple Perigee Burn Transfer (MPBT)

A highly elliptical transfer could also be used to slowly expand the apogee out to create an orbit
that encompasses both the Earth and the Moon. Instead of obtaining the Earth-Moon orbit by
one large burn, a multiple burn trajectory could be employed. This means extending the altitude
of the apogee by burning at each perigee, which results in an increase of the eccentricity and the
altitude of the apogee for each consecutive trajectory. The number of perigee burns needed
before reaching the desired EMCO depends on the obtainable ∆V from the propulsion unit.
The burn time is tightly related to the losses that occur because of non-pure perigee burns.
Minimizing total orbit time in the intermediate orbits (and hence exposure to radiation) is the
driving factor when a crew is present. This results in high ∆V requirement.
In the case of the technology demonstrator a trade-off between radiation exposure, propulsion
mass and complexity can be made. In section 4.4 an RL60 engine is selected. The thrust,
specific impulse, and burn duration of this engine are incorporated into STK along with the
orbit elements for the present ISS orbit and the properties of ISS-4. This results in the following
comprised data for the EMCO:
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11 first ∆Vs
Burn duration
12th ∆V
Number of burns
Total Orbital Transfer, MPBT

0.268 km/s
167s
0.186 km/s
12
13.1 days

Table 4.2: EMCO data using the MPBT

The simulation has been done with all the full force perturbations activated, which simulates all
major forces acting on the spacecraft. This means that forces such as gravity fields, drag forces
and solar radiation pressure are taken into account. The gravity interactions caused by the high
eccentricity and lunar influence are of course the most significance. It is assumed the there will
be a refueling before each burn, which introduces rendezvous issues that will be addressed in
Chapter 5.
Generally there will be extra orbits between each orbit so the orbital transfer time will certainly
be larger than 13.1 days. The total transfer time on the 11 inner orbits are 5.5 days.
4.2.1.3 Orbital Maintenance

Of course, once the Earth-Moon cycling orbit is achieved, it must be maintained. For any lunar
mission the most important perturbation that must be considered is the third body effect of the
Moon. However for EMCO at apogee, the ISS-X (any of the discussed ISS configurations) is
approximately 90,000 km from the Moon, which is outside the Moon’s sphere of influence.
However if the mission desired to use the Moon to change the inclination a slight burn at
perigee could regress the nodes allowing for a closer lunar encounter. Simulation through STK
showed that we could bring the inclination up from 51 degree to lunar ecliptic in 3 or 4 orbits.
This could be very useful for missions interested in lunar poles and could be used further to
increase the inclination to 90 degrees if so desired merely by changing between out-leg inclined
and in-leg declined to the opposite.
With the low perigee ISS-X will experience some drag. As a result, burns at apogee are
required to raise the perigee altitude. One benefit of having such a large orbit (apogee of
476,000 km) is that the facility will be traveling at only approximately 0.1 km/s at its apogee.
Therefore, the ∆V required to increase perigee at this altitude and velocity is comparatively
small and efficient. Velocity changes to that could be used to change the inclination at apogee
were also discussed previous and would be very efficient.
Detailed STK modeling found that to maintain ISS-4 in EMCO for approximately two months
requires around 260 m/s of ∆V to maintain perigee and apogee of the orbit, but not inclination.
This number seems very large since the Moon isn’t a major player in the game and most “sanity
checks” tell us that it is really about a factor of 10 smaller than this. However we decided to
use this as the number for orbital maintenance and to use this as a worst case scenario assuming
that in reality the extra cargo could be used for fuelling spacecraft or similar lunar exploration
missions from the EMC. The solar perturbations could also be quite significant and this “safe”
number captures the relative uncertainty for orbital maintenance at this point in the analysis.
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4.2.2

Lunar Orbit

The other option is to transfer into a lunar orbit with an altitude of 100 km, instead of into
EMCO. Again, there are several alternatives.
4.2.2.1 Transfers to Lunar Orbit

A direct transfer into a transfer orbit and then into lunar orbit would be the simplest and fastest
method to reach LO. The direct transfer method is feasible for the technology demonstrator
configuration, but not for the more complex configurations due to propulsion and structural
requirements as discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.5. A direct transfer into lunar orbit, as
illustrated below, requires a total ∆V of approximately 3.7 km/s for a transit time of about 4.5
days into a polar elliptic orbit with a perigee lunar altitude of 200 km.

Figure 4.6: Transfer to Lunar Orbit (Taken from STK simulation)
Another approach is also the multiple perigee burn transfer, as described above, to slowly move
out from the Earth until a sufficient distance has been reached to transfer into lunar orbit. This
will probably be the approach used for the configurations with crews due to the massive
structure being moved as well as radiation issues, which are addressed in Chapter 5. A circular
spiral trajectory to reach the altitude necessary to transfer into lunar orbit was also considered.
This option uses low-thrust technology to slowly and continuously spiral the facility out from
the Earth until it reaches the lunar altitude. This option requires the most time to perform and
also keeps the facility in the atmosphere and radiation belts for long periods of time, making it
an unattractive option. The final orbits considered were weak stability boundary (Hamiltonian)
orbits. These orbits also require a large amount of time to transfer into lunar orbit and since
they are not as stable for a satisfactory period of time, were not considered a viable option for
configurations with crews.
4.2.2.2 Transfer to Lunar Orbit from the EMCO

Many different lunar capture trajectories are possible, and some are less energy consuming than
others. The one selected in this case came out of an iterative process in which the main purpose
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was to demonstrate the principle rather than stating an optimal solution. The MBPT is selected
for the following investigation of transfer into lunar orbit. The desired lunar orbit is polar with
an inclination of 90 degrees and an altitude of 100 km. Achieving this orbit can be divided into
two main areas: lunar capture and lunar orbiting. Since the EMCO is almost perpendicular to
the Moon’s orbit, a high total ∆V is expected for the two maneuvers. Using B-plane targeting
to obtain the desired orbit resulted in a lunar capture maneuver burn at 90,000 km from the
Moon with ∆V = 1.4 km/s. Getting into lunar orbit required an additional manoeuvre of ∆V =
2.1 km/s 40,800 seconds after the last burn. These two manoeuvres and the resulting orbit are
shown in Appendix C. The required ∆V makes this kind of transfer only feasible for the
technology demonstrator. However performing a small burn at perigee brings the required ∆V
to less than 1.0 km/s, but the problem with keeping the orbits in sync becomes much more
difficult and would require a transfer orbit of some type.
4.3 Propulsion
The previous section laid out the orbital considerations for trying to do a different mission with
the ISS, but did not address how to move such large object. This section will present some
interesting ideas that show promise. The final configuration of the ISS will be approximately
450 tonnes. Case Two and Case Three will require the largest propulsion effort ever attempted.
This section examines options for changing the orbit as described in section 4.2, as well as
determining how the changes in orbits will require changes to the current Orbital Maintenance
and Attitude Control system.
4.3.1

Propulsion Options for Major Orbital Changes

The following section will discuss the propulsion options for moving the ISS-X, the problems
associated with doing so, and possible solutions to the problem. Large tanks will be required
for some of the options, while others might require refueling or nuclear power on orbit. Such
propulsion systems will affect many other systems and some of these factors are discussed in
the upcoming subsystem section. Existing launch capability will be used to move the ISS, with
possible modifications to the upper stages as a last resort. However, the goal of minimizing
cost will focus on the constraints of moving 20 tonnes to LEO, the ability to fit within the
current vehicles (i.e. a 5m fairing). Solutions larger than this would require on-orbit assembly.
Chapter 5 will discuss the launch vehicle issues in more detail.
4.3.1.1 Liquid Rocket Motor Systems

Generally, liquid propulsion systems can be divided into LOX/LH2 systems,
LOX/Hydrocarbon systems, and storable propellant systems. All three systems have been used
as upper stages in different launch vehicles. To the ISS orbit transfer objective, these kinds of
systems have unique advantages:
•
•
•
•

Restart capability, reusable;
Higher performance (vacuum impulse) than the solid propulsion systems;
Mature technologies, high reliability;
Thrust regulated, throttleable.

The LOX/LH2 system has the highest impulse (about 20-50% higher than the
LOX/Hydrocarbon system and the storable propellant system) and can achieve the highest
velocity increment by using the same mass of propellant. Though the tanks needed are much
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larger, these types of engines are especially suitable for vacuum propulsion in the three kinds of
propellant systems listed above.
The LOX/LH2 propellant administration system is more complicated than the
LOX/Hydrocarbon system and storable propellant system, which will increase the weight of the
cryogenic tanks and make the fueling process more difficult. In addition, cryogenic issues
related to keeping LH2 as cold as required pose significant problems for orbit transfer/refueling
and boil off. Even so, considering the dominant advantages the LOX/LH2 propellant system is
optimal for this task,
To use LOX/LH2 to transfer a spacecraft from LEO into EMCO requires essentially the same
amount of propellant mass as the mass to be moved (Case Three requires slightly more than
this). To move ISS-4 from LEO to EMCO 150 tonnes of propellant will be needed. However,
innovative staging options may decrease the amount of propellant needed and reduce the on
orbit assembly and refueling.
4.3.1.2 Solid Rocket Motor Systems

Solid rocket technologies are probably the best understood and time tested of rocket
capabilities. One example of the solid rocket issues related to this scenario is the “Orbital Bus,”
produced by United Technologies Chemical Systems Division under the trade name of Orbus.
These motors are used for spacecraft orbit transfers and as upper stages for launch vehicles.
They include the Orbus 21 and 6E. The Orbus 6E is the largest U.S. space apogee motor, used
to circularise spacecraft orbits at geo-synchronous altitude. It contains 2700 kg of propellant
and generates an average thrust of 80 kN. The solid propulsion systems are used mostly as the
boosters of the heavy launch vehicles, and are simpler and lower cost than the liquid propulsion
system. It has never been qualified for long-term spaceflight, although it could certainly be
done. The main problem comes from its specific impulse, which is ranged from 200-240
seconds – much lower than the liquid propulsion system (Pratt and Whitney, 2003). Another
problem is that it is not reusable, restartable, or throttleable. Even though a solid system would
be much simpler, the decreased performance makes the amount of propellant needed grow
astronomically. For these reasons this kind of propulsion system is not recommended.
4.3.1.3 Electric Propulsion

Since electric systems give low thrusts, low acceleration, and high specific impulse, they are
used for deep space exploration or long life, low thrust attitude control systems. It takes a long
time to perform orbit changes for a flight because the low thrust gives a small acceleration and a
small increase in velocity for each orbit. When using an electric propulsion system to raise ISS
from LEO to a higher orbit, there could be hundreds or thousands of spiral orbits, each raising
the altitude only a small amount. This scenario will require that the electric propulsion systems
operate continuously and reliably for years without maintenance.
Because of the low thrust, electric propulsion would most likely only be a reasonable option for
transfer to Case Three, since continuous thrust does a terrible job at creating the highly
eccentric orbit required for an EMCO. Due to the large ISS mass the electric systems would
require nuclear power or power “beamed” to it using currently unavailable microwave
technology. The planned full ISS configuration (ISS-7), which will provide 250 kW, will be
completely inadequate for providing a reasonable amount of thrust. In this regard the NASA
Prometheus programme provides much promise for power capability and provides an excellent
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place where the necessary types of technology might be demonstrated. However, since it is
unlikely that within the near-term megawatt-class nuclear power plants will be politically viable
for use in LEO, a different technology is necessary to move the ISS out of its current orbit.
4.3.1.4 Hybrid Propulsion

Hybrid systems usually use a liquid oxidizer and a solid fuel. The impulse is higher than the
solid propulsion system, and lower than the liquid propulsion system. This kind of engine
cannot be used repeatedly. No obvious advantages exist over the liquid propellant propulsion
system; almost no rockets have used hybrid engines since the 1960s, and one has never been
used as upper stage. A hybrid system is also not recommended.
4.3.2

Propulsion Options for Orbital Maintenance and Attitude Control

The current configuration of the ISS requires approximately 10 tonnes of propellant per year for
orbital maintenance, however other systems such as the shuttle are also used to reboost the
station. A Case Two mission will also experience much drag due to the low perigee altitude
experienced in the EMCO orbit. The velocity of the ISS-X will be much greater, but the time in
which atmospheric drag is a factor will be a tiny fraction of the orbital period. Case Three’s
orbital maintenance will be much lower. There is no drag to compensate for and the Moon
itself will be less of a factor than the Earth is in a LEO orbit. However, the Earth and the Sun
will still have some influence in the orbital maintenance requirement.
4.3.2.1 Develop requirements for propulsion system

Based on STK calculations of the EMCO orbit, the ∆V required to maintain the orbit is
approximately 1.5 km/s per year largely because of interactions with the Moon. Although this
is probably on the high side because of our inexperience using STK, it reflects a starting point
for understanding orbital maintenance. For a LO the ∆V is much less stressing.
4.3.2.2 Analysis of existing ISS propulsion system

The existing storable chemical propulsion system on ISS could be used for the orbit change; but
for the EMCO orbit it would require too much refuelling to be desirable. For the LO, however,
it would be sufficient in the existing configuration. First, the FGB will provide the station’s
initial propulsion and power. The module can then be refuelled by a Progress vehicle docked to
its down-facing port, if necessary. The module’s 16 fuel tanks can hold more than 6 tonnes of
propellant combined. The attitude control system for the module includes 24 large engines and
12 small engines. Two large engines are available for reboosting the spacecraft and making
major orbital changes. Therefore, the FGB is can be used for orbital maintenance and attitude
control of ISS, and in its current configuration its fuel can be refilled by the Progress vehicle.
The SM, similar in layout to the core module of Russia’s Mir space station, provided the early
cornerstone for the first human habitation of the station. The module provides the station living
quarters, life support system, electrical power distribution, data processing system, flight
control system and propulsion system. It can also provide attitude control of ISS.
Last, ESA’s unmanned ATV will provide a cargo of propellant, food, and other supplies on
each of its missions to the space station. Each ATV will remain docked for several months and
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during this time its engines can be fired to raise the Space Station’s altitude, compensating for a
gradual lowering of the orbit caused by the Earth’s atmosphere and solar pressure.
4.3.2.3 Possible new architectures

The new architecture should try to use the existing FGB system for orbital maintenance and
attitude control as much as possible. In LO, no significant modification will be needed. Any
major reboosts in this orbit will be significantly lower than boosts needed from the system that
will transport astronauts to the station and then should probably be dictated as a requirement of
that system rather than as an alteration for the existing system. Since no such vehicle currently
exists, significant development will be required. This system will be fundamental for any lunar
case and could function to provide some reboost much as the ATV is planned to do for the
current ISS mission. The goal is to develop an architecture that meets the stressing
requirements of an EMCO orbit or a way to use the new propulsion module or upper stage
conversion capability. Another option that might be worth developing would be an electric
orbital maintenance capability. A few notional systems that would be capable of providing this
magnitude of velocity change are listed below:
ISS mass (kg)
Velocity Increment (km/s)
Engine
Thrust (N)
Specific Impulse (s)
Numbers of engines
Work duration-whole year (days)
Power needed
(kW)
Propellant mass (kg)
Inert mass (gas tanks+engines) (kg)
Technology Maturity
Development states

PPS-1350
0.07
1500
110
365
148.5
16519
5000
SMART-1
Europe

150,000
1.5
SPT-100
0.083
1500
92
365
124.2
16381
5000
Flight
Russia

T-140(HET)
0.257
1909
30
365
129
12997
4000
Under Development
USA

Table 4.3: Potential Electric Propulsion Options for Orbital Maintenance

The tank mass is calculated by using the carbon material and 35 Mpa pressure using 50 tanks of
Xenon gas. The low thrust solution is less efficient than a high thrust system due to gravity
losses and the like, however, given current understanding of the orbital maintenance, this is a
reasonable starting point for consideration.
4.3.2.4 Other Propulsion Issues to Discuss

Nuclear powered rockets have been developed since the early 1950s because a specific impulse
double that of chemical rocket engines can be obtained with a nuclear reactor. Nuclear
powered rockets have been ruled out for operation in the Earth’s atmosphere, and therefore
cannot be used for launch vehicles, but an application does exist for space-based transfer
vehicles moving from Earth orbit to lunar orbit. Due to the heavy mass of the engines, it is not
suitable for small thrust, but for large thrust systems nuclear rockets can approximately double
the payload that could be carried by an equivalent chemical rocket.
Hamiltonian transfers and other so called “fuzzy” boundary condition transfers could be
promising for the lunar orbit and a better understanding will be absolutely necessary for
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resupply missions requiring minimal energy. Other orbits such as the so-called “Aldrin Backflip” (Uphoff, et al., 1991) show some interesting promise for use in lunar applications as well.
4.4 Highly Elliptical Propulsion Concept of Operations
This section will discuss the most promising options for moving a very large mass such as the
ISS into a EMCO or lunar orbit in a way that is the most politically, economically, and
technically feasible.
4.4.1

Recommended Option

As mentioned in the previous section, the LOX/LH2 system seems to be the most suitable
system to meet the requirements given the constraints. However, to send the ISS directly to the
high elliptical orbit or to the Moon for Case Two or Case Three in one burn does not seem to be
the most reasonable method. To have a fast enough burn that would minimise gravity losses and
maximise the burn at perigee would require a very high thrust. This solution is not desirable
since the ISS was not designed to be moved in such a manner providing very high linear
accelerations. Regardless there are issues with either approach, such as the reliability problem
for high thrust engine, the huge tanks and cryogenic propellant administration system.
Another option is to use the mature LOX/LH2 upper stage engine to achieve a MPBT orbit by a
series of shorter duration burns at perigee. This gives a staging advantage, lowers the total
propellant mass, and breaks it up into chunks that fit onto existing launch vehicles. It also is
significantly less stressing on the engine, which allows for a lower thrust engine and in turn
increases reliability.
This approach appears to be the most feasible. One option is the RL-60 cryogenic upper stage
engine, using an expander cycle, which is currently under development by Pratt &
Whitney. (Pratt and Whitney, 2003) It is a new design but follows in the footsteps of the RL-10.
(The RL-10A is a Centaur heritage engine, while the RL-10B is currently being flown on the
second stage of the Delta IV). The specific impulse is above 470s, and thrust is from 220.5 to
286.6 kN. The company is projecting that this advanced engine will be available in 2003 for
several different launch vehicles. Pratt & Whitney is designing the RL-60 engine to meet the
needs of current and future launch vehicles and payloads.
Working with the assumptions that the engine has a life of 2000 seconds and is restartable, this
system allows us to perform 10 burns at 200 seconds per burn. This is reasonable due to the
maturity of expander cycle LOX/LH2 engine and the heritage of the system. Using the RL-60
engine in this configuration with these assumptions, the table below lays out the masses and
firing for such a propellant system using refueling of a new propulsion stage.
Cases (Mass to move tonnes)

ISS-4 (150 tonnes)

Total ∆V required ( m/s)
Number of Engines Required
Number of Firings

3100
1
10

3900
2
13

Full ISS (450 tonnes)
3100
3
25

3900
4
36

Table 4.4: Example procedure date for various configurations
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These assumptions are based on a propellant mass per burn of 10,855 kg, a burn time of 200
seconds, and a ∆V of 315 m/s per burn.
This next table shows how various engines might perform at a slightly more refined level of
detail.
Engines
Propellant
Single Engine Thrust
(kN)
Impulse (s)
Number of Engines
Engine Total Work
Duration (s)
Engine Burn Times
Mean Work Duration
One Time
Engines Replaced
Vernier Engines

RL-60
RL10B-2
LOX/LH2
250
110

Aestus
N2O4/MMH
46

11D-58S
LOX/Kerosene
87

470
1
2000

464
2
2300

337.5
4
1500

360
2
1500

12
167

12
192

18
150

19
150

0
Yes

0
No

1
No

1
No

Table 4.5: Performance Parameters for Various Engines

The Case Two scenario for ISS-4 will require 10 ellipses to reach the desired orbit. In this
example the 10 burns are all equal but in reality the burn times and ∆V will likely decrease over
time since the ISS orbital energy will increase, leading to a corresponding decrease in the
maximum payload mass of a launch vehicle. This is probably desirable since the greater the
initial burns the faster the radius of apogee increases, and in later spirals the radius increases
much more gradually and evens out the transfer time. The following chart begins to show some
of how these factors compete, but at this time there are too many unknowns to try to optimize
them.
Another way of doing this would be the expendable approach, with the modification of a third
stage for the heavy lift launch vehicles which would then be strapped to the propulsion unit.
The performance characteristics are comparable and this solution would avoid orbit transfer of
cryogenic propellants. However, the previous solution is preferred because on-orbit transfer of
cryogenics is essential for the future of humans in space. The mass of the propellant is relatively
small (compared to the 150 and 450 tonnes required for a direct transfer) and the scale of 10
tonnes is a reasonable scale for existing technology. These systems must be automated to
reduce cost since it is assumed to be within the existing capability as it has been demonstrated
many times.
Engines
Propellant
First Fueling Payload (kg)
Propellant Mass in first Fueling (kg)
Tank Diameter (m)
Tank Height (m)
Propellant Mass in Last Fueling (kg)

RL-60
LOX/LH2
18000
13500
4.5
0.64+1.86
5543

Table 4.6: Factors in Engine Selection
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4.4.2

Major Station Upgrades Required

Using the previously discussed example, the g loading for the ISS-4 configuration would be
approximately 0.1g for the duration of the burn and roughly a third of that for the ISS-7. An
interface that allows the station to withstand the acceleration and vibration environment would
need to be constructed.
4.4.3

Possible Political and Economic Influences

Many possible political/economic reasons exist for such an operation. However the support of
the current ISS community and the opportunity for increase international cooperation seem the
strongest. Using existing launch vehicles, 10 launches that currently cost $70-170M each, is
significant. However, the development and implementation of these issues are much more
likely to be the cost drivers. Also several shuttle launches will be necessary. The main goal is
to involve as much of the international community as possible in the project. As major ESA
contributions to the ISS are not included in the ISS-4 configuration, ESA could provide a crew
return vehicle, or Ariane V launches. A similar role could be provided for the developing space
powers such as China or India.
4.5 Spacecraft Issues
In this section the plethora of issues vital to the spacecraft and human life are discussed, in
order to provide a broad overview of these basic mission design issues.
4.5.1

Structural

From the orbital analysis (section 4.2) we have the following input data using the ISS-7
configuration:
•

Multiple Perigee Burn Transfer into EMCO:
o Acceleration = 1.609 m/s2
o (∆V = 0.315 km/s, Burn time = 200 s)

To analyse the structural load of the three proposed configurations, the acceleration when
changing the orbit is an important variable. The ATV and Progress will be used for orbit
keeping of the current ISS when it is in LEO. The four engines of the ATV together produce
2000 N. The acceleration, which is exerted on the ISS as it is today with a mass about 200
tonnes, is 0.01 m/s2. This value is 160 times smaller than 1.609 m/s2, which is the highest
acceleration when using the Multiple Perigee Burn Transfer approach. There is concern about
the loads the ISS is exposed to by the ATV.
The factor of 160 increase in load is a serious structural issue. In this subsection a qualitative
analysis gives an idea why and where in the different configurations the ISS has its weak points
from structural point of view. The Earth-Moon cycler will pass the Earth at perigee with
considerable high velocity, about 11 km/s. The drag of the Earth atmosphere, though it is very
thin on altitude of 400 km, causes a negligible stress on the orbit cycler.
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4.5.2

Linear Acceleration Analysis

For the technology demonstration, the FGB can be sent into EMCO as a stand-alone spacecraft.
Since the FGB withstands launching from the Earth, accelerating to the velocity of roughly 7.9
km/s to attain LEO, a Direct Transfer from LEO into EMCO with a ∆V of 3.1 km/s should not
be a structural issue. MPBT is even gentler, as it results in lower accelerations.
For the ISS-4 Configuration (see Figure 4-3) when using Multiple Perigee Burn Transfer, the
mass of about 150 tonnes causes a linear force acting on SM, FGB, and Node-3. The highest
force at an acceleration of 1.609 m/s2 is at the interface between the propulsion system and the
station, and is 241 kN. The allowable axial loads on the ports are 5783 N (NASA JSC, 1999) so
the actual load exceeds that limit. Options to handle this load are discussed below. The most
easily damaged points are around the hatches, especially at the PMA where there is a
contraction in cross section and the ends are not co-linear. The more sensitive points are
connections (hatches) between Habitation Module, JEM and Node-3, due to the bending
moment during acceleration.
For the Multiple Perigee Burn Transfer the bending moment at the connection between the
Node-3 and the Habitation module is 87 kNm. The Node-3 to HAB coupled interface load is
designed for bending moment of 26 kNm (NASA JSC, 1999), more than 3 times lower than our
case.
Correspondingly, the bending moment arisen by the JEM, with its all three main parts, is about
510 kNm. It is nearly 20 times overloading of Node 3 by bending at the hatch. Again, the value
in our case is 160 times higher than the bending moment deriving from ATV thrust. Generally,
when applying ATV type thrusts to the station, the bending loads on the docking ports will be
in the allowable range. But since bending moments are a serious structural issue, they have to
be analysed by calculation and testing to determine if the manoeuvre can be performed with a
sufficient safety margin.
For the case of direct transfer of ISS-4 the bending moment generated by the JEM will be even
higher, namely 3,279 kNm. The structural problem in this case is a real obstacle for realization
of the mission.
For the ISS-7 configuration (see Figure 3-1) and the case of MPBT, a much higher bending
moment is at the middle of the truss, roughly 1,857 kNm (see Appendix D) while the bending
moment at the JEM connection to Node-2 remains the same. The value is calculated only for
trusses S1 to S6 to give an idea about the magnitude of bending moment. It suggests that the
wide “wing span” is not feasible for either MPBT, or the direct transfer.
Note that all calculations above did not include small parts of ISS, such as radiators or solar
panels. A similar calculation can also be made for the cluster of modules attached to the FGB
and SM modules.
4.5.3

Vibration Analysis

In order to analyse vibration phenomenon on such a complicated object as the full ISS, we need
a detailed structural model of all modules and parts. Then we can theoretically put the data into
a mathematic model to perform the structural analysis via the Finite Element Method. The
mathematical model is likely to be so large that computer capacity would force significant
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simplifications to be made. This would result in such a model being less accurate and the results
to be less reliable.
Another method is to determine the structural transfer functions and eigenfrequencies by means
of actual testing. The transfer functions relate how the ISS structure responds to any given input
force (e.g. the thrust we want to apply, but also spacecraft dockings, small impacts from micrometeoroids, etc.).
In order to get these transfer functions, highly sensitive accelerometers are installed at strategic
positions on the ISS (e.g. at the end of each extending branch like solar panels, and at certain
positions at even intervals in between those extreme positions, in order to get also some higher
level modes).
To determine the transfer functions for higher frequencies, the excitation of the station can be
performed with a shaker working against its own mass and an additional mass attached to it.
The shaker does not touch the station at any point other than at the excitation point and can also
be installed inside the station to facilitate operability. The shaker introduces a very precise
known force profile (although much lower than the thrust forces necessary for orbital
manoeuvring), and by measuring the responses of the accelerometers, the transfer functions can
be derived.
In the low frequency range, a single excitation and not a continuous one must perform the
excitation as the shaker provides. This could be performed with the propulsion system of the
station itself or the ATV module. With this system one could at least find the lowest dominating
eigenfrequency. A single propulsion push can excite the station and the accelerometers will
"see" the reaction. The decay of the time signals can be used to get also the damping of the
modes. In case the propulsion system is too slow for excitation, a space walking astronaut can
push a mass from outside the station to the possible nodes of eigenmodes. The astronaut has an
EVA suit with propulsion system and can accelerate himself and the mass (a heavy ball with a
soft cover) against the station and push it shortly before the station against it. He has to have a
security line in order not to be lost in space. This line has to be very long so that it is not taut
before the measurement is acquired.
The result of these tests, next to the eigenfrequencies, will be a set of structural transfer
functions that can be used to compile a model in which the response of the ISS structure to
higher forces and vibration levels can be derived for a wide range of frequencies.
For the technology demonstration, the FGB should not have any problem even with vibration
when enduring MPBT or direct transfer. For the ISS-4 and the ISS-7 configurations, the
eigenfrequencies and the station dynamic response are a key factor for selection of the
propulsion system. For all three configurations the risk of detrimental vibration of the thin solar
array is important.
4.5.4

Structural Adaptation Required

For the technology demonstration the FGB does not require any significant structural change.
However, vibration of the solar arrays and radiation shielding to protect subsystems and
instruments are objectives for investigation.
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For ISS-4 configuration when using the MPBT approach, the axial load due to acceleration
requires some reinforcement to spread loads evenly. However, the bending moment at the
HAB’s and the JEM’s connection to Node-3 are so high that a comprehensive reinforcement
has to be made to avoid structural failure and include normal safety margins into the design
(typically 1.5 to 2.5). For the case of direct transfer the configuration needs a dramatic
structural change. One method to mitigate the high bending moment is to assemble all the
modules in one line. However, this is not preferred since the current HAB and JEM Modules
designs do not have docking interfaces at both far sides of the module, only at one side.
Therefore, a linear configuration with these modules is not possible.
For the ISS-7 configuration, sending it into EMCO is structurally not feasible for any of the
suggested transfer approaches.
The used solar arrays on ISS at the end of the current mission will be so degraded that a new set
should replace them. In that case, the design of the new solar arrays has to incorporate all
measures to prevent damage relating to load and vibration that comes from acceleration. One
way to cope with this potential damage is to retract the solar arrays during the burn, so they are
in their launch configuration.
4.5.5

Power Systems

This section describes the power systems of the current ISS, and the adaptations required for the
different configurations.
4.5.5.1 Current ISS Power Systems

The electrical power system consists of the generation, the storage and the distribution of
power. For the ISS, the U.S. and Russian segments are different. In the U.S. segment, eight
solar array wings supply power. Each 33 m long solar array wing is connected to the truss,
covering a total area of 2508 m2. An array consists of two solar cell blankets with purified
silicon solar cells, one on each side of a telescoping mast. This mast turns on a gimbal
(integrated in the ISS truss) to keep the arrays facing the Sun. A pair of wings with these
assemblies is called a photovoltaic module (PVM), and there are four such modules. The
PVM’s are paired at the far ends of the Integrated Truss Structure (ITS). Between the PVM
pairs and the fixed central ITS, there is an additional gimbal to allow full sun tracking
capabilities in three perpendicular directions. The PVMs generate primary power, ranging from
130 to 180 volts dc and stabilize at 160 volts, by converting solar energy into electrical energy.
Radiators are located on the truss to dissipate the heat generated by this process. When the ISS
is in eclipse, the batteries supply power. The nickel-hydrogen rechargeable batteries store
primary power from the solar arrays during the sunlit portion of the orbit. The electrical power
system continuously provides 78 kilowatts to ISS systems and users, even in eclipse (about one
third of every orbit). If the power generation fails, the batteries can supply power for one
complete orbit following a period of orbital eclipse with a reduced ISS consumption rate.
Transformers convert this 160 volt dc electricity to secondary power of 124 volts dc which is
distributed to the individual users (such as laboratories, living quarters, etc.). There is no
redundancy in the secondary power system, but is generally determined by the user loads (for
example by selecting two input power sources).
The Russian segment provides its own power sources, including solar arrays and nickelcadmium batteries, producing about 30 kilowatts. The Russian segment, the Shuttle and most
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other spacecraft use 28 volts dc. Power converters compensate for voltage differences between
the Russian and U.S. segment. The heart of Russia’s power system is the Science Power
Platform (SPP). The four solar arrays of the SPP combined generate 25 kilowatts of power. In
the Russian electrical power system, the modules produce, store and consume their own power,
while the U.S. electrical power system uses a more distributed approach. This means that the
FGB and SM have a self-containing electrical power system.
The ISS generates 110 kilowatts of power of which 46 kilowatts is available for research and
validation activities.
4.5.5.2 New Mission Power Requirements

Case One
The FGB has two solar arrays with a surface area of 33 m2 each. Its solar arrays and six nickelcadmium batteries can provide an average of 3 kilowatts of electrical power. On-board
orientation devices keep the panels facing the Sun, in response to solar sensors. The output can
vary between 24 to 34 volts.
Case Two
In addition to the FGB, the SM has two large solar arrays with a surface area of 38 m2 each.
The arrays are covered with silicon photovoltaic cells that generate 4.5 kilowatts at 31.5 volts
dc (regulated down to 28.5 volts dc) on average. Power is stored in 8 nickel-cadmium batteries.
These batteries start off with of a capacity of 110 Amp-hours each and degrade to 60 Amphours after 2 years. The SM consumes about the same amount of power as it can produce, so
there is practically no power for other modules to use. Node-3 regulates and distributes
electrical power to attached elements and internal Node loads. The PMA-3 does not produce
power but consumes about 0.6 kilowatts, mainly for the shell-heaters to prevent condensation.
The JEM consumes about 20.1 kilowatts and the HAB about 24 kilowatts. The reader should
note that the power consumption of the science modules is mainly dependent on the choice of
experiments and their power requirements.
Module
FGB
SM
Node-3
PMA-3
JEM
HAB
Total

Power generation
+ 3 kW
+ 4.5 kW
0
0
0
0
+ 7.5 kW

Power consumption
- 3 kW
- 4.5 kW
- 3 kW
- 0.6 kW
- 20.1 kW
- 24 kW
- 55.2 kW

Table 4.7: Power generation and consumption of the ISS-4 modules

When looking at all these figures it is clear that a new power platform with solar arrays,
batteries, power converters and radiators needs to be designed and built. To reduce costs, a
modification of the existing US photovoltaic modules can be used.
4.5.5.3 New Mission Power Production

As can be seen in Table 4-7, the ISS-4 configuration consumes 61.7 kilowatts of power and
generates only 7.5 kilowatts. That means that 47.7 kilowatts needs to be generated by the new
power platform. The photovoltaic modules of the U.S. segment can generate about 32 kilowatts
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per solar array. In the EMCO, the total eclipse time per orbit is 41 minutes and 54 seconds,
which is a negligible 0.2% of the 13.66 day orbital period. Therefore, maximum power
generation of the solar arrays can be used consistently and the batteries are mainly used for
eclipse time and backup. As a result, two of these solar arrays (one photovoltaic module)
would be needed to provide the necessary power. Also, power converters are needed in order to
be compatible with the Russian segment.
The two solar panels are to be mounted on a truss segment. This truss is similar in size and
mounting orientation to the P6 Truss located on Node-1 during the ISS Early Assembly phase.
However, the Power Platform would require a different interface for the larger radiator it
houses.
The solar arrays on the Power Platform rotate only around one axis, therefore necessitating that
the ISS-4 configuration flies with its solar panels rotating perpendicular to the Sun. As a result,
the ISS-4 configuration will have to fly in a 3-axis stabilized mode. If different orientations are
needed to support other activities (such as rendezvous and docking operations) it needs to rely
on its batteries for its power needs.
4.5.6

Thermal Aspects

This section describes the thermal control systems for the different ISS configurations.
4.5.6.1 Technology Demonstrator Thermal Considerations

The Thermal Control Systems aboard the FGB maintain the temperatures of the structure, fuel
and liquid lines, and internal and external equipment within allowable limits by using a
combination of passive and active subsystems.
The Passive Thermal Control System consists of thermal coating and a special surface coating.
In the Active Thermal Control System an ethylene-glycol mixture, normally operating at 15 to
35 °C, is used to collect, transport and dump excess heat. There are two cooling loops onboard
the FGB. One serves as primary loop, while the other acts as a back up. Internal thermal control
also uses a ventilation system comprised of fans mounted on gas-liquid (cabin air to internal
cooling loop) heat exchangers, distribution ducts, and portable fans that can be located
anywhere inside the pressurized module.
The external system is made up of two independent external loops that use a silicone organic
fluid (polymethylsiloxane silicone) refrigerant. One loop is operating at any given time with the
second providing redundancy. In the event of a pump failure or similar event, the system
automatically starts the alternate loop. This system is dependent upon transferring heat to the
refrigerant, which is hydraulically pumped through ‘interface heat exchangers.’ The heatbearing fluid is passed through twelve externally mounted radiator panels, which contain
embedded ammonia. The excess heat transfers from the loop to heat pipes, and is then radiated
into space.
4.5.6.2 ISS-4 Configuration Thermal Considerations

The Service Module has a similar Thermal Control System to the FGB (see above). The
Russian modules, SM and FGB, are self-supporting in their thermal control, as opposed to the
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US and Japanese modules on the current ISS. Thermal control systems for these modules are
distributed and heavily dependent on each other.
The Active Thermal Control System on the US Segment consists of internal loops (using water)
and external loops (using ammonia). On the full ISS station, there are several places (US
Laboratory Module, Node-2 and Node-3) where interface heat exchangers are located to
transfer the heat from the internal loop to the external loop. The other modules are serviced
from these three points via the internal cooling loop.
In the ISS-4 configuration, the Node-3 will contain the interface heat exchangers, and serves the
HAB and JEM via the internal water loop. The PMA-3 only has electrical shell heaters (600
Watt) to avoid condensation problems, so no internal cooling loop is required. The interface
heat exchangers in Node-3 are hooked up to the external ammonia loop with the radiator on the
newly developed Power Platform. At this place the US Segment radiates excess heat into space.
The Power Platform also comprises the thermal radiator. This radiator (called Thermal Control
System Radiator) is oriented using a rotary joint (the mast turns on a gimbal) to keep it parallel
to the Sun’s rays, preventing it from receiving external heat inputs, and keeping it oriented
toward space to allow radiation of heat. Using H2O internally to collect heat, the Thermal
Control System transfers that heat to the radiator, which then uses NH4 (liquid ammonia) as the
active heat transfer fluid.
The thermal need of each module can be assessed using the assumption that 90% of the thermal
need is generated by the equipment installed inside and 10% from external sources (e.g. the heat
flux into the module from solar radiation).
As seen, in Table 4.8 only the maximum values are listed. For example, during ISS assembly,
only 28 kW total was available for Node-1, the US Laboratory Module, and the Airlock. This
means that the amount of equipment (heat sources) inside the module was not at maximum
capacity. This scenario is similar to the ISS-4 Configuration. Before the heat load can be
calculated, the need for certain experiments must be identified. Based on this determination, the
final radiator and interface heat exchangers in Node-3 can be sized for this heat load budget
(including margins).
Module
FGB
SM
PMA-3
Node-3
HAB
JEM

Thermal Need
3.3 kW
5.0 kW
0 kW
3.3 kW
26.7 kW
22.3 kW

Remarks
none
none
Only electrical heaters
none
none
none

Table 4.8: Thermal Parameters of the ISS-4 Modules

4.5.6.3 ISS-7 Configuration Thermal Considerations

For the ISS-7 Configuration, the thermal system is basically the same as for the Full ISS in
LEO. The Russian SM and FGB modules have their own individual thermal control systems,
while the elements on the US Segment are heavily integrated. On the full ISS station, there are
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several places (US Laboratory Module, Node-2 and Node-3) where interface heat exchangers
are located to transfer the heat from the internal loop to the external loop.
The US Laboratory Module also serves Node-1 and the Airlock via the internal loop. Node-2
serves the Japanese Experiment Module, the European Columbus Module and the Centrifuge
Accommodation Module. The US Habitation module is serviced via the internal cooling loop
from Node-3. Heat is then transferred from the interface heat exchangers to the two big radiator
assemblies on the S1 and P1 Segments of the Integrated Truss Structure by means of the
ammonia loop. At these points heat is radiated into space. The radiators have gimbals in order
to keep them parallel to the solar rays, and limit the heat flux into the radiators.
4.5.6.4 General Thermal Adaptations to Existing ISS Hardware

One of the major concerns when moving ISS hardware from the LEO environment into a
cislunar orbit will be that it is continuously subjected to direct sunlight. In Appendix E an
analysis is carried out to compare the most extreme LEO environment and the cislunar
environment.
The conclusion of that analysis is that the ISS is designed to handle high solar beta angles and
extreme thermal conditions for LEO, so it can be subjected to direct solar flux without any
impacts on the thermal control systems and/or operation of the station, whilst the station is in
LEO. When placing the station farther away from the Earth, there will be impacts since Earth’s
albedo radiation will not be there to help warm the constantly shared equipment.
As a result, when moving existing ISS hardware to another orbit additional heating of each
module is required to compensate for the greater heat loss. Obviously, the detailed thermal
analysis that is required to determine the capacity of these heaters is not part of this report.
However, using electrical shell heaters like those used in PMA-3 is relatively simple (as
compared to the cooling loops) and this is a modification that could be performed on-orbit by
astronauts. Since the shell heaters are located on this interior side of the modules, no EVAs are
required.
4.5.7

Guidance and Navigation

A logical way to address Guidance and Navigation would be to increase the Global Positioning
System into cislunar space. This could be done relatively easily using microsats placed in the
4th and 5th Lagrange points. These considerations will be part of any larger programme for
lunar development and require significant investment.
Navigation:
Whatever the configuration, we need a navigation system for the rendezvous. Due to the high
velocity, it will be very difficult to perform the rendezvous at perigee. It is more appropriate to
do the rendezvous during the cruise-phase (Earth-Moon). For that, we can use:
•
•
•
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A navigation system similar to the satellite navigation system onboard satellite or an
updated ISS navigation system
Rendezvous and docking do not use GPS so a relative system can be used for
rendezvous proximity approach
Doppler tracking and range-rate measurement (as in planetary exploration);
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•

A star tracker.

Guidance:
Orbital maintenance is the one of the major aspects of guidance. Major changes of the current
ISS guidance system hardware are unnecessary (modification of software is sufficient).
4.5.8

Communications

Communication is always tied to the amount of bandwidth that is required for any system. The
amount of bandwidth required will be tied to the operational scheme and plan, and is beyond
the scope of this section. However it is possible to use microsat relays in the Lagrange points to
boost power and circumvent the blackout period.
The ISS-X configurations should have the same ability to communicate as a spacecraft in LEO,
for crew health reasons. The following options will allow such communication capability:
•

•
•

Increase the power onboard: it is not easy but this solution is feasible and have the
advantage of permitting use of existing ground based segment, and the disadvantage to
develop something new for modules already on orbit;
Switch to higher frequency;
Use a larger receiving antenna: the advantage of this solution is that modifications are
made on the ground and not in space. The only modifications to perform are on the
ground support system using 2 micro-satellites relay.

4.5.9

Radiation

Ionizing radiation in the space environment is one of the main hazards to human spaceflight and
to spacecraft. For Earth and Moon travel, the radiation environment can be broadly divided into
three regions, 1) the near-Earth environment which is shielded by Earth’s atmosphere and
magnetic field, 2) cislunar space, the region between the Earth and Moon, or the Moon’s orbit;
unshielded by planetary atmosphere or magnetic field, and 3) lunar surface.
The specific exposure and duration in each region will depend on the orbit. The radiation
environment has been extensively characterized by many authors (Tolyarenko, 2003, HolmesSiedle, et al., 1993, Facius, 2003). The main radiation environments that need to be considered
for human safety and spacecraft reliability are summarized herein and detailed in Appendix F.
Earth-Moon Cycling Orbit
The EMCO orbit period is 13.7 days, covering both the near-Earth environment and cislunar
space. Only 2.7% of that time is expected to be in the near-Earth environment , traversing the
Van Allen Belts. Based on analysis of existing literature (see Appendix F), the dose rate of
blood forming organs (BFO) in the EMCO orbit is estimated to be approximately 80 rem/yr,
with only spacecraft structure shielding.
In cislunar space, the greatest radiation challenge to hardware operation is to protect from
transient Solar Particle Events (SPE). SPEs that impact a mission may result from solar flares
or coronal mass ejections (CME). Individual SPEs vary greatly, from a fraction of a rem to
1000 Rem (Tolyarenko, 2003). SPEs are infrequent and short in duration, typically < 5 per
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year, and less than several days in duration. With a vigilant monitoring system and
communication, and a heavily shielded storm shelter for crew protection, accessible within 20
to 30 minutes (Tolyarenko, 2003), it is possible to provide good protection. The storm shelter
shielding is recommended to be 20 g/cm2 H2O according to (Simonsen, et al., 1992) which is
equivalent 30 g/cm2 Al (Tolyarenko, 2003).
There is no means to predict a SPE hours or days before it takes place, when an SPEs starts, it
can be observed by the increase x-ray intensity from the region of the Sun. Most of the time,
more than 30 minutes of advanced warning is possible, because some SPEs arrive 4-6 hours
after the increased x-ray level, and peak after another 4-6 hours. CMEs are known to arrive 48
hours after the first sign (NAS, 2000). The only trouble is the peak intensities are not known
far in advance, and therefore false alarms may still exist.
Similar to the Apollo programme strategy, an ISS warning system can be adopted (NAS, 2000)
for application to cislunar space. Satellites such as GEOS and SOHO can be coordinated to
provide the SPE monitoring and warning. Unlike the ISS, most of the cislunar orbit is outside
the Earth's magnetosphere, and therefore unprotected. Warning time in cislunar space may be
shorter and the possibility of being impacted may be much greater than in the ISS orbit.
Transfer Orbit
The transfer orbit passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly. In the first orbit, 3.3 days, 8% of
the full orbit period of 17.5 days is spent in the near Earth environment. While in the near Earth
environment, 1.5% of the orbit is spent in the South Atlantic Anomaly region. SAA is known
to be a severe near Earth radiation environment. Passing through this region increases the total
radiation exposure of the spacecraft.
Due to the extended time in the trapped radiation region, 3.3 days, the total dose exposure is
expected to be higher than in EMCO. The likelihood for spacecraft electronics to have single
event effects in lower Earth orbit is increased especially while in SAA. For the remaining 82%
of the orbit in cislunar space, its radiation exposure is expected to be similar to EMCO.
Lunar Orbit, Lunar Surface
The radiation exposure in lunar orbit is expected to be the same as in cislunar space. The Moon
has no atmosphere and no geomagnetic field. (Vernon, 2003) provides the estimate of 1
millirad/day. On lunar surface, radiation exposure is lower, simply by the physical presence of
the Moon, and thus is exposed to a 2π surface angle instead of 4π (Vernon, 2003). The radiation
exposure is estimated as 0.6 millirad/day.
Radiation mitigation measures
In cislunar space, astronauts are exposed to Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), which are very
difficult to shield against, and to SPEs, which may induce acute radiation exposure. Therefore,
both long term and short term exposure limits are important. Also, in comparison to LEO, the
nature of radiation exposure is different. There is more exposure to high energy particles in
cislunar space, unprotected from GCR and SPEs by Earth’s magnetic field. The health effect of
long term exposure to high energy ions are not known. Although, the current thinking that
equivalent dose accumulation from high energy ions are not more harmful than from lower
Earth orbit, where dose contribution are from lower energy particles (Badhwar, et al., 1988).
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Some literature suggests not shielding GCR at all because the secondary radiation would be
more harmful. Further investigation in the biological effect of high-energy particle radiation
exposure is required.
Also, given that individual exposure depend on many factors such as tasks perform, amount of
EVA time, time in different modules which are not shielded to the same degree, individual
exposures must be monitored (by personal dosimeters) to ensure that each astronaut is not overexposed. If an accident occurs, then medical action can be taken, with knowledge of the
exposure level.
The typical spacecraft structure thickness of 1 - 2 g/cm2 is not adequate to reduce total dose
exposure to within the annual exposure limit for blood forming organs (50 rem/year). To
reduce the exposure from 70 rem /yr to less than 50 rem per year, a shielding equivalent of 10 20 g/cm2 Al, or water is required according to the shielding factors provided in (NASA JSC,
2003). Such uniform shielding will require spacecraft redesign or significant weight addition,
therefore crew-members may need to be rotated at least semi-annually instead.
For spacecraft equipment that will be brought to the cislunar space after end of ISS life, the
difference in radiation environment should be considered. The radiation level in terms of total
dose rate is on the same order of magnitude as ISS according to (Badhwar, et al., 1988)
(cislunar estimate of 70 rem/year compared to 78 rem/year in ISS). However, the probability
for spacecraft electronic single event effects (SEE) is expected to be increased by a factor of 2 3. GCR and SPE are main sources of SEE. The GCR level is two times greater in cislunar
space compared to ISS (1 mrad/day (Vernon, 2003) compared to 0.46 (Badhwar, et al., 1988)).
SPE is expected to contribute to an additional 0.5 – 1.0 times increase.
Analysis of the cislunar orbit modules should be made to identify critical functions that may be
affected by SEE effects in electronics. ISS modules are designed to be modular and repairable
on orbit. The susceptible components may be replaced better hardness rated electronics, or plan
for redundancy of critical functions. Redundancy is effective for SEE effect mitigation, since
SEE effects are probabilistic occurrences. Also, particle intensity of GCR tends to be low, and
SPE partcicles tend to be directional, therefore, the “hit” that affected one location, may not
affect another.
Thus, in the first order approximation, the radiation hazard of moving ISS from its current orbit
to cislunar space appears to be manageable. The radiation exposure increase is within one order
of magnitude in both total dose and SEE probability. A monitoring and warning system for
SPE should be investigated along with the need for localized shelter during SPE emergencies.
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5 Operational Assessments of the New
ISS-Lunar Missions
‘I love it when a plan comes together’
Hannibal Smith

(courtesy: NASA)

Chapter 4 examined uses of the ISS as a platform for lunar exploration. This requires a review
of how those missions will be conducted. In this chapter, pre-flight planning and real-time
operations associated with these new mission operations are addressed. For the crewed options,
substantive content is focused on how medical operations may be altered, and potential
scenarios for crew rescue are considered.
5.1 ISS Preparation
This section describes the preparatory requirements for ISS-X before leaving LEO. As
described in Chapter 4, several modifications to the ISS will be required to insert any of the
envisioned configurations into orbit; some preparation will be required to ensure mission
success.
5.1.1

Case One: Demonstrator

A Proton will launch the FGB module, which will serve as the demonstrator. The internal and
external experiments required for this module will be shipped up using the normal ISS resupply
methods (Shuttle, ATV, Progress), and installed via three EVAs, performed by either the ISScrew, or by the crew of one Shuttle visit. The propulsion stage will be the upper stage of a
heavy lift (20t – Centaur stage of an Atlas III&IV launch vehicle) that has to be launched
separately. Docking of the FGB and the upper stage can be carried out in an automatic mode
(without crew) that would not require any EVAs or astronaut involvement.
5.1.2

Case Two: ISS-4

The ISS-4 will consist of six modules, four of which will already be on-orbit (PMA-3, Node-3,
US-HAB and JEM). Two Proton launches will bring up the FGB module and the Service
Module, and one Shuttle launch will deliver the Power Platform. An additional Shuttle flight
will bring up the modifications to the existing ISS hardware, which are estimated to make up 5
percent of the ISS-4 configuration mass (7500 kg). Using 3 EVAs per module, it is assumed
that around 20 EVAs will be needed to assemble the ISS-4 configuration. Both station and
visiting Shuttle crews will carry this out. The propulsion stage will be the same as for the
demonstrator, and one separate launch of a heavy lift will be necessary. The assembly of the
propulsion stage can be done automatically, without human extra-vehicular-interactions.
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However, given its complexity, human coordination may be required, in the form of 2-3 EVAs
or an extra Shuttle flight.
5.1.3

Case Three: ISS-7

It is assumed that the ISS is already complete in this case, and thus no ground modules will be
required. The necessary modifications to the ISS (amounting to 5 percent of the ISS-7
configuration mass, or 22500 kg), and the tools required to implement them will be sent up on
two Shuttle flights. The propulsion stage will be the same as for the demonstrator, meaning that
one separate launch of a heavy lift will be necessary. The assembly of the propulsion stage will
require the same organization as for the ISS-4.
While only three EVAs will be required to assemble the demonstrator and the ISS-7,
approximately 20 EVAs will be needed to assemble the ISS-4. Assuming that it is mostly
performed in LEO before being sent to the Moon, the spacewalkers will be subjected to the
same environment as they are when assembling the ISS in LEO. Thus, current radiation
exposure standards will apply and will be used to determine the crew distribution of the EVAs.
Assembly of ISS-4 will be spread over the course of approximately one year, and the work will
be divided among both station crews and visiting Shuttle crews so as to minimize this radiation
risk. Current space weather forecast capabilities will be used for the prediction of solar storms
or flares, so that the EVAs can be avoided during these periods and the crew can enter an
emergency shelter if necessary.
5.2 Preflight Planning
While there are many components of any space mission that must be planned, the novel
missions outlined in Chapter 4 necessitate an assessment of resupply alternatives. This section,
therefore, focuses on the mission planning aspects associated with resupply and examines the
requirements and capabilities necessary to support a new ISS-Lunar mission.
5.2.1

Resupply Requirements

The operation of a space station requires the resupply of goods, the return of practical
equipment and the disposal of unusable goods and waste. Above all, the crew needs to be
transported to the station and returned to Earth. Four basic types of cargo can be defined.
•
•
•
•

Crew: the astronauts, who are working and living at the space station.
Crew Supplies: which includes food, water, some health care supplies and clothing.
Spares/Maintenance parts: things needed for keeping the space station alive such as
propellant.
User pressurised and unpressurised cargo: which includes all payloads

In order to compare the three different cases it is required to know the human mass flow. Table
5.1 shows the in/outputs.
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Input
Oxygen
Water
Food(dry)
Hygiene W ater

kg/Person-Day
0.84
3.55
0.64
6.80

Sum

11.83

Output
CO 2
W ater
Urine
Feces
W aste W ater
Sum

kg/Person-Day
1.00
1.83
1.63
0.12
6.80
11.38

Table 5.1: Metabolism Input and Output (Messerschmid, 1999)

The amount of hygiene water used varies with the comfort level at the space station. For the
current ISS the following values can be assumed (Messerschmid, 1999). An astronaut needs
9.61 kg/day of supplies of water and re-hydration of food. An additional 0.36 kg/day is required
for payload operations and 0.56 kg/day for life science. In total an astronaut at the ISS needs
10.53 kg/day. By using the United States on orbit segment and the Russian orbit section water
recycling system with a rate of 85% on average, 1.58 kg/day per astronaut water is needed. It is
considered that this value and the remaining values in the table 7.9 kg/day that are obtained for
one astronaut. This leads to 2.8 tonnes/year per astronaut, assuming no payload and orbit
reboost are included.
Resupply also includes the return of non-recyclable waste, unusable cargo and payloads,
completed experiments and the crew, back to Earth. The waste needs to be collected, and if
necessary, separated. Disposal depends on the composition of the waste; therefore the waste can
be shredded, compressed, chemically and biologically stabilized, and then stored. At the
moment the waste management on the ISS involves either returning all waste to the Earth, or
disposing of it. The waste that will have to be transported back to Earth will be around 20
tonnes/year for the full ISS configuration (Karamanolis, 2000).
Reboost manoeuvres will be necessary to maintain the planned orbits. The propellant
requirements for each of the cases, Earth-Moon-cycler-orbit (EMCO) and a lunar orbit, were
calculated. The lunar orbit is a 100 km circular orbit. It requires 365 m/s ∆V per year
(Sweeting, 2000). The EMCO requires 1560 m/s ∆V per year to maintain the orbit, as was seen
in chapter four. To determine the propellant mass a specific impulse of 460 s of the main engine
is assumed. The results are in the cases discussed below. As a comparison, for a direct lunar
transfer trajectory, a midcourse correction of 10 m/s is necessary (Eckart, 1999).
The spacecraft in the planned orbits will need to be resupplied continuously. In EMCO, reboost
manoeuvres will take place several times during an orbit period (13.6 days), as described in
chapter four. Only 15 tonnes of propellant can be stored at the ISS-4 and ISS-7. Therefore, for
each case, different frequencies of resupply are necessary. For safety reasons, a margin should
be added. In cases of launch delay, there should be enough propellant onboard to maintain the
orbit for one more orbit period, until a new launch opportunity arrives.
Technical Demonstrator (FGB)
This is an unpiloted spacecraft so no re-supplies of crew and crew supplies are necessary. The
spares and maintenance supplies are mostly propellant. It was calculated that for the EMCO
11.9 tonnes/year propellant is needed. In a lunar orbit just 2.8 tonnes/year are needed. The FGB
can store 6 tonnes of propellant and use its own engine (Isp = 280 s) for orbit maintenance. The
resupply of propellant could take place just twice a year for EMCO and once per year for a
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lunar orbit. The Technical Demonstrator does not have much space for scientific research.
Nevertheless some experiments could take place by using the small amount of storage volume
or by changing the interior of the FGB; therefore the resupply mass of payload elements and
experiments of less then 1 tonne/year was defined. The amount of waste that has to be returned
to Earth can be assumed as the payload elements to less than 1 tonne/year.
ISS-4
This space station contains four crewmembers. It results in a crew resupply mass of 11.2
tonnes/year. The same water and recycling rate as for the full ISS, was assumed. With the JEMEF as a large research module, scientific experiments can take place under both unpressurised
and pressurised conditions. With the JEM-EF and taking into account the lower number of
crewmembers, the lower number of racks, the medium case has 34% of the research/living
facilities of the full ISS. Therefore, the resupply mass of payload elements and consumables
based on the value of full ISS was calculated to be 6.8 – 9.2 tonne/year and the waste to be 6.8
tonne/year. The medium version in an EMCO will need 53.3 tonne/year of propellant and a
resupply rate of at least four times per year. The lunar orbit requires 12.6 tonnes/year and a
frequency of once per year.
ISS-7
The resupply will be 19.6 tonnes/year for 7 crewmembers. For payload elements and
experiments, 20 – 27 tonne/year can be estimated (Messerschmid, 1999) from the current
configuration. For crew, payload supplies and waste it was assumed that the same amount of
supplies will be needed as for the current full ISS missions, so 20 tonnes/year of waste will
have to be transported back to Earth. But because of placing the space station in another orbit
the propellant needed for orbit, control will be different. The ISS will need 159.8 tonnes of
propellant per year for EMCO and 37.8 tonne/year for LO. This leads to a resupply frequency
of every month for EMCO, and three times a year for a LO.
5.2.2

Resupply Capabilities

In this section we will review the launch vehicles required for resupply for the Technical
Demonstrator (FGB), ISS-4, and ISS-7 configurations in EMCO and LO. In order to resupply a
space station it is necessary to have a launch vehicle that is reliable, affordable, and available.
In Table 5.2 the results of section 5.2.1 are listed.

ISS-7
ISS-4
Technical Demonstrator

EMCO
204.4 / 20
72 / 6.8
12.9 / 1

Lunar orbit
82.4 / 20
31.3 / 6.8
3.8 / 1

Unit
tonnes/a

Table 5.2: Required resupply masses / disposal masses of all three scenarios

Earth Moon Cycling Orbit (EMCO)
For current launch vehicles the payload capabilities for certain orbits like Low Earth Orbit
(LEO) or geosynchronous transfer orbit (GTO) are often quoted. In actual tables or resources
(Wade, 2003) the GTO is defined with different inclinations depended on the launch vessel and
site. The EMCO is similar to a GTO. At perigee we need additional 344 m/s to get into EMCO,
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assuming that there are no plane changes, based on STK simulations. In addition we consider
200 m/s to de-orbit from EMCO, either into Earth atmosphere as re-entry or burning or to hit
the Moon surface. Furthermore we need to change the inclination from GTO to EMCO. By
launching eastward out from an equatorial launch site we can save 463 m/s. For listed launch
vehicles we considered that more velocity is required to get into the EMCO with an inclination
of 51.6 deg, depending on the different locations of the launch sites. In the Table 5.3 we
calculated payload masses for EMCO for current launch vehicle based on the GTO deliverable
payload mass. We considered launch vehicles from the main four space fairing nations, USA,
Russia, Japan and Europe. In the Appendix H the full table of calculations is listed. In general
we can assume 80 % of the GTO payload capabilities for EMCO. That results correspond with
additional information also contained in Appendix H. The graph shows the Atlas V 5-401
performance to elliptical orbit. With the calculated factor we match the graph for EMCO.
Launch Vehicles

Country

ATLAS V 551
ATLAS V 532
DELTA IV Large
H-2A
Zenit-3SL
Proton KM4 Briz-M
Ariane 5 V

USA
USA
USA
Japan
Russia
Russia
Europe

Payload
mass in GTO
in kg
8200
17250
10800
5000
5250
2920
8000

Payload
mass in EMCO
in kg
6949
14892
9088
4026
4091
2094
5958

Payload
mass in 100km LLO
in kg
5717
12570
7396
3051
2914
1268
4342

Table 5.3: Deliverable payload mass to EMCO (with re-entry) and LO (no return to
Earth) based on GTO performances (Wade, 2003)
At the moment we could use the existing Atlas V heavy lift vehicles to transport a mass of 14
tonnes per launch to EMCO. Anyway that vehicle could not launch the resupply spacecraft to
deliver the propellant for orbit maintenance with the required frequency (see chapter 5.2.1). By
using current launch vessels, more supply flights would be necessary to deliver payload and
propellant than calculated for an optimal scenario. We assumed in this scenario that 15 tonnes
of propellant have to be transported per flight, because of the available storage room in the ISS7 and ISS-4. Therefore the cost of resupply increases. Other options like Energia or interim
heavy lift launch vehicle (Shuttle – C) looked at by Marshall Space Flight Centre could
transport more mass to EMCO.
Furthermore, we have to consider the transfer vehicles available at the moment. Table 5.4 lists
the current performances of the transfer vehicles for the ISS in LEO. None of it can either reach
the ISS-X in EMCO or transport 15 tonnes of payload. Soyuz TM and Progess M have a design
life longer than one-orbit period in EMCO, therefore with heavy launch vehicles, which can
push the transfer vehicle in EMCO, without using the engine of the transfer vehicle, we can use
these spacecraft for supply missions of cargo/payload and changing the crew. Furthermore the
Medical Module Return Vehicle (MMRV- see section 5.4.3) can be used for transporting
astronauts and cosmonauts. There will be no launch vehicle to give the Space Shuttle the
additional velocity to get into EMCO. Furthermore it would be a major effort to reconfigure the
Space Shuttle, i.e. with an extra tank in the cargo bay, so that the Shuttle could use its own
engine to go to EMCO, therefore we cannot use the Space Shuttle for supply missions.
It is a requirement to deliver high payload masses, of around 15 tonnes, per flight. We could use
current launch capabilities to have small crewed or returning-to-Earth supply vehicles for
supply flights to EMCO.
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Transfer
Vehicles

Propellant
in kg

Total mass
in kg

Isp
in s

Delta V
in m/s

Progess M
Soyuz TM
Shuttle ISS
Shuttle ISS

900
900
24960
24960

7450
7250
104000
104000

305
305
313
313

386
397
700
700

Payload mass
to ISS
in LEO in kg
2500
3 cosmonauts
up to 16050
8 astronauts

Design
Life
in d
30
14
up to 28
up to 28

Storeable
in orbit
in d
180
180
-

Table 5.4: Current transfer vehicle performance to the ISS in LEO, (Wade, 2003).
(NASA)
As a normal resupply scenario for EMCO we consider that the transfer vehicle is docking with
the space station and staying for a whole orbit period with the station; therefore supply missions
can take place every 13.6 days. Considering a de-orbit in Earth’s atmosphere as a re-entry or
disposal the crew has around 10 days to unload and load the transfer vehicle. This scenario
leaves a three-day gap for docking and undocking with the space station. That means for every
supply mission, either crewed or cargo, that the transfer vehicle is attached to the space station,
ISS-7, ISS-4 or the technical demonstrator for one orbit period.
Lunar Orbit
We can make a preliminary computation for supply flights to the 100 km circular lunar orbit.
An additional 1200 m/s are required (based on STK simulations) to go from GTO to the lunar
orbit and to de-orbit to the Moon’s surface. Therefore, we can use that calculation for normal
resupply flights and transporting waste away from the space station. As seen in Table 5.3, we
can estimate a payload mass for a lunar orbit of 61% of every launch vehicle of the GTO
deliverable payload mass. In Appendix H the more detailed table is presented.
No current launch vehicle can deliver 15 tonnes of propellant per flight as required to a lunar
orbit; therefore, as for EMCO, more frequently supply flights or an upgrade in current launch
vehicles is necessary.
A normal supply flight to a lunar orbit will spend 3 to 5 days on a direct lunar transfer
trajectory. It will be docked for approximately 10 days, before it is flown back to Earth. It has
been suggested that a spent vehicle could be disposed on the Moon’s surface, however, this is
arguably prohibited by international law (see for example Article IX Outer Space Treaty,
Article7 Moon Agreement and general principles of international environmental law).
For crewed resupply missions, such as crew change-out or returning payload experiments to
Earth, existing launch vehicles cannot deliver the performance needed. An additional 2.8 km/s
would be needed. Therefore, it is necessary either to develop new launchers and transfer
vehicles or to increase the current rocket’s performance rapidly.
When developing a new Space Transportation System (STS) to LO or EMCO, some guidelines
and criteria can be outlined (Koelle, 2001). Human safety, for crewed missions, probability of
the mission success, cost-effectiveness and annual payload capability are major performance
criteria. Furthermore we can use current know-how that has been developed over the last
decades. For example, people and cargo were transported to the Moon and back during the
Apollo programme and automatic supply vessels have regularly docked with the MIR and ISS
space station. Thus, it has been demonstrated that robotic freighters can work efficiently. The
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Soyuz or Medical Module and Return Vehicle (MMRV), which are described in section 5.4.4,
offer possible solutions to this requirement.
Although the need to go to and from the lunar surface and the Station in LO is obvious; the
scope of this project does not include transportation between the station and lunar surface or
transportation on the lunar surface. There exists considerable incentive for future work in these
areas.
5.3 Real-Time Operations
Once the missions has begun, operations are conducted on a near real-time basis. Crew
activities onboard are coordinated with ground control to ensure safe and successful
performance of the mission. This section looks at some of the factors associated with real-time
operations with the new ISS-lunar missions. It includes measures necessary to keep the
astronauts and on-board machinery functioning optimally in the varying space environments.
5.3.1

Mission Control

The existing ground support facilities and controllers for the ISS are numerous and distributed.
The Mission Support is assured by the following facilities (Boeing, 2003):
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The NASA Space Station Control Centre (Mission Control Centre) in Houston,
Texas, is responsible for general operations of the NASA components and vehicles. It
has the primary responsibility for guidance, navigation and attitude control for the ISS.
The Marshall Space Flight Centre (Payload Operations Integration Centre) in
Huntsville, Alabama, is handling the payload coordination and is able to provide 24
hour real-time monitoring of payloads. As a supplement to this, the MSFC is
synchronizing the payload activities among the other partners.
The Telescience Support Centres at one of NASA’s Field Centres are providing the
capability to execute ground support operations of ISS and Space Shuttle payloads. The
activities of the TSC are coordinated by the MSFC or the Houston Mission Control
Centre.
The Mission Control Centre in Moscow is supporting general operations of Russian
elements, and it is responsible for guidance, navigation and attitude control for the ISS
as a support for the NASA Mission Control Centre.
The Centre for Control of Spaceflights in Korolev, Russia, is responsible for the
Russian payload operations.
The Columbus Orbital Facility Control Centre in Oberpfaffenhoffen, Germany, is the
ESA ground support facility for the Columbus laboratory and the ATV (Automated
Transfer Vehicle).
The European Astronaut Centre provides support ranging from public relations
assistance to medical monitoring.
The Tsukuba Space Centre (Space Station Integration and Control centre), in Tsukuba
Science City, Japan, is responsible for the controlling of the JEM (Japanese Experiment
Module).
The CSA Mobile Servicing System Operations Complex in St. Hubert, Quebec,
Canada, is the supporting facility for the MD Robotics-robotic arm. The robotic arm is
operated in accord with NASA’s Mission Control Centre.
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The complex nature of a full ground support system is illustrated in a diagram of the facility
responsible centre of the Columbus module, included in Appendix F.
In reconfiguring the ISS, it will be shown how the ground support requirements will change.
The first case to be analyzed is the uncrewed FGB-module as a technical demonstrator. It is
predicted that for this case, the current ISS will remain in its present orbit and composition.
After the launch of the FGB-module, the Mission Control Centre in Moscow will have to
coordinate two modules in the same time. Since the FGB is uncrewed and that the ground
support crew has more than 15 years of experience in controlling this module, it will be possible
to control the two from the same facility.
For the second case, the ISS-4 configuration is examined. It is still expected that the current ISS
will persist in its actual orbit and composition at large. The responsible ground support facilities
will have to coordinate the same number of modules that they have supported for more than 15
years. The difference will be that some of these orbits will still be in the initial LEO-orbit, and
some in Earth-lunar- or lunar orbit. This might create supplementary difficulties for the
coordination and a more complex system.
By using the ISS in the case one and two (FGB or ISS-4), some of the international partners
would no longer be part of the enhanced programme, because their modules are not used.
Therefore, their ground facilities would not be available to support the mission. The remaining
partners might need to replace/rebuild the ground support, if it is still needed.
In the third case the whole ISS as a cycler (ISS-7), the ground support facilities will also remain
the same. They will have to adapt the coordination and support purposes to the new orbit
(Earth-lunar or lunar). The new situation might increase in complexity, i.e. communication
during eclipse time (see Chapter 4.6.6).
5.3.2

Crew Considerations

Astronauts in the space environment are subject to a set of conditions that dictate unique
interactions with the environment and with each other. Ensuring optimal productivity of
astronauts on these missions requires psychological and medical (see section 5.4.2) preparation
and maintenance, both on the ground and in orbit. The psychological issues involve
understanding and dealing with stressors by ensuring the most favourable crew composition,
finding the most habitable living environment and creating the best possible crew activity
schedule.
According to the Humex study (Horneck, G. et al, 1999), led by DLR (Deutsches Zentrum für
Luft-und Raumfahrt) in 2001, the psychological stress experienced by astronauts in space can
be due to several factors. The uniqueness of the space environment is one contributor, as it
induces physiological changes, such as sleep disturbances, physical changes, such as the
redistribution of body fluids, and environmental changes, such as increased CO2 in the air. The
mission-specific workload can also contribute to stress, as it is often too great, too little, or very
monotonous and without breaks. Psychosocial changes, such as lack of privacy and living in
confining spaces, also increase astronaut stress levels. These stressors, in turn, induce a variety
of behavioural responses; cognitive performance and perceptual-motor skill may be impaired
(probably due to microgravity), and both individual behaviour and interpersonal relationships
may be affected.
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The psychologically important spaceflight parameters for the lunar missions detailed in this
report are compared with those of the International Space Station (ISS) in Table 5.5. As
outlined, a greater degree of social isolation is expected on the ISS-4, due to the smaller, fourperson crew (compared to seven on the ISS-7). Increased feelings of boredom could be
expected in LO. EMCO will include an approach to Earth every thirteen days, providing
excitement for crewmembers . While all attempts will be made to ensure regular day-night
schedules onboard, the increased sunlight in both EMCO and LO may have disturbing
psychological effects as well. Perhaps the biggest psychological difference, however, is the
increased time it will take to return to Earth in the case of an emergency onboard. While the
return time to Earth from the ISS is nineteen hours, it may take (depending on the orbital
position and crew return vehicle capability) up to four days to return to Earth from EMCO or
LO. This change may contribute to an increased level of anxiety among crewmembers, and an
increased level of psychological risk for these missions, though it did not prove to be a major
issue in the Apollo missions.

Duration Limit
Crew Size
Availability of Support Measures
ground-based monitoring
audio/video transmission
e-mail /internet access
onboard entertainment
resupply frequency (# per year)
private medical and family conferences
Re-adaptation to Earth
Degree of Social Isolation
Mission/Orbit Specific Monotony
Sun (% of orbital period)
Living Space
Medical Evacuation (max. days)

International Space
Station in LEO

Earth-Moon
Cycler

Lunar Orbiter

4 – 6 months

radiation-limited

radiation-limited

3–7

4

4

yes
yes
yes
yes
4
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
1-4
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
4-12
yes

difficult

Difficult

very difficult

low to high

high

high

high

High

extremely high

67

99.9

63-86

limited

very limited

very limited

<1

4

4

Table 5.5: Psychologically relevant factors for different mission scenarios

These issues must be addressed in order to optimise on-board astronaut performance. Special
attention should be given to the crew composition with respect to such group-oriented
parameters as age, gender, cultural backgrounds and psychological compatibility to reduce
interpersonal conflict or tension. Crew interactions can even be tested in advance in controlled
environments, such as NASA’s INTEGRITY facilities (see Chapter 6). Individual
characteristics, such as skills set, motivation, aptitude and leadership skills are of paramount
importance, but the crew-selection, training and monitoring guidelines will not differ greatly
from those used currently for ISS crew candidates. Crew selection should, however, involve
screening out for previously accumulated radiation exposure, and selecting based on the ability
to live in an extremely confined environment and handle emergency situations. Additional
emergency training might also help to reduce associated anxiety. Due to the prolonged returnto-Earth time in the face of an emergency, it is recommended that the skill set of the crew
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include greater medical knowledge and training. This is discussed further in section 5.4.2. It
may also be of great benefit to have onboard (if radiation levels allow), someone who spent
time on the ISS while it was in LEO, so that they are familiar with the onboard operations.
Greater attention must be paid to ensure a habitable living space. With limited space onboard,
the input of space architects and astronauts from previous ISS missions about the most effective
use of available space would be of great benefit. In the face of constant sunlight, special
attention must be paid to maintain regular sleep-wake schedules onboard, with appropriate
shading from the outdoors.
The current daily astronaut activity schedule on the ISS includes eight hours of work time and
eight hours of sleep, leaving the remaining eight hours for personal hygiene, meals, exercise
and recreation. At greater distances from Earth (compared to ISS) and with such a small crew
on the ISS-4, greater efforts must be made to stimulate the astronauts, through on-board
entertainment, ground communication, and a varied work activity schedule to minimize workrelated boredom. With four astronauts, there is sufficient time within the work schedule to
perform scientific experiments onboard. With proper planning this will help alleviate the
monotony of station maintenance tasks. Ground communications should include frequent
private family, medical, and psychological conferences, as these have proven to be of great
psychological benefit to astronauts.
5.3.3

Failure Modes

Given the nature of the ISS-X mission scenarios, identification and analysis of the failure
modes is essential. A mission of this magnitude will require extensive and rigorous failure
identification. However, given the scope of this study, only some major failure modes were
identified and considered for further analysis in Chapter 6.
As previously mentioned, the increased distance from the Earth offers an increase in risk from a
medical perspective. Time is a major factor in any medical operation, and the distance of space
makes medical operations difficult. The suggested use of the MMRV also risks another
remaining crewmember requiring the medical facilities onboard after it is used.
Increased radiation exposure is an additional medical risk. The astronauts will be making
multiple passes through the Van Allan radiation belts, and radiation exposure must be carefully
monitored. In addition, the proper equipment and procedures must be developed to reduce
exposure during solar events.
Using the current ISS communication system will result in a communications blackout when
the ISS-X is on the opposite side of the Moon. Although a period of loss of signal was
experienced in the Apollo programme (Lovell et al, 1994), the extended duration of this
mission, along with the medical risks associated, necessitate complete communication
coverage.
The movement of the ISS to any orbit outside of LEO increases the risk of environmental
events affecting the hardware. As described in the previous section, a single event upset may
require hardware replacement. More specifically, some hardware may only be accessible
through EVA. If the crew is unable to perform an EVA, robotic measures must be developed to
mitigate the risk.
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5.3.4

Critical Equipment Replacement

Critical equipment is defined as that equipment, which is critical to crew safety. Some routine
checking and maintenance/replacement should be done in case accident takes place.
On-orbit replacement of critical equipment, components or parts will be the responsibility of the
crew. This work covers tasks (inspections, cleanings, and small repairs) and removal and
replacement of Orbital Replaceable Units (ORU).
These activities must be performed using the standard tools and maintenance equipment
available on-board, or the dedicated tools (if required) provided by the developer together with
the facility and as part of it.
On-Orbit Organizational Maintenance includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Replacement of major assemblies or modular components on a time change or condition
monitored basis and those identified as worn, damaged, or otherwise defective.
Anticipated alternative routing of interconnecting devices; e.g., cables and fluid lines,
rather than replacement, when alternative routing is significantly more efficient than
replacement.
Replacement of accessible, unserviceable, piece parts not requiring special tools, or test
equipment; e.g., knobs, lamps, filters, gauges.
Performance of light structural repairs including straightening, fluid line repair and
connector repair.
Preparation for return to the ground for repair or replacement of the failed end items,
major assemblies, and/or modular components which are beyond organizational repair
capability or capacity.

If an EVA is required for maintenance, the feasibility of such an operation will partially be
determined by the radiation test results as mentioned in the previous section. If EVA operations
outside of the magnetosphere are considered unsafe, other methods of repair must be
considered. This can include remote manipulation and inspection systems, similar to NASA’s
Robonaut (http://robonaut.jsc.nasa.gov).
5.3.5

Debris in Orbital Path

Going beyond GEO, the human-made space debris density decreases. In the space between
Earth and Moon natural debris like micrometeorite plays the most important role. Existing
models are able to calculate the meteoroid impacts on a spacecraft in a wide range of possible
orbits (Gruen et al 1985; Divine, 1993). Micrometeoroids have an average relative velocity of
20 km/s but can go above 70 km/s. By dealing with an Earth-Moon-cycler-orbit or lunar orbit
the most significant danger comes from human-made space debris around the Earth.
In lunar orbit environment, human-made space debris is very rare; therefore it can be described
as pristine. Since the first lunar mission, 46 human-made objects were placed in lunar orbit. At
least 34 have either fallen onto the Moon or have been manoeuvred out of lunar orbit. The
remaining 12 spacecraft and propulsion units are likely to have also crashed onto the Moon
(Johnson, 1999).
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For the EMCO the worst-case scenario is at the perigee passage around the Earth. It will take
place every 13.6 days. In LEO the atmospheric drag “cleans” the orbit continuously, but with in
altitude above 800 km the space debris density becomes greater. The space station will pass
with a high velocity compared to a LEO spacecraft through these areas; therefore an intensive
monitoring and calculating are necessary during the mission to avoid any accidents. Using the
Master 2001 (ESA) programme, which includes meteoroid and space terrestrial environment
reference model (Wiedemann, 2001), the flux values shown in Table 5.6 can be calculated.
The program considers every space debris in Earth orbit until GEO only; therefore the density
flux reflects the space debris impact just around the Earth, which is the most critical moment
during one orbit period of the EMCO.
ISS in EM C O
1.4E-05

ISS in LEO
4.80E-03

Unit
1/m ^2/a

Impact Azim u th

peak
at 50 and -30

wide range
40 to 80 and -40 to -80

deg

Impact Velocity

m a inly from
14 to 16

m a inly from
9 to 14

k m /s

Density Flux

Table 5.6: Density flux of space debris around the Earth, particle size 0.001 m – 1 m

5.4 Medical Operations
Space medical operations will always present a challenge to human spaceflight. The conditions
encountered in space are unique, and the distance from Earth is significant. The main resource
constraints limiting full onboard medical capability include the mass, volume, and power of the
spacecraft. It is simply not feasible to have the full range of clinical tools in space as seen on
Earth (Jones,1999; Kirkpatrick,1997). In order to provide high quality healthcare despite these
limitations, space missions must introduce innovative approaches to medical practice onboard.
With innovation, health outcomes may be maximized for any given medical risk.
The Crew Health Care System (CHeCS) provides comprehensive medical care on the ISS.
CHeCS is capable of providing preventative, diagnostic, and therapeutic care to supply daily
needs, basic life support, and advanced life support for a crew of three (ISS Familiarization
Manual, 1998).
There are three major subsystems within CHeCS:
1. The Countermeasures System evaluates crew fitness, provides countermeasures, and
monitors the crew during the performance of countermeasures.
2. The Environmental Health System monitors air and water quality for chemical and
microbial contaminants, radiation levels, and surface microbial contaminants.
3. The Health Maintenance System monitors crew health, provides preventative health
care, and responds to crew illness or injury (ISS Familiarization Manual, 1998).
In addition to CHeCS (which is provided by the USA), Russia provides an independent and
complementary set of kits (or “ukladki”) in the Russian service module containing
pharmaceuticals and medical supplies. For minor injuries requiring ambulatory care, an
astronaut may be referred to either the ambulatory pack in CHeCS or to an ukladka. However,
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current emergency capability rests solely within the American module. A medical checklist
(which is available in either electronic or paper form) in both English and Russian gives
detailed stepwise instructions for approaching health care problems (Jones JA, personal
communication, 2003 and Gontcharov, 2002). The current, time-consuming countermeasure
system onboard the ISS needs to be improved in order to enhance its efficiency and maintain
human ability to withstand Earth’s gravity.
5.4.1

Healthcare System Scenarios

There has been significant research concerning medical operations in LEO. Furthermore, the
idea of possible interplanetary travel (Grigorieve et al, 2002) has stimulated research into
exploratory/long duration medical support systems. For either a lunar cycler or orbital mission,
it is likely that the required healthcare system will be a hybrid of the previously mentioned
support systems.
On one hand, the longer distances from Earth associated with these innovative lunar orbits
necessitate complicated rescue options. Sick or injured crew may be returned directly with a
Medical Module/Return Vehicle (see Section 5.5) or in combination with partial return via the
ISS’s trajectory. But unlike exploration missions, these missions will be of shorter duration and
will feature regular resupply opportunities and most likely an open-loop ECLSS, though
research on a closed loop system would be preferable. Since EMCO and the Lunar Orbit both
have common features (for example, they both have prolonged return-to-Earth times and
increased radiation exposure), the healthcare systems involved will be similar.
5.4.2

Medical Emergency Response

One of the most important aspects of any operations organisation is planning for emergencies.
These emergencies can affect the ability of both the crew and the hardware to function properly,
with a possible loss of equipment or human life. With any change in mission, emergency
procedures must be re-examined. Although many emergency procedures must be altered, this
section will primarily focus on the current medical capabilities of the ISS, potential crew return
scenarios, critical hardware replacement operations and emergent events that require different
operations in the various ISS-X cases of interest.
5.4.2.1 Prolonged Return to Earth and the Implications

In the worst case scenario, the return-to-Earth times involved in our proposed orbits would be
four days if using the MMRV, and ten days if using the Soyuz as the escape vehicle. These
times are significantly longer than the current nineteen hour return from the ISS in LEO (as
mentioned in section 5.3.2). These prolonged journeys will require that the emphasis in medical
operations shift from the current "scoop and run" concept (where an ill or injured astronaut can
be returned to Earth within a matter of a few hours), to the "stand and fight” concept (Bacal,
2003). This is where medical treatment will need to be provided onboard the space vehicle. To
address this change in philosophy, technological advances and an adjustment of current ISS
resources are required.
To enhance onboard capabilities, skilled personnel and surgery and trauma management will be
necessary. Furthermore international medical cooperation, and the amount and distribution of
medical resources need to be addressed for the new orbit and mission programme.
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5.4.2.2 Surgery and Trauma Management

Telemedicine is an important part of crew healthcare because it allows the crew medical officer
(CMO) or medical doctor to consult with Earth-based medical specialists to solve complex
medical problems. Ideally, telesurgery would be complementary to the current onboard
medical care. However, telesurgery is currently not feasible due to communication delays.
Two hundred milliseconds is the maximum tolerable delay time for a surgeon to operate safely.
In LEO, a transmission delay time of six hundred milliseconds precludes real-time robotic
telesurgery and this time delay increases with the distance away from Earth (Mutter D.,
personal communication, 2003).
Nonetheless, lunar missions will require surgical capability, particularly for controlling
bleeding until arrival at a medical centre. A portable expandable surgical chamber will be
needed to ensure a sterile operating environment and clearance of blood during surgery (Rock,
1984). Therefore a recommendation is made to develop these capabilities for use on the ISS.
Although “bloodless” surgical approaches such as electrocautery could be introduced onto the
ISS, pre-flight collected autologous blood would be essential in case of blood loss during
emergency management. Blood is important for gas exchange, clotting, immunity, and for
bringing nutrients to peripheral tissues. High quality artificial blood substitutes that augment a
bleeding person’s carbon dioxide/oxygen exchange will undoubtedly play an important role in
future lunar missions. When compared with real blood, these substitutes have a longer shelf
life, can be stored at room temperature, do not require blood typing before use, and eliminate
the risks of transmitting infectious diseases that are seen with human blood (BMSI,2003 and
Cimons,2001).
In addition to blood, real or artificial, a three-fold increase in consumables (for instance,
intravenous fluids and certain drugs) will be required on the MMRV. This is due to the extra
transit time expected for an evacuation to Earth.
5.4.3

Integration of International Medical Support

To truly benefit from the expertise of multiple nations, an intercultural medical approach is
ideal.
While the Russian/American medical cooperation has proven successful and
advantageous (Grigoriev, 2002), the arrival of new space faring nations, such as China and
India, into future international projects will be challenging to integrate successfully. Different
countries approach medicine differently. Since the space environment presents such unusual
physiological challenges to humans, having input from several types of medical philosophies
could provide unique solutions that have not yet been used. Such integration of medical
practices could also prove beneficial for terrestrial medicine.
5.4.3.1 Medical Personnel

Long duration space missions necessitate the presence of a medical doctor. Until technological
advances decrease transmission delays appreciably to make telesurgery a reality, the medical
doctor or crew medical officer (CMO) must be capable of performing onboard surgeries. While
medical graduates may receive training in aerospace medicine, currently no medical residency
programme is designed to train someone who is both a doctor and an astronaut. With the lack
of such a residency, a doctor trained in emergency medicine (who has both surgical and internal
medicine expertise) would be the physician of choice for lunar missions. A CMO in addition to
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the aforementioned doctor would provide ideal redundancy. If either the doctor or CMO
becomes incapacitated, treatment may still be continued.
5.4.3.2 Distribution of Medical Resources

According to previous studies (Jones, 1999; Kirkpatrick, 1997; Satava, 1988; McCuaig, 1992),
surgical and resuscitative treatment may be provided in space if one has the appropriate health
resources. Given the limitations of space, volume and power, one should maximize the types of
equipment available onboard, minimize their size, and use innovative treatment strategies.
One possible solution would be to have all medical equipment (excluding equipment for
environmental monitoring and countermeasures) concentrated in the MMRV.
With this
arrangement, the MMRV would function as both a sickbay and an ambulance. The MMRV
must have the minimal internal dimensions to allow for one surgical bed for the injured
crewmember, and standing room for at least two crewmembers responsible for emergency
stabilization. No duplication of medical equipment on the other modules will be provided in
order to save space. This extra space will allow for the addition of life science research
experiments on the lab modules. If needed, the MMRV may detach and return to Earth with the
capability of full life-support treatment for one severely injured or ill astronaut and an
accompanying doctor. Since the doctor/CMO will be the sole healthy crewmember onboard,
the MMRV must be fully automated with minimal input from the crew. While the MMRV is
docked to the ISS, the doctor may be assisted by other crewmembers. However, once the
MMRV departs, the doctor must function alone. Any crewmembers remaining on the
cycler/orbiter will have limited medical resources in the form of the first aid kit on the Soyuz,
and any monitoring equipment included in the countermeasures workstation.
Given the above scenario, certain risks are necessarily accepted. Regardless of the chance of
survival, a crewmember with a life threatening injury or illness that may not be treated onboard
will be evacuated via the MMRV with the appropriate health care professional. This practice
implies an increased health risk for any remaining crewmembers that might subsequently
require serious medical attention. Therefore, if a fully stocked MMRV is not returned within
one orbit (that is, 13.66 days), all remaining crewmembers will be required to evacuate the
cycler/orbiter using the Soyuz.
The area of crew evacuation is one where crew size has a statistical impact. When considering
the possible causes for emergency crew evacuations, medical issues dominate the risk (Buzzard,
2002). As crew size increases, so does the likelihood of a medical evacuation. A medical
evacuation is expected once every 5.6 years for a crew of three, and once every 2.4 years for a
crew of seven (Billica, 1996).
5.4.4

Radiation medical operations

Even in LEO, the space environment requires extensive planning to successfully complete a
mission. A human crew leaving LEO will be in danger of excessive radiation exposure. While
countermeasures and precautions will be practiced to minimize exposure, contingency plans
need to be provided in case radiation-induced illness develops.
Though the background radiation of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and possible solar proton
events (SPE) will be similar throughout the different orbital scenarios, passage through the
radiation belts will add radiation exposures in the EMCO. Radiation exposure to humans will
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be minimized if the ISS is transported into the final EMCO uncrewed. In the event of an SPE,
the emergency procedures will be similar for all the scenarios and crew sizes, and will include
pre-exposure treatment, radiation shelter, and post-exposure treatment. Certain pre-flight
medical procedures are also appropriate. These are detailed in Appendix F.
5.5 Crew Return
Crew return in an emergency means the return of the crew for reasons of safety. Emergency
events may happen at any time, so it should be analysed to determine the procedures necessary
to take the crew back to Earth or to a place of safety (possibly a lunar base or a LEO space
station). This section considers some novel approaches to address the need for crew return
capability in the new ISS-Lunar mission.
It is currently required that any crewed space station have the capability to return every
crewmember to Earth.
There are many ways to provide emergency crew return. However, the solution must focus on
the reasons for evacuation and the emergencies causing this. These can broadly be divided to
either station failure or medical emergency.
Station failure is defined as a system failure that requires evacuation of the full crew to Earth.
There may be situations when there is a system malfunction, which will require the crew to
egress to the return vehicles and survive using the return vehicle’s systems, with the decision to
undock being made later. Looking at each scenario is beyond the scope of this report, but it is
assumed that these can be addressed with the capacity being built into the return vehicles for
their primary task of returning the crew to Earth.
Medical emergencies are defined as a medical problem which is untreatable on-board the ISS
which requires an evacuation to Earth. Some medical emergencies will be caused by system
failures, but these are not expected to be a significant proportion of the total number. If an
event occurs, it will not be in the interest of the mission to bring back all crewmembers.
Therefore, in medical emergencies, only the injured crewmember and the onboard doctor/CMO
must be evacuated.
5.5.1

Requirements for Crew Return On-Orbit

When an event takes place that does not require urgent return to Earth, usually caused by a sick
crewmember that can no longer work onboard, it may be more feasible to use basic procedures
for crew return. When ISS-4 or ISS-7 is in EMCO, it is most efficient to return a crewmember
close to Earth. Some existing return vehicle technology, like Soyuz, can be used, with few new
requirements put into the design. The time from docking to returning to Earth surface must not
be longer than 4 days. Some of the basic hardware capabilities are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Support medical requirements
Environment control and life support system (open-loop)
MMRV separates from and returns to ISS-4 or ISS-7 at low speed
Dock in less than 2 hours
Separate in less than 3 minutes
Separate at all altitudes
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•
•
•
•
•
•

2 crewmembers
Single fault tolerant
Landing in less than 9 km target radius
Dry land touchdown
Enhanced thermal protection design
Enhanced radiation protection design

The suggested solution for ISS-4 is to incorporate two Earth return vehicles into the station.
Soyuz TM-X: The Soyuz TM is the human transfer vehicle of the Russian Space Agency. The
total crew size at present is three persons and the maximum mission duration is presently
fourteen days without any modification. Modifying the existing Soyuz TM so it can serve as an
escape/transfer vehicle requires that it carry only two healthy humans, with a longer return
duration (ten days) when compared to the MMRV. It can be docked with the Russian service
module.
Medical Module Return Vehicle (MMRV): The MMRV, docked to node-3, would assist in both
medical and crew return operations. It will be capable of transporting two crewmembers: one
injured crewmember and one healthy doctor or medical officer. It must be capable of returning
to Earth in four days, which requires an approximate ∆V of 1 km/s. It will also include
enhanced medical capabilities to help stabilize and treat an injured crewmember during transfer,
and include the general medical capability defined above.
The MMRV is based on the ESA Crew Transfer Vehicle (CTV) project (Berthe et al, 1997),
which itself is founded on the terminated joint NASA-ESA X-38 programme. The CTV was
designed to carry a crew of three people to and from the ISS in LEO, using the Ariane 5. It
could sustain the crew for up to 109 hours. To accommodate an injured crewmember and the
increased medical equipment and consumables for general and emergency medical operations
onboard ISS-X, in either EMCO or LO, the total crew size of the MMRV must be reduced from
three to two. This will also reduce the total consumables needed for basic life support and free
up space for enhanced medical capability. The descent trajectories (total G forces, etc) of the
MMRV will comply with present NASA guidelines of crew return as it is based on an existing
design (JSC 28351). It has a dry mass of 10 tonnes, without engines. Of note: the MMRV will
need an external power source and oxygen storage facility for the extended duration mission
(similar to CTV). Propellant mass is estimated at three tonnes for a LOX/LH2 system.
After its termination, the X-38 programme was replaced with the NASA Orbital Space Plane
(OSP) programme. If the OSP reaches fruition, the final product could itself be modified to
fulfil the role of the MMRV as defined above.
5.5.2

Return trajectories, ∆V’s, and Re-entry

The maximum flight time of the Soyuz TM-X and the MMRV were decided as a compromise
between engineering, cost constraints and medical operations requirements. Ideally, medical
operations would want the most rapid return to Earth possible (present ISS LEO), which is
currently 19 hours. A compromise, as described above, was reached based on the technical
capability of the modelled rescue/transfer vehicles and expected Earth launcher capacity (15
tonnes to ECMO).
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Return trajectories were modelled in STK for different parts of the EMCO orbit. For the worst
case, returning from apogee in less than four days on the MMRV requires a ∆V of
approximately 1 km/s, and return in less than ten days using the Soyuz TM-X requires a ∆V
400 m/s. The Soyuz TM-X would initially drift in the EMCO orbit until it is past apogee and
then perform specific burns in this scenario. For times in the orbit when the ISS-X is just past
perigee, burns could be performed which would reduce the eccentricity of the orbit and bring
the crew back to the Earth in significantly lower times at the end of this new orbit.
Various trajectories are available for atmospheric re-entry, for example a single shot ballistic
entry or a skip trajectory, which uses the Earth’s atmosphere to slow the MMRV down
incrementally, thereby reducing the maximum load on the thermal protection system but
increasing the total load.
The increased velocities of perigee upon entering the Earth’s atmosphere will require more
durable and capable thermal protection systems (TPS) capable of withstanding the stresses of
re-entry. Augmentation of the TPS could be done using metallic thermal protection system
developed for the X-33 demonstrator.
The return system for the ISS-7 configuration can be similar, relying on combinations of the
vehicles described. This includes either two Soyuz TM-X craft, each carrying up to three
people, with one MMRV. The other possibility is two MMRVs with a Soyuz TM-X.
5.6 International Support
Many of the international cooperation and support issues were addressed in the development of
the original ISS programme. However, the implementation of any of the ISS-X plans will have
an effect on these established roles. Although some were mentioned in previous sections, there
are several other factors to consider.
Most of the operations systems needed for the ISS-X missions are currently in place under the
current ISS IGA. However, a new mission will yield new operations requirements, possibly in
the form of orbital and ground systems of the navigation and communication systems. Once
these new systems have been determined and implemented, the addition in resources will alter
the roles of the international partners.
As discussed in section 5.2.2, current ISS training and support facilities are distributed in
multiple countries. The additional ground facilities necessary for the change in mission and the
replacement of facilities lost with the reduction in partners offer the chance to consolidate
ground operations.
One, or more, of the international partners must also begin development of the MMRV. This
will be a major undertaking since the MMRV must also have crew transfer capabilities, and not
be required to only work for emergency return to Earth. The production, transfer, and operation
of this vehicle will require an international effort due to its importance in operations.
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6 ISS-Lunar Programme
Management
‘Prediction is very difficult, especially about the
future.’
Niels Bohr (1885 - 1962)

Space programmes are composed of large scale, complex multidisciplinary endeavours that
have to be managed with respect to resources like time and cost and with respect to legal issues.
This chapter identifies potential management structures and gives a description of possible new
approaches to management. Possible funding options are discussed, followed by cost
estimations, and a candidate programme schedule for the mission options described in Chapters
4 and 5. This chapter also considers risk analysis as a key topic for supporting the innovative
programme concepts. The legal issues are addressed, in particular those related to the current
legal framework for the International Space Station (ISS) and to future lunar exploration, use
and development.
6.1 Management Structure and Approach
Financial and legal aspects are significant drivers for designing specific organizational
structures for the different mission options. Based on a review of the legal issues of ISS
activities, it is believed that the Technology Demonstrator Mission can be executed as an
evolutionary process within the current ISS Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) and an
additional Memorandum of Understanding of the involved partners. However for the next step
beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO), a new legal framework (“ ISS-Mission-Extension-IGA”) based
on the experience of the current IGA is necessary to incorporate new partners, even from nonspace faring countries, who may replace, or come in addition to, existing partners, new private
partners or new non-governmental institutions.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, one potential use for the lunar exploration programme is an
Exploration Mission Management Test Bed (EMMTB) for new management organizations and
techniques in international cooperation, including non-governmental agencies and private
companies (Daues 2003). The EMMTB could be based on the experience of large-scale projects
like the ISS and other ground-based simulators such as NASA’s INTEGRITY Project. The
EMMTB would include non-governmental organizations, academic institutions, commercial
companies and non-traditional or smaller space countries and their expertise. The EMMTB
would offer new opportunities for participation and simplify the process of participation: for
example, by incorporating simple proposal development and submission, simple documentation
during development and operations and open new technological readiness level “gates” for new
partners (Daues 2003, NASA New Millennium Programme 2002).
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6.2 Funding Options
Funding for such a large and international project will be difficult to obtain and most likely
involve multiple sources. It is unlikely that one or two governments would agree to fund the
entire programme. Participation by all of the current ISS partners and other space faring
countries, especially China and India, should be a primary goal. Because of the uniqueness of
the programme (crewed cycling vehicles leaving LEO) and the growth of the commercial space
industry, the opportunity to involve private entities should be much greater than that for the
initial phases of the ISS programme. The following paragraphs discuss some of these
possibilities in more detail.
6.2.1

Public - ISS Partners

An agreement of the countries involved in the ISS is essential to the lunar programme’s
success. Ideally they would provide their prestige and a key portion of the funding for the
programme. The countries below are key to the success of the funding plan.
1. United States: The US space budget was US$ 27 billion in 2001 (Nardon, 2003),
including military and civilian components, and there is specific interest in lunar
activities in both sectors. To be successful this programme must include the US as a
primary partner.
2. Russia: Even though the Russian space budget shrank from US$ 6 billion in 1992 to
US$ 1 billion in 2001 (Nardon, 2003), Russia is still considered a significant space
supporter, especially when considering in-kind contributions such as the extra FGB
module currently stored in Russia.
3. Europe: The space budget of Europe, including national agencies, was US$ 6 billion in
2001 (Nardon, 2003).
4. Japan: Japan’s space budget was US$ 2.5 billion in 2001 (Nardon, 2003).
5. Canada: Canada’s space budget was US$200 million for 2002 (CSA, 2003).
6.2.2

Public - New Potential Partners.

1. China: China’s space budget was estimated at over US$ 1 billion in 2001 (Eurospace
2003), with a GDP of about US$ 1.1 trillion (Searchina 2003). Considering the budget
in 1994 was just US$ 230 million (NASDA 2000), it is expected that their budget will
continue to increase at a high rate. The Chinese government announced an ambitious
new space programme in 2001 continuing the human space flight programme initiated
in 1999. An astronaut is expected to fly on the Chinese Shenzhou-5 spacecraft in
autumn 2003 (China Space News 2003). China also has a Moon Project. There is a good
possibility that China could become a major supporter of this ISS-based lunar
programme (Sibing 2003) if political differences can be resolved.
2. India: The space budget of India for 2003 was over US$ 550 million (Eurospace 2003).
Their space budget is large in relation to their GDP. Because the Indian Space Research
Organization (ISRO) is responsible for all of India’s space technology, there are no
private companies that have the technology to build rockets and satellites (Nardon
2003). In August 2003, India announced new remote lunar exploration programme.
3. Brazil: Brazil’s space budget in 2002 was US$ 221 million (Brazil 2003).
4. Others: Israel, Pakistan, Australia, Malaysia, and United Arab Emirates.
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6.2.3

Public Private Partnership (PPP)

The rationale for PPP is relatively broad-based, providing for risk sharing among entities and
enabling private sector access to an existing space infrastructure. Since the private companies
know the markets well, they should be involved in the programme at an early stage. Therefore
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) schemes are the most appropriate. PPP should achieve value
for money for the public sector as well as justify using tax dollars to subsidize the private
sector. If the appropriate risk and responsibility can be transferred to private companies they
will be motivated to optimize the technical solution and cost of the systems. One precedent of a
PPP in a space station was the MIR station at the end of its life. The MIR station was leased by
the MIRCORP collecting US $100 million yearly to cover the operational cost. Many private
entities have expressed interests in space business in the following areas.
1. Advertising: Promotion budgets of large multinational companies reach US $3 billion
per year. “Pizza Hut” recently paid US $1 million to have a large sticker placed on the
Proton rocket (Peeters 2003).
2. Sponsoring: Companies may be interested in associating their brand name with a large
international and highly visible space programme. For example, Coca-Cola spends US$
40 million to be called the “Olympic Games Sponsor” (Peeters 2003)
3. Broadcasting (e.g. television, movies, entertainment, education): Distributing movies,
videos or pictures taken on and from the ISS and the Moon could be an exceptional new
market. The Olympic Games collected about US$ 2 billion income for a two-week event
(Peeters 2003). A television channel that is available globally, providing scientific
content related to the lunar cycler and the Moon, could attract a paying audience of
millions of viewers. Once first-class content is distributed through a credible channel
other channels may follow.
4. Space Tourism: Income from space tourism has been US$ 20 million per visit for ISS
tourists to the Russian segment. The additional aspects of tourism a Earth-Moon cycler
could provide, if properly outfitted compared to the ISS, could significantly increase the
number of tourists. If the safety systems of the ISS can be upgraded to extend its
lifetime, operation of the ISS by a PPP relying in part on commercial revenues from
tourism is credible.
5. Pharmaceutical and other scientific research: In October 2000, Shiseido, a Japanese
cosmetics company, launched a new product, the “Space Rose” scent, based on research
experiments conducted as a joint project carried out by NASA and IFF (International
Flavors & Fragrances Inc.) during NASA’s “Discovery” mission (Shiseido 2003). There
may be other possibilities that could be exploited in this area.
6. Technology demonstration for various applications: An example of technology
demonstration is the PARCS project. A scientist at NASA JPL will install a laser-cooled
clock named PARCS on the ISS in late 2004 or 2005. The plan is to demonstrate that
PARCS is the most stable clock ever, keeping time within 1 second every 300 million
years (1 part in 1016) (NASA 2003).
7. Lunar resources: The market for lunar regolith (i.e. selling lunar rocks to collectors) is
presently estimated to be US$ 20 million yearly (Peeters 2003). The resources are
limited due to availability now. The commercialization of the lunar resources may
ultimately be achieved but it is unlikely to provide initial funding for this programme.
The legal aspects of using lunar resources are addressed in the legal section of this
report.
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As delineated, various possible avenues exist for funding the programme. None of these can
provide 100% of the required funding. The US, Europe, Japan, Russia, and Canada are the most
likely primary participants based on their history of involvement with the ISS and the resources
(monetary and in-kind) they control. They must be convinced to take a leadership role for the
programme to succeed. Building a coalition of these and additional countries, as well as private
industry, will be very difficult and will require a very focused leadership team. A detailed
marketing plan should be developed to encourage and develop private opportunities to
participate and to defray the public costs of development and operations.
6.3 Cost Estimation
Summary cost estimations for the key station configurations and orbit scenarios described in the
preceding section are shown in the Table 6.1. More detailed cost breakdowns are given in
Tables 6.2 through 6.4. Estimates for the launch vehicles and station modules were derived
using the Advanced Missions Cost Model (AMCM), available to the public on the NASA
Johnson Space Center website. The AMCM generates rough order-of-magnitude (ROM)
estimates. All cost estimates in this section assume current economic conditions and an initial
operating capability in 2016.
Cycling Orbit
FGB
ISS-4 ISS-7
$672 $10,297 $9,664
$1,154 $5,980 $8,280

Development
Implementation
Total
Operation
Cost
$1,400 $14,000 $21,000
Total Life Cycle

$3,226 $30,277 $38,944

Lunar Orbit
ISS-4
ISS-7
$10,297
$9,664
$6,445
$9,330
$14,000

$21,000

$30,742

$39,994

Table 6.1: Total ISS-Lunar Life Cycle Costs (US Dollars in Millions)

Cycling Orbit
FGB
ISS-4 ISS-7
Cost of New Hardware $1,372 $14,112 $28,946
Less % savings from
existing hardware
Net cost of
configured station

Lunar Orbit
ISS-4
ISS-7
$14,112

$28,946

-70%

-75%

-90%

-75%

-90%

$412

$3,528 $2,895

$3,528

$2,895

$4,506 $4,506
$2,003 $2,003

$4,506
$2,003

$4,506
$2,003

$260

$260

$10,297

$9,664

Crew Rescue Vehicle
Crew Transfer Vehicle
Communication
Micro-Satellites (2)

$260

Total Development

$672

$260

$260

$10,297 $9,664

Table 6.2: ISS-Lunar Development Costs (US Dollars in Millions)

Development costs include the costs of new hardware, software and structural changes to the
station to meet the new configuration, and any currently non-existent vehicles required for
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operations. To estimate the cost of a reconfigured station, we used the AMCM model to derive
the cost of a new station of the target mass, and then reduced that number by the percentage of
the reconfigured station to be obtained from hardware already in orbit. The technology
demonstrator and ISS-4 configurations assume the use of the unlaunched second FGB module,
described in Chapter 4, which is 70 percent complete. The ISS-X configurations require new
propulsion, reinforcements to the existing structure, and radiation protection. The ISS-4
configuration also includes a new SM and a new power platform.
Implementation costs are shown in the following table. The Shuttle mission cost estimate of
$380M per launch is based on the NASA Chief Financial Officer’s 2003 budget report. For the
purpose of this estimate, the cost was doubled to reflect a mission similar to a Hubble Telescope
Repair mission. It is assumed that Shuttle missions will transport structural and similar
hardware as well as the astronauts required to perform the on-orbit modifications to the station.
Costs of unmanned launches are based on use of the Proton M-5.
Cycling Orbit
FGB
ISS-4
ISS-7

Lunar Orbit
ISS-4
ISS-7

Extra-Vehicular Activity
Shuttle missions required
Cost per mission
Total
Unmanned Launches
Number required
Cost per launch
Total
New Propulsion Stages
Number required
Cost per launch
Total

1
$380
$380

3
$760
$2,280

3
$760
$2,280

3
$760
$2,280

3
$760
$2,280

2
$82
$164

10
$82
$820

24
$82
$1,968

10
$82
$820

30
$82
$2,460

1
$610
$610

12
$240
$2,880

24
$168
$4,032

15
$223
$3,345

30
$153
$4,590

Total Implementation

$1,154

$5,980

$8,280

$6,445

$9,330

Table 6.3: ISS-Lunar Implementation Costs (US Dollars in Millions)

Operational costs are detailed below. These costs are derived from the 2003 NASA annual ISS
operations budget (approx $1,100M/yr), augmented by $300 million to account for research
programmes which are no longer included in NASA’s budget but continue to be funded under
other organizations. The overall budget was decremented or incremented by a very rough
estimate of the additional cost of resupply and crew transfer due to the more difficult orbits.
Development costs include the costs of new hardware, software and structural changes to the
station to meet the new configuration, and any currently non-existent vehicles required for
operations. To estimate the cost of a reconfigured station, we used the AMCM model to derive
the cost of a new station of the target mass, and then reduced that number by the percentage of
the reconfigured station to be obtained from hardware already in orbit. Both ISS configurations
require new propulsion, reinforcements to the existing structure, and radiation protection. The
ISS-4 configuration also includes a new power structure. The FGB, in contrast, assumes use of
the unlaunched second FGB module, described in Chapter 4, which is 70 percent complete.
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FGB
Basic Station Budget
Estimated increase or
decrease
Annual Cost
Expected Yrs of Svc
Total Operations Cost

Cycling Orbit
ISS-4
ISS-7

Lunar Orbit
ISS-4
ISS-7

$1,400

$1,400

$1,400

$1,400

$1,400

-50%
$700

100%
$2,800

200%
$4,200

100%
$2,800

200%
$4,200

2

5

5

5

5

$1,400 $14,000

$21,000

$14,000 $21,000

Table 6.4: ISS-Lunar Operations Costs (US Dollars in Millions)

Overall cost risks include increase in the cost of Shuttle missions over that estimated in the
2003 NASA budget. A fifty percent increase in the Shuttle mission cost would add
approximately $1.5 billion to the cost of the two ISS configurations. Another cost risk would be
the requirement to design a new crew transfer vehicle, apart from the modified Soyuz
considered in this example. A new vehicle could potentially double the $2 billion estimated for
the modified Soyuz. On the other hand, opportunities include design of a single vehicle for both
crew rescue and crew transfer, which could reduce the estimated cost of the two ISS
configurations by $2 billion, and existence of a heavier-lift launch vehicle in 2016, which could
reduce the number of launches necessary to provide propulsion to the station. A 50% reduction
in the number of launches would save $1.2 billion for the ISS-4 configuration and up to $4.3
billion for the larger ISS-7 in LO, assuming a similar cost per launch for the new vehicle. A
Saturn class vehicle could potentially reduce the number of launches more than 50%.
6.4 Programme Schedule
One possible implementation of the recommendations of this report is summarized in the
candidate programme plan shown in Figure 6.1. This plan encompasses all phases of the
programme architecture defined in Chapters 4 and 5. A specific programme implementation
may include only some of these elements. The ISS projected end of mission is assumed to be
early 2016 and is the key milestone around which the other activities are planned. An extension
of that mission of 5 years is assumed to be feasible.
The first phase, including the geo-lunar cycler technology demonstrator, is also an operations
demonstrator which will help us learn how to operate in cis-lunar space and how we can use
multiple perigee burn transfers to get there using existing launch vehicles. This activity, and
development of modified ISS configurations, enables the remaining cases of the recommended
programme architecture including a crewed cycler and ultimately a lunar space station.
The programme timeframe allows adequate time in the near term for forming public policy,
developing funding sources and further defining the programme architecture. Significant new
hardware developments or modifications for the resupply vehicle/launcher and the MMRV are
identified in the plan as single activities. The programme is divided into phases as described in
Chapter 4. The activity durations are approximated assuming that adequate funding is available.
These approximations are very crude and must be refined by follow on programme architecture
studies.
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2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018
Program Start

2020 2022 2024

2026 2028 2030

2032 2034 2036

2038

ISS Legal Regime in Place
Phase 1-Geo-Lunar Cylcer Tech Demo
ISS Development
ISS Original Design Life Ends
On-Orbit Modification/test
Fuel Launches
Resupply Vehicle/Launcher
MMRV
Orbit Transfer
Lunar Flybys - ISS Unoccupied
Phase 2-Geo-Lunar Cycler - Crewed
ISS Development
On-Orbit Modification/test
Lunar Flybys - ISS Occupied
Phase 3 - Lunar Orbiting Space Station
ISS Development
On-Orbit Modification/test
Communications Satellite (s)
Lunar Orbit - ISS Occupied
Space Station Decommisioned

Figure 6.1: Candidate ISS-Lunar Programme Plan
Developing a programme plan given the flexible nature of the proposed programme architecture
may be somewhat preliminary. The key drivers to the plan are the assumptions of the ISS endof-mission date and the duration of the life extension. Time is available in the near term for
forming public policy, developing legal agreements, developing funding sources and further
defining the programme architecture. The programme architecture relies heavily on existing
technology and hardware (ISS), and the candidate programme plan is considered feasible.
6.5 Risk Analyses
The risks associated with human spaceflight are extremely high both to spacecraft and
crewmembers because of the inherent complexity of the systems. The public cost and
international visibility of space vehicles are such that the consequences of failures are often
severe. The Challenger and Columbia accidents provide clear examples of this. The safety of
the flight crew is the top priority in terms of risk but all elements of a spaceflight programme
including safety, engineering, operations, management, and policy contain risk that must be
managed to provide the best possibility of success.
6.5.1

Risk Management Process and Tools

Risk management is a proactive process of predicting potential problems and risks, and then
mitigating them by developing and implementing strategies. Basic processes are often tailored
to a specific programme to accommodate unique programme needs. The process relies on
programme requirements, lessons learned, expert opinions, and management guidelines to
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develop a programme-unique risk management plan. Risks are identified, analyzed, and
prioritized using various tools to address the differing aspects (probabilistic assessments,
schedule simulations, etc.). Once the risks are prioritized, risk mitigation plans are developed,
tracked and reported in programme meetings. A management information system for
controlling, monitoring and reporting risks is required for such a large-scale programme.
The risk management process continues throughout the life cycle of the programme. At the
initial phase of this lunar programme, the identified risks are those independent of the
performing organization, design process requirements, and other specifics that depend on the
final definition of the programme. The risks identified at this stage of assessment are generally
high level and are assessed subjectively as one criterion in selection among mission
architectural options. As the programme architecture evolves, the associated risks become more
developed and specific mitigation activities are identified and tracked for each risk.
6.5.2

Programme Specific Risk

The ISS programme has developed a rigorous process for risk management and the programme
presented in this report would most likely utilise the evolution of these processes as a baseline
for managing risk. Appendix J includes a table of the detailed risks with possible mitigations
identified for this programme architecture. Additional risks in the development, launch and
operational phases are not listed because they do not differ from risks in other proposed and
well documented lunar programme architectures. This assessment is qualitative since time was
not available for the detailed analyses that would normally be required to properly quantify
each risk. Significant risks have been eliminated or greatly reduced by programme architecture
changes. For example, a lunar relay satellite has been added to the initial programme
architecture to reduce the risk associated with a planned loss of communications as the ISS
circles the Moon, crew emergency return vehicles have been added to reduce the risk associated
with emergency health issues of the crew, and redefinition of the ISS resupply vehicles have
been included. The key remaining risks are summarised below.
6.5.3

ISS Re-certification Risk

The ISS was designed for operation in LEO and it may not survive and operate properly in the
more extreme environments and operational scenarios proposed for the Geo-Lunar Cycler.
Additionally the ISS design and hardware may not be capable of certification for an extended
lifetime, or recertification could require such high cost for replacement elements as to make it
infeasible. Mitigation possibilities include the following.
1. Carefully consider the new environments in the system design phase to limit the
potential problems and exclude major elements from the proposed configuration where
appropriate.
2. Use existing spare and test hardware where possible for elements of the proposed
technology and configurations.
3. Perform preliminary analyses to define problem areas early in the programme while
time is still available to plan alternate approaches minimizing cost and schedule impacts.
4. Develop a detailed strategy for each affected Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) (e.g.,
analytical recertification, design modifications and replacement, stabilize and put offline) early in the planning phase.
5. Perform detail thermal analyses early in programme to size and locate shell heaters as
described in Section 4.5.
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By implementing these strategies this risk can be reduced to a reasonably low likelihood of
occurrence. The consequences can also be reduced considerably by managing the timing of the
re-certification analyses.
6.5.4

Policy and Funding Risk

It is possible that the ISS International Partners and other potential participants cannot be
convinced to participate in the programme. Other new programmes such as a crewed mission to
Mars will compete for limited space flight funding. Additionally a large number of options can
be identified for the ISS at its end-of-life with which the recommendations of this report must
also compete. These include re-certification for extending the primary scientific mission or
decommissioning the ISS because of rising maintenance and operation costs. There is a
significant risk of implementation because of the competition with these, and possibly other
options. The interests of the partners are often widely divergent and the proponents of lunar
exploration have a large number of varying objectives and approaches. Possible mitigations to
this are as follows.
1. A lead space agency such as NASA must be convinced of the value of the recommended
approaches and become an advocate for its acceptance.
2. Programme advocates, aided by an International Lunar Organisation, must look for
public private partnership funding and/or increased involvement by emerging space
faring nations like China and possibly India.
3. Develop public-private partnerships as described in section 6.2.3.
By implementing these strategies the likelihood of this risk may be reduced somewhat. Because
of the large number of competing options for limited space funding this remains a risk with a
relatively high likelihood and a severe consequence, i.e. that the programme is not
implemented.
6.5.5

Crew Safety and Health Risk

Propelling the ISS beyond LEO results in a significant number of risks related to crew health
and safety. Issues such as increased radiation exposure, both acute exposure from solar flares or
crossing the Van Allen Belts, and total dose must be addressed. The effects of extended time in
reduced gravity need consideration as does the time lapse in providing proper medical attention
to a crewmember, which may be significantly extended because of the distances involved.
Mitigations identified are as follows.
1. Monitor the Sun for solar events and notify the crew to take appropriate actions when
needed.
2. An on-board shelter to protect crewmembers from radiation events was added to the
programme architecture to reduce the likelihood of this risk.
3. Monitor total exposure and take appropriate actions.
4. The programme architecture has been assessed to determine a mitigation approach for
emergency crew return vehicles and procedures as discussed in Chapter 5.
5. Section 5.4.2 provides a detailed write-up concerning additional recommended
mitigations to this risk in the form of countermeasures, environmental health and health
maintenance and the procedures to follow for EVA’s.
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6. The technology demonstrator was added to the programme architecture to reduce the
consequences of this risk. If the vehicle cannot be certified for humans a significant
amount of objectives can still be met.
By implementing these strategies this risk can be reduced to a low likelihood of occurrence.
The consequences are also reduced considerably.
More analyses must be performed to properly quantify and prioritize the risks of an ISS-based
lunar programme. The risks identified and assessed to date are significant in terms of likelihood
and potential consequences. The most significant is the policy and funding risk.
6.6 Legal Implications of an ISS-Lunar Programme
This section of the report discusses the legal constraints that exist with regard to lunar resource
exploration, use and development; human settlement on the Moon; and other legal requirements
and constraints relevant to the project.
6.6.1

Lunar Resource Exploration, Use and Development

The two main international legal instruments that are relevant to lunar resource exploration, use
and development are the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (OST) and
the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and other Celestial Bodies
(Moon Agreement).
The Outer Space Treaty
The OST entered into force on 10 October 1967. A total of 98 States, including all ISS Partners,
have ratified the OST. The OST establishes that international law will govern activities in outer
space, the Moon and other celestial bodies and enunciates the principles of freedom of access
to, and use of space for peaceful purposes (Article 1). This principle is also a principle of
customary international law. As such, outer space and celestial bodies are free for exploration
and use by all States without discrimination.
Article 2 of the OST provides that outer space, the Moon and other celestial bodies are not
subject to national appropriation. This principle of non-appropriation is a fundamental principle
of Space Law (Diederiks-Verschoor, I.H.Ph, 1999). This principle has, however, been subject to
different interpretations (see for example Christol, 1984; Reynolds G.H & Merges R, 1997)
particularly when applying the principle to resource use and development on the Moon.
The Moon Agreement
The Moon Agreement entered into force on 11 July 1984. The Agreement has been ratified by
10 States and signed by an additional 5 States. Of the ISS Partners only one Partner State has
ratified the Moon Agreement (The Netherlands), and one has signed the Moon Agreement
(France). As a signatory to the Moon Agreement, it is a principle of international law that
France should “refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose” of the treaty
(Article 18, Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties). The ISS Partner States that have not
ratified this treaty are not bound at international law by the obligations enunciated in it. For the
States that have signed or ratified the Moon Agreement, involvement in any lunar development
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plan that is contrary to the Moon Agreement will be impossible unless they either withdraw
from the Agreement (in accordance with Article 20) or breach international law. With differing
States parties to differing treaties, this may be a barrier for international cooperation in space
programmes involving the Moon.
The Moon Agreement reiterates the principle of non-appropriation (Article 11) and states that
all activities including exploration and use shall be carried out in accordance with international
law (Article 2). Explorers are free to use mineral and other substances in quantities appropriate
for the support of their missions (Cheng, 1997). It further asserts that steps should be taken to
prevent the disruption of the environment and states that the creation of scientific preserves is
possible. Additionally the treaty declares that explorers may only use an area acquired for the
needs of the exploration station (or base) (Cheng, 1997).
Article 11 of the Moon Agreement enunciates the important principle that the Moon and
celestial bodies are the common heritage of all mankind. The Moon Agreement provides that
“exploitation” is not prevented and should be managed by an international regime.
6.6.1.1 The Lunar Legal Lacuna

For States that have not ratified the Moon Agreement, the current principles that govern lunar
development, use and exploration are those enunciated in the OST. These can be summarised
as:
•
•
•

the principle of freedom of use and scientific exploration,
the principle of non-appropriation by States,
state responsibility (and liability) and for activities carried out by non-governmental
entities (including commercial entities).

As these principles are open to differing interpretations, a lack of certainty exists regarding the
legality of resource utilisation and appropriation activities on the Moon. The existing Moon
Agreement is not sufficient for two reasons, first as it has not been widely accepted and second
because it does not develop in detail a regime for the development and use of resources, barely
addresses exploration and does not adequately develop a framework that envisages commercial
involvement. Before resource development, use and exploration can occur, agreement needs to
be reached regarding an international legal framework. Options include either encouraging
space faring States to ratify the existing Moon Agreement, amend the existing Moon
Agreement or develop an entirely new lunar legal framework. It is recommended that a mixture
of the first two options occur.
6.6.1.2 Necessity of an International Legal Regulatory Regime

Current plans for resource development and utilisation on the Moon essentially amount to strip
mining. Square kilometers of the lunar surface will need to be processed to yield commercially
viable quantities of Helium 3 (3He), water, ceramics, and silicon (Heiken, et al, 1991). An area
of about 2000 square kilometers of lunar regolith is needed to produce one ton of 3He.
Neglecting the potential for excess polar hydrogen, almost one square kilometer of regolith is
needed to produce one ton of Hydrogen. Each Apollo mission released a mass of gas roughly
equal to the existing lunar atmosphere (Vondrak, 1974). If activities such as these are allowed
to proceed in an unregulated matter, the probability exists of seriously altering the lunar
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environment. International agreement is required so that a regime can be created that balances
resource use and preservation.
Studies of lunar resources and plans for use of these resources rarely address regulation or
protection of the lunar environment as part of any development scheme. In addition, using these
resources in a non-destructive manner is also rarely discussed. What is meant in this case by
non-destructive resources is that the resource developed and used be able to be recycled and/or
reprocessed. An example of destructive use of a resource would be using Hydrogen as rocket
propellant. The propellant is non-recoverable and non-recyclable. It is fair to think of lunar
resources as being finite and non-renewable, therefore careful consideration should be taken as
to how we develop and use these resources. Thus, it is realistic to propose international
regulation.
While political constraints exist regarding the establishment of a new international space treaty,
it is imperative that the legal environment moves at the same pace as technical plans for lunar
development.
6.6.1.3 Amending the Moon Agreement

In considering amendments to the Moon Agreement attention should be drawn to treaties that
deal with analogous protected environments such as the deep sea bed (Brownlie, 1990).
The most analogous existing treaty applicable to the development and use of lunar resources is
the regulatory framework governing the development of deep sea floor resources. The United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) entered into force on 16 November
1994. There are 157 signatories to the Convention with 143 Ratifications. The Agreement
relating to the implementation of Part XI of the Convention that entered into force on 28 July
1996 has 79 signatories and has been ratified by 115 States.
Similar to the Moon Agreement, UNCLOS declares the deep sea bed to be the common
heritage of mankind. The treaty calls for the managed development of resources and the
protection of the environment, and it lays out the basic conditions of prospecting, exploration,
development and use (Platzöder, 1994).
The political negotiating environment surrounding the formulation of UNCLOS resembles that
of the Moon Agreement. A similar approach could be taken to amending the Moon Agreement,
as taken by the UNCLOS so as to overcome political hurdles that exist in the treaty negotiation
and ratification process.
In a similar manner to the Moon Agreement, UNCLOS attempted to use the Common Heritage
of Mankind doctrine to preclude national appropriation of resources in the deep sea bed. Part XI
of UNCLOS created an International Seabed Authority responsible for licensing and regulating
mineral exploration and exploitation of the seabed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. It
was Part XI that has caused the most debate and has been the major obstacle to ratification of
UNCLOS by the USA (Cook, 1999). To address certain difficulties with the seabed mining
provisions contained in Part XI of the Convention, which had been raised primarily by the
industrialized countries, the Secretary-General convened in July 1990 a series of informal
consultations which culminated in the adoption, on 28 July 1994, of the Agreement relating to
the implementation of Part XI of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (Part XI
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Agreement) of 10 December 1982. The Agreement entered into force on 28 July 1996. The
USA has signed this agreement.
UNCLOS
Principles
Prospecting

UNCLOS Principle Elements

Project Applicability

Encourages prospecting however allows for it
to be conducted only under authority.
Prospecting does not confer rights to the
resources discovered.

Work Plans

Provides that exploration and exploitation
may only take place in approved work plan
areas with, accepted contents for work plans
being defined in the UNCLOS.
States are obligated to protect and preserve
the environment, that States must prevent,
reduce and control pollution, that States may
not unjustifiably interfere with the activities
of another State and that States must preserve
rare or fragile (eco) systems.
It is a duty of a State not to transfer damage
or hazards or transform one type of pollution
into another. Global and regional cooperation
is encouraged including the development of
contingency plans against pollution. The
International Authority is responsible for the
monitoring, assessment, and enforcement of
environmental protection regulations. Sources
of pollution are defined as: release of
substances, pollution from vessels, pollution
from installations used in exploration and
exploitation, and pollution from operations.
Establishes international cooperation:
cooperation for resource development;
orderly, safe and rational management of
resources; Expansion of opportunities for
development; technology transfer; increased
availability of resources; promotion of just
and stable prices for the resources; protection
of developing countries rights to resources;
the development of resources as common
heritage for the benefit of all mankind; the
creation of conditions for access to markets;
establishment of production policies.

Applying this principle would
give the International Regime
authority for lunar prospecting and
provide for a regulatory
framework
Lunar exploration and exploitation
could take place only with an
approved work plan

Environmental
Protection and
Preservation

Pollution

Development
of Resources

Provides for protection and
preservation of lunar environment;
reduction and control of pollution
from exploration and development
activities
Creates cooperation for pollution
mitigation plans; creates
International Authority for
monitoring, assessing and
enforcing of Lunar protection
regulations

Establishes international
cooperation for orderly, safe and
rational management of lunar
resources; protects rights to
resources for developing nations

Table 6.5: Applicability of Principles of the Law of the Sea to Lunar Resource Development

The Part XI Agreement establishes rules and procedures governing the exploitation of those
resources, which generally resolved the criticisms of the initial version of Part XI. By amending
UNCLOS rather than implementing an entirely new treaty, compromise was attained and a
workable solution was reached allowing for resource use in a regulated and equitable
environment.
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This model can be used to amend the Moon Agreement so that it becomes workable, accepted
and relevant. Table 6.5 outlines provisions in the UNCLOS (Part XI Agreement) and discusses
the applicability of these provisions to lunar resource development.
Article 17 of the Moon Agreement allows for amendments to be made to the Moon Agreement.
It is recommended that amendment is made to Article 11 so that clarity is provided to the
implementation of the concept of the Common Heritage of Mankind with regard to its
applicability to the Moon.
Article 11 currently proposes the establishment of an international regime to govern “the
exploitation of the natural resources of the Moon as such exploitation is about to become
feasible” (Article 11(5)). It is recommended that this occur in the near future through the
establishment of an International Lunar Authority.
6.6.1.4

The International Lunar Authority

Recent and proposed missions of ESA, NASA, China and India are targeting the Moon both for
science and the exploration of lunar resources in the coming years. Therefore lunar resource
exploitation is not far away into the future. The programme elements outlined in Chapter 2
should not proceed past Phase 1 until an international regime is established that regulates lunar
development.
It is essential that an International Lunar Authority be created, distinct from the ILO discussed
in Chapter 2, to ensure fair and equitable access to lunar resource, the protection of scarce lunar
resources and, to ensure responsible use of lunar resources. The establishment of the Authority
allows for a workable compromise to be created that respects the rights and needs of developing
countries in Space law (Article 1, Outer Space Treaty; UN Declaration on Outer Space
Benefits), while at the same time does not hinder lunar activities by space faring nations.
One way that such an Authority could be structured is described below (Achilleas, 2003).
Membership in the International Lunar Authority is proposed to be open for all States that have
an annual national space budget showing that their national governmental policy is to invest in
space. All member States of the Authority should have signed or ratified the Outer Space Treaty
since it has already been signed by a large number of nations and should be respected by all the
States that wish to participate in this international Authority.
The organs of this Authority are defined as the lunar assembly (the plenary organ), the lunar
council (the restricted organ) and the lunar enterprise (organ in charge of the resources
exploitation).
The composition of the lunar assembly includes all member States and the function and powers
of this organ are to make recommendations to the council for the use of lunar resources. Two
thirds (2/3) of the member States’ votes is required to make a recommendation for the use of the
resources and two thirds (2/3) of the votes is required to adopt council recommendations.
The lunar council will be composed of seven members, two elected from the assembly and five
permanent members consisting of the European Union, the USA, Russia, China and Japan. The
presence of these space-faring nations on the council is imperative to encourage acceptance of
this structure by all countries. It will be difficult to propose a structure that does not give the
above-mentioned countries a position on the council due to their leading role in lunar
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exploration. The functions and powers of this organ are to make recommendations to the
assembly for the use of lunar resources. Two thirds (2/3) of the votes is required to adopt
recommendations from the lunar assembly and two thirds (2/3) required to send
recommendations to the Assembly. In this regard the lunar assembly is not excluded from
decisions as it encourages compromise.
The lunar enterprise is to be represented by all member States in rotation composed of twenty
members each time with a rotation rate of six months. The composition and powers of this
organ involve the selection of parties to conduct lunar exploitation activities, checking of these
activities and the protection of lunar resources and two thirds (2/3) of the votes is essential to
authorize any activities on the lunar surface.
The International Lunar Authority has the ability to create other branches as required. For
example when human settlement and tourism of the Moon become possible into the future,
branches similar to the lunar enterprise could be created to regulate these activities.
The budget of the International Lunar Authority is on a yearly basis consisting of a small part of
the annual national space budget while forty per cent of the issuing licences and taxes on the
Moon exploitation will serve as the largest income and contributor to the annual budget of the
organisation. The sixty percent of the incoming financial resources from lunar exploitation is
distributed to the member States in accordance with their annual national space/general budget
ratio and their participation in the annual International Lunar Authority budget.
6.6.2

Human Settlement Issues

The United Nations international legal instruments that are relevant to human lunar settlement
are the OST, the Moon Agreement and the Agreement on Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of
Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space (Rescue Agreement).
The ISS Code of Conduct for the International Space Station Crew is another example of an ISS
capability that can assist in the further development of a legal framework applicable to future
missions to and on the Moon. With regard to the plans in chapter 4 and 5 the ISS Code of
Conduct for the International Space Station Crew should be adopted for crew on these missions.
The OST and the Moon Agreement presently allow for the establishment of lunar bases for
peaceful purposes. This does not prevent the presence of military personnel engaging in
activities for peaceful purposes (for example rescue operations, support and supply to the
bases). These bases may be robotic or crewed. The presence of a lunar base does not give rise to
property rights or national appropriation.
The scope of this report does not include a discussion into future human settlement on the
Moon. However the International Lunar Authority described in the previous section would be
equipped to establish a human settlement legal framework when it becomes necessary.
6.6.3

Registration

The programme outlined throughout this report needs to be conducted in conformity with the
Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space (the "Registration
Convention"). This requires that the Secretary-General of the United Nations be notified of all
space objects with a fixed set of required information as defined by the Convention.
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The Moon Agreement places further registration and notification requirements on States. Of
relevance is the requirement to inform the “Secretary-General of United Nations as well as the
public and the international scientific community” of the activities concerned with the
exploration of the Moon (Article 5(1)). There is also a requirement to notify any other States
who are party to the Moon Agreement of the timing and plans of the operations if that State
plans to operate simultaneously in the same area or in the same orbit around or trajectory to or
around the Moon (Article 5(2)). The registration requirements are not onerous; however,
conformity with these Conventions is necessary.
6.6.4

ISS Legal Issues

Chapter 4 of this report outlines suggested plans for the ISS at the end of its current mission.
Before these plans can be implemented modifications need to be made to the existing ISS legal
instruments. The legal instrument that governs the cooperation of the International Space
Station Partners is the Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) signed by the representative of the
15 Partners States (Canada, eleven ESA member States, Japan, the Russian Federation and
USA) on January 29, 1998 (Farand, 2001). The IGA entered into force on March 27, 2001. The
IGA is legally enforceable for all of the international Partners. Additionally the ISS Partners use
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) to document agreements between NASA and each
Partner’s space agency.
Article 1.3 of the IGA provides that the ISS will be a “multi-use facility in low-Earth orbit”.
Further, Article 9.4.4 requires that “in its use of the Space Station, each Partner, through its
Cooperating Agency, shall seek through the mechanisms established in the MOUs to avoid
causing serious adverse effects on the use of the Space Station by the other Partners”. In this
regard if the ISS, or parts of the ISS are to be placed into different orbits, agreement would
surely be required from all Partners. The current legal documents are designed for the evolution
of the ISS into its completed stage for the intended purposes of the ISS mission. As a result
existing legal documents would not be sufficient to deal with the programme enunciated in
Chapter 4 of this report. This should not be an impediment to the programme, rather, a new
agreement (“ISS-Mission-Extension-IGA”) should be formulated that is relevant to the new
mission. With regards to the Technology Demonstrator phase of the programme, a new MOU
between the countries that need to be involved (Russia and any other interested partner), made
under the existing ISS IGA would be a sufficient legal arrangement.
Chapter 4 considers placing part or all of the ISS in translunar or lunar orbits. As the Moon
Agreement defines the Moon (Article 1(2)) as including “orbits around or other trajectories to
or around it in the lunar orbit”, consideration should be had to ensure that the activities carried
out in this orbit are consistent with this Agreement.
The funding section of this chapter discusses options for new Partners to be involved with the
lunar programme. Discussion exists with regard to the inclusion of Non-ISS Partner States and
commercial involvement. With regard to the inclusion of new Partners, as the IGA is an
agreement between specific Partner States it would not be possible for new member States to
join as “Partners”. For new Partners to be involved in the ISS component of the lunar
programme, separate legal instruments would need to be created.
The new legal framework for the ISS at its end of life should also allow for commercial
partners. Farand (2001) has argued that while the IGA and MOUs do not make an explicit
distinction between institutionally, publicly-funded research and activities sponsored by private
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commercial entities, the legal instruments of the IGA and MOUs can be applied to both
categories of utilisation without too much of a problem. Commercial utilisation gains from the
structure and process put in place by the IGA and MOUs can enable efficient and safe use of
the ISS. Commercial utilisation remains a genuine challenge for the ISS because of the specific
requirements of commercial use. Farand has also identified that the existing IGA and MOUs
were conceived for the promotion of institutional research and were not intentionally designed
to deal with commercial law. In this regard the agreement that is formulated to deal with the
ISS at in its mission extension should consider the recommendations of Ley (et al, 2001). These
include a general policy framework that should be agreed upon as to the activities suitable to be
carried out using the ISS and to actively promote activities and establish procedures in this
regard to avoid harmful competition among the partners in attracting activities and customers.
Commercial and non-traditional ISS utilisation needs to be addressed in detail and regulated by
the Partners with the establishment of guidelines regarding activities and a Code of Conduct for
Activities considered with the working group monitoring the Partners. Transparent decisionmaking procedures should be established, with special attention given to the relation between
commercial and non-commercial applications.
The legal framework of the IGA must be complemented with contractual provisions between
the ISS Partners and customers to minimize the risk of intellectual property right disputes.
6.6.5

Legal Recommendations

The international lunar legal framework that exists at present with regard to lunar resource
exploration, use and development is not adequate. Before the lunar programme outlined in
Chapter Two of this report can be implemented international amendments need to be made to
existing international agreements. Without legal certainty, gaining government support for a
lunar mission that aims to focus on lunar resources will be very difficult.
The Moon Agreement should be amended, in a similar manner to the Part XI Agreement to
UNCLOS so as to encourage greater international acceptance and ratification. This amendment
should allow for a workable treaty that clarifies the notion of the Common Heritage of
Mankind. Additionally, an International Lunar Authority should be created under Article 11 of
the Moon Agreement so as to regulate the exploration, use and development of lunar resources
and future lunar activities.
Finally, for the ISS at the end of its established mission, the simplest way to legally support a
redefined mission will be through the establishment of a new agreement. This would allow for
the inclusion of new partners and if necessary the ability for current partners to withdraw.
Further, the agreement would allow for regulated commercial partnerships and involvement.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations
“That orbed maiden
With white fire laden
Whom mortals call the Moon”
-Percy Bysshe Shelley, "The Cloud"
Computer-generated image, J. Weik

The Moon has motivated and inspired human civilizations for centuries. It has been studied
from afar and visited by a handful of explorers, yet it still holds many mysteries. In humanity’s
quest for knowledge regarding our origins, our place in the Universe, and even our destiny,
travel to the Moon is a natural stepping-stone. It is with this perspective that the current report
has been generated.
To ground the approach taken, the work described herein was cast in the realm of a
comprehensive lunar exploration framework. Specific focus was placed on the use of the
International Space Station as a means to invigorate and enhance implementation of the
established exploration agenda. The Framework for Lunar Exploration and Development
consists of three main phases, leading to sustained human presence on the Moon: I) Initial
Investigations, II) Build-Up and III) Full Capability.
7.1 Phase I
Phase I consists of research into fundamental questions that need answering before any lunar
development can begin. This research will be carried out in already-existing facilities (such as
the ISS) and build on projects that are currently in progress, approved, or planned. To carry out
the suggested framework as an international effort, the International Space Station can play an
integral role. The ISS was founded on the principles of international cooperation and
involvement. Its facilities, crew, and organisation structure all promote the ideal of international
teamwork.
The ISS infrastructure can be used to perform specific experiments relevant to lunar
exploration. Facilities on the ISS may be able to simulate lunar gravity so that astronauts can
perform relevant space-based research. Many important biological investigations that can be
performed in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) can be implemented as a part of the broad lunar
exploration and development programme. In addition, the international nature and the visibility
of the ISS make it useful for raising public interest in international lunar exploration.
Emphasis is also placed on the benefits of conducting preliminary ground-based research,
which can assist in mission simulation, low-gravity research, habitation aspects and robotic
processes. Programmes such as NASA’s INTEGRITY and ESA’s Aurora will enable proper
assessment of technologies, science and operations for space and lunar exploration.
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7.2 Phase II
Phase II begins with on-the-Moon investigations of lunar geology for science and prospecting.
These studies prepare the way for building robotic infrastructure on the ground, including
precursors for ISRU. At present an international legal framework does not exist to support or
allow some of the surface-based activities suggested above. Legal issues exist with regard to
resource exploration, use and development and human settlement. These issues form a basis for
some of the report’s main recommendations. Phase II also requires communications and
navigation infrastructure in lunar orbit.
In addition, Phase II promotes testing of the transit systems that will, in Phase III, shuttle
humans and cargo between the Earth and the Moon. Within this broad lunar programme, the
ISS can also be used for various investigations into transportation. This report has described a
bold and innovative approach for using either the ISS or parts of the ISS as a lunar cycler.
To place the various ISS lunar options into proper context, Table 7.1 briefly describes the
effects of differing ISS options, including that of leaving the ISS in LEO. The team postulated
using a surplus Russian FGB module as a technology demonstrator. The purpose of this test
case is to determine the technical and logistical feasibility of having an ISS-related lunar cycler.
Various requirements for a crewed human cycler using components of the ISS were then
reviewed. A 7-member crewed cycler (ISS-7) and a 4-member crewed cycler (ISS-4) were
analysed. As a result of the analyses, the ISS-4 configuration was deemed to be a more
technically feasible option due to the achievable propellant requirements and orbital analysis. In
addition, the Multiple Perigree Burn Transfer (MPBT) orbit transfer mechanism was preferred
since it results in fewer overall propellant requirements. Preliminary investigations of orbits,
propulsion requirements, structural needs, power requirements, and thermal and radiation
environments were conducted, revealing the potential for success while indicating the issues yet
to be resolved.
Impacts of these ISS transportation designs on operations were investigated, including the
various ISS preparation, resupply, and ground support requirements. Effects on astronauts’
health and medical needs were also examined. Crew return vehicle needs were discussed, and
the potential radiation exposure to the astronauts onboard the various ISS configurations/orbits
was analysed.
Since the team’s inventive ideas can significantly affect activities on the Moon and on the ISS,
appropriate risk and financial analyses were performed. It was determined that the cost of the
FGB technology demonstrator would be approximately $3.2 billion US, while that of the ISS-4
configurations were about $30 billion US. Note that operations are about 50% of the total costs.
From a legal perspective, the report recommends modifications of the current ISS legal
instruments to support the ISS transportation system options.
7.3 Phase III
Phase III begins once this transit system is implemented. With its help, the minimum
infrastructure to support human habitation on the Moon will be completed. These efforts will
result in a human lunar outpost largely sustained by fully operational ISRU and ECLSS. While
it is identified in the Framework for Lunar Exploration and Development, this report did not
focus on implementation of Phase III.
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7.4 Recommendations
1. A broad-based, international framework of lunar exploration and development should be
established. The authors of this report have introduced a framework for lunar exploration and
development. Such a framework provides a proper scope for exploration and research activities.
2. International organisations should be established for lunar activities, scientifically and
technologically. With an international framework already established with the ISS, the authors
recommend the creation of an “International Lunar Organisation” (ILO) to help initiate
possibilities in lunar-based research and development.
3. International agreement on a lunar regulatory framework is urgently required. It is
imperative that international law moves at the same pace as plans for lunar development. As
such, the Moon Agreement should be amended in a manner similar to the UN Convention on
the Law of the Sea, and an “International Lunar Authority” should be established to regulate the
exploration, use, and development of lunar resources and future lunar activities.
4. Humanity should capitalise on the assets, infrastructure, and organisational structure of
the International Space Station for lunar-related activities. A significant amount of resources
has been invested in the ISS. To maximise the return on this investment, space agencies
worldwide should make full use of the ISS, in particular for lunar-related activities.
5. The ISS should be considered as a possible lunar transportation system. There are many
transportation options for travel between the Earth and the Moon. The authors of this report
have analysed an innovative idea that uses the ISS as a transportation vehicle.
6. A technology demonstrator should be employed to assess the ISS lunar cycler concept.
7. Once technical and operational issues are addressed, the ISS-4 human transportation
vehicle should be examined in more depth.
7.5 Future Work
The authors wish to emphasise that the feasibility of the above ISS options depends on many
external factors, such as the political and economic environment, current international science
capabilities, and current legal frameworks. Furthermore, the authors do not claim any of these
ISS options as the “best” option for lunar exploration. The authors believe that these options are
exciting and merit study, since few studies have as yet been conducted.
Furthermore, the authors note that the technical issues are not all necessarily solved. An
appropriate orbit has been analysed by the team, and the preliminary launch and resupply needs
have been assessed. Further analysis is needed for crew return capabilities, structural and
vibration analyses, and communications capabilities. Even so, they do believe that there are a
sufficient number of details, and reasonable assumptions and calculations, to motivate further
in-depth analysis into key technical issues for using the ISS within a lunar programme.
The authors hope that this report serves to motivate engineers, technologists, leaders, and policy
makers in both lunar and general space activities. By revitalising the public’s interest in space, a
new awareness and an innovative vision about space-related activities can be created. With this
bold and visionary approach, we hope to further humanity’s ability to reach the Moon.
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Appendix A: Overview of Earth based
research activities
Capability Analysis
In order to analyze the Earth-based assets that could be used in advancing critical capabilities, a table of
mission simulation facilities was created. The table clarifies and simplifies the study of resources of the
major space agencies. The simulation centers identified in the table were chosen for their capabilities in
different areas of mission simulation. Only the human and robotic mission testing and training facilities
with a wide range of research possibilities were included.
The facility capabilities were analyzed in thirteen focus areas, which represent some of the most
important capabilities that must be improved before performing human/robotic beyond-LEO planetary
missions including lunar missions.
1. Robotics testing: Facilities used for testing and validating rover movement and robotic
functions in conditions that are close to those of the mission’s destination. This usually means
terrain chambers, but on some desert-like areas outdoor tests are also done.
2. Astronaut training facilities: Facilities used for crew training to meet the mission’s technical
and physical requirements.
3. Isolated training facilities: Facilities used for studying and optimizing the group and social
aspects of long-term missions. Identification of potential problems and test solutions.
4. Autonomous navigation and control: Facilities used for testing and validating autonomous
navigation and control.
5. Communications: Facilities used to test and validate data transmission between the mission
vehicle and the operations control center with power losses and noise characteristics of space
communications.
6. Weather and climate conditions: Facilities used for testing and validating responses to
environmental hazards such as Martian dust storms and illumination changes.
7. Science techniques: Facilities used for testing and validating scientific equipment and
processes under simulated conditions.
8. Operations: Facilities used for testing and validating operational procedures for nominal,
contingency, and corrective action processes.
9. Logistics and maintenance: Facilities used for analyzing the amount of equipment and
resources needed for a fully functional mission.
10. Human/Robotics interaction: Facilities used for human/robotic interaction analysis.
Emphasis on understanding the optimal mix of humans and robotic systems in accomplishing a
task.
11. Gravity levels: Facilities used to simulate the changes in gravity by hypo/hyper-gravity
simulation facilities, suspension, submerging in water or other methods.
12. Interfaces: Facilities used to test and validate electrical, mechanical, and software interfaces.
13. Landing conditions: Facilities used for testing and validating landing under various
conditions: hard, semi-hard, and soft.
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X Highly
focused
O
Facilities

Capability studies

Partly
focused 1

Haughton-Mars (NASA)
Desert RATS (NASA)
NEEMO (NASA)
Mars Yard (NASA)
INTEGRITY (NASA)

X
X
X
X

90-day test chamber (NASA)
Microgravity KC-135 aeroplane
(NASA)
Dryden test flight center (NASA)

2

3

O
X
O

O
O
O

X
X

Admunson Scott South Pole Station
(multinational)

Source:
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X
O

X
O

X

X

10

11

X
X

X

12

13

X

X
X

X
O
X
X
X

O
X
O

X

X

X
X
X

O

O

X

X

X

X

X
X

Energia (Russia)

Hypobaric chamber (Japan)

X
X
X

9

X

Hypobaric and hyperbaric chamber
(China)
Full scale spacecraft training platform
(China)
Beijing Aerospace Center Centrifuge
(China)
Landing shock tower (China)

Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Centre
(Russia)
Russia microgravity II-76 aeroplanes
(Russia)
Isolation training facility (Japan)

X

X

A-300 zero-g aeroplane (ESA)

IMBP (Russia)

8

O

O
X

Concordia Station (ESA)

Kamsatchka vulcanic area (Russia)

X

7

X

European Astronaut Center (ESA)

VNII Transmash (Russia)

6

X

COMEX (ESA)

NPO Lavotchkin (Russia)

5

X

AMSAN DLR Cologne (ESA)

SERON CNES Rover Test (ESA)

4

O
O
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
O

O
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

O

Tracks to Space, Team Project Technology, SSP 03 Final Report

X

X

X

X
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Apollo
mission

11

12

14

15

16

17

Sample

10084

12033

14163

15221

67461

70009

SiO2

41.3

46.9

47.3

46

45

40.4

TiO2

7.5

2.3

1.6

1.1

0.29

8.3

Al2O3
FeO
MgO
CaO
Na2O

13.7
15.8
8
12.5
0.41

14.2
15.4
9.2
11.1
0.67

17.8
10.5
9.6
11.4
0.7

18
11.3
10.7
12.3
0.43

29.2
4.2
3.9
17.6
0.43

12.1
17.1
10.7
10.8
0.39

K2O
MnO
Cr2O3

0.14
0.21
0.29
99.9

0.41
0.2
0.39
100.8

0.55
0.14
0.2
99.8

0.16
0.15
0.33
100.5

0.06
0.06
0.08
100.8

0.09
0.22
0.41
100.5

Total

Apollo
mission
11
12
14
15
15
16
17
17

Sample No. Glass content (%)
10084
12033
14163
15221
15420
67461
70009
74220

6.6
18.0
12.2
29.4
89.3
10.6
31.1
92.3
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Appendix B:ISS Components
Note: The components are divided into two categories: structural and scientific components

-

STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

Module Name Truss Assembly
Function

Components

Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection

Backbone, skeleton with solar panels, labs, living quarters, payloads and systems equipment
directly or indirectly connected to it. Wires and cables snake through the Truss to carry energy
and information.
Made out of 10 segments (P = port and S = starboard), houses Control Movement Gyros
(CMG) and Ku-band antenna, supports 4 sets of photovoltaic arrays
• S1, P1 Truss Segment: Structural support for the Active Thermal Control System,
Mobile Transporter and 1 Crew and Equipment Translation Aid cart (used as work
platform by a spacewalker). Mounts for cameras and lights, as well as antenna
support equipment and thermal control panels. Mass: 14,124 kg. Dimensions: 13.7 m
x 4.6 m x 1.8 m
• S3/4, S6, P3/4, P6 Truss Segment: Provide power and thermal control. Solar arrays,
thermal control panel and Solar Alpha Rotary Joint
• Z1 Truss Segment: Provision of early power, pressurized mating adapter, Ku-band
communications, control moment gyros
• S0 Truss Segment = Mobile Transporter
• S5 , P5 Truss Segment
93,425 kg
length of football field (328 ft. or 114 m) with axis perpendicular to station’s main axis
Aluminum
Solar array = 32 kW
Like a car radiator except that it uses 99.9 % pure ammonia. The Thermal Radiator Rotary
Joint rotates the 3 radiator structures in a 105-degree span either way to keep the 3 radiators
panels in the shade. It also transfers power and ammonia to the radiators.

Other protection

Module Name Mobile Transporter = S0 Truss Segment
Function
Components

Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

Acts as a junction from which external utilities ( like power, data, video and ammonia for the
Active Thermal Control System) are routed to the ISS’s pressurized modules
Canada's Mobile Servicing System moves its 55-ft. (= 16.8 m) robotic arm along rails
attached to the ISS's aluminum framework. It also houses batteries, radiators (6.4 m), antennas
and gyros.
13,971 kg
Length 13.4 m and diameter 4.6 m
Aluminum

Module Name Photo-voltaic Module
Function

Components
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•

Provide energy onboard of the ISS : 128 V DC to US segment and 28 V DC for the
rest (including Space Shuttle)
• Continuously provide 78 kW of power at 160 volts dc which is stepped down to 124
volts dc for the non-Russian modules of ISS
A PV system has solar arrays for power generation and chemical energy storage (batteries) to
store excess solar array energy during periods of sunlight and provide power during periods of
shade. Each 11.9m by 34.2m wing consists of two blanket assemblies covered with solar cells.
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Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection

Each pair of blankets is to be deployed and supported by an extendable mast. The primary
purpose of the Energy Storage Subsystem (ESS) is to provide electrical power during the
eclipse portion of each orbit. The ESS stores energy for this purpose during the isolation
portion of the orbit and is capable of providing both peaking and contingency power. The ESS
consists of six nickel-hydrogen (Ni-H2) batteries, each with a dedicated battery
charge/discharge unit (BCDU).The Ni/H2 battery design has been chosen for the Space
Station because of its high energy density (lightweight) and proven heritage in space
applications since the early 1970's.
1,200 kg
• Each set of arrays span 72 m across
• Length 33 m and together 8230 sq. m
Blankets of purified silicon solar cells
32 kW per solar array
Rocketdyne is also responsible for the system that will cool the power system. Excess heat
will be removed by liquid ammonia coolant in tubes that ultimately loop through radiator
panels, which will radiate the heat into space.

Other protection

Module Name Science Power Platform
Function

Components

Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

Truss for the Russian segment and located on the zenith side of the Service Module. It has
radiators, solar arrays, the capability for pressurized storage, and the capability to support the
European Robotic Arm (ERA). The SPP is also equipped with thrusters to aid the Service
Module with control moments along the roll axis.
SPP-1 : is attached to the Service Module and contains the pressurized volume.
SPP-2 : is attached to SPP-1 and contains the radiators, 8 solar arrays, thrusters, and the
European Robotic Arm (ERA).
15,540 kg
Eight meters in length, solar array wings with span of 30.5 m
Pressurized module : length 5.9 m and diameter 2.2 m
Generates 25 kW
2 phase external NH3 system
30 kW heat rejection capability

Module Name Node
Function

Components
Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

The Node is a U.S. element that provides six docking ports (four radial and two axial) for the
attachment of other modules. It also provides external attachment points for the truss. Finally,
the Node provides internal storage and pressurized access between modules. There are three
Nodes.
13,600 kg
Length 5.5 m and diameter 5 m
Aluminum (2219)
Uses 3 kW
Goldised Kapton Multi-Layer Insulation blanket
Internal cooling loop using water and external cooling loop using ammonia
Micrometeoroid and orbital Debris Protection System: Aluminum for the primary barrier and
Kevlar/resin panels for the secondary barrier

Module Name Pressurized Mating Adaptor (PMA)
Function
Components
Mass
Dimensions

Allows docking of U.S. segments and Russian segments
1,100 kg
Length 2.6 m and diameter 2.1 m
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Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

Aluminum alloy (2219)
Uses 0.6 kW
PMA has ten 60-watt passive thermal control system heaters, temperature instrumentation,
and multilayer insulation (MLI).
micrometeorite/orbital debris shield

Module Name Cupola
Function

Components
Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

Provides a pressurized observation and work area for the Space Station crew giving visibility
to support, the control of the space station remote manipulator system and general external
viewing of the Earth, celestial objects and visiting vehicles.
1,880 kg
Height 1.5 m and diameter 2.955 m
aluminum
Goldised Kapton Multi-Layer Insulation blanket
Micro-meteoroid and orbital Debris Protection System (MDPS) with shutters closed

Module Name Universal Docking Module (UDM or USM)
Function

Components
Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

Inside the USM there are life-support systems (including water regeneration from the urine
system and bathroom), scientific equipment and a distributor of electric power from the eight
large solar batteries on the Scientific Power Platform. Five passive docking ports on the
sphere-shaped intermediate compartment (similar to that on the Mir core module) provide
attachment points for the Soyuz-TM crew vehicles, Progress-M automatic supply ships,
scientific modules and Docking Compartment.
19,340 kg
Length 12.58 m and diameter 4.05 m

Module Name Functional Cargo Block (FGB) = Zarya
Function

Components
Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thrust
Thermal
protection
Other protection
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FGB is a self-contained vehicle.
FGB is capable of independent unmanned orbital operations. The FGB serves as the Station
“building block” in that it provided all the critical system functions until the Service Module
(SM) was activated.
Life support, living and lab quarters. Pressurized module with flight control (guidance and
propulsion systems), propulsive attitude control and reboost, data processing and
communications systems, as well as water and power. Designed for crew of 3, but for transfer
operations up to 6.
19,328 kg
Length 12.6 m and diameter 4.1 m
The arrays and six nickel-cadmium batteries can generate an average of 3 kilowatts of
electrical power, more than sufficient for the equipment.
2 main engines
Thermal coating , cooling loop using water and ethylene-glycol, fans and gas-liquid heat
exchangers
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Module Name The Service Module (SM) = Zvezda
Function

Components

Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power

Thermal
protection

The Service Module (SM), similar in layout to the core module of Russia's Mir space station,
provides the early Station living quarters, life support system, communication system,
electrical power distribution, data processing system, flight control system, and propulsion
system.
The Module has 3 pressurized compartments that serve as crew transfer facilities: a small,
spherical Transfer Compartment, a long, cylindrical main Work Compartment and a small,
cylindrical Transfer Chamber. The Work Compartment houses a lab, individual sleeping
quarters (each with a window), and a bathroom, galley with a refrigerator/freezer; and a table
for securing meals while eating, a treadmill and stationary bicycle. An unpressurized
Assembly Compartment surrounds 1 of the transfer chambers. It holds external equipment
such as communications antennas for data, voice and TV communications with Mission
Control, propellant tanks and thrusters for providing ISS propulsion, reboost, and position
("attitude") control. 4 docking ports and 1 airlock (spacewalks using Russian Orlan-M
spacesuits).
19,031 kg
Wingspan 29.7 m and length 13.1 m and diameter 4.1 m
2 solar arrays with a surface area of 38 m2 each providing 9.8 kW at 31.5 Vdc (regulated
down to 28.5 Vdc). Power is stored (for use during eclipse on the dark side of each orbit) by 8
nickel-cadmium batteries. These batteries start of with of a capacity of 110 Amp hours each
and degrade to 60 Amp hours after 2 years.
The SM uses about 7 kW of power.
Zvezda is the primary source of ISS oxygen. The Servicer Module's Elektron units electrolyse
water to generate up to 5.13 kg/day of oxygen. The Service Modules provides 4.5 kW heat
rejection capacity so as to maintain an internal air temperature of 18-28° C. Redundant
cooling loops are provided, each with 30 liters of polymethyl siloxane, and are connected with
10 external heat radiators with a total surface area of 46 m2

Other protection

Module Name Habitation Module
Function

Components
Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

The Hab is a U.S. element that provides six-person habitation facilities, such as personal
hygiene (better waste management, full body shower), crew health care, and galley facilities
(wardroom
with eating facilities, oven, drink dispenser, freezer/refrigerator).
12,331 kg
Length 11.27 m and diameter 4.52 m
Uses 24 kW

Module Name Multi-Purpose Logistics Module (MPLM)
Function

It allows transfer of pressurized cargo and payloads. It is launched on the Shuttle and berthed
to the Node, where supplies are offloaded and finished experiments are loaded. The MPLM is
then reberthed in the Shuttle for return to Earth. The MPLM will be used numerous times
during the lifetime of the Station.
Will be outfitted to meet laboratory research, stowage, crew support and multimedia needs
Research facilities will include at least 16 ISS locker locations and four payload drawer
locations Experiment interfaces will meet NASA's EXPRESS standard to insure compatibility
with ISS requirements. Will accommodate exterior (un-pressurized) stowage and research.
There are three MPLM.

Components
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Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

-

4,500 kg empty and can carry 10,000 kg of cargo
3 meters in diameter and 8 meters long, providing 50 cubic meters of pressurized volume.
Uses 3 kW

SCIENCE MODULES

Module Name Destiny U.S. Laboratory Module
Function

Components

Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

Considered as the centerpiece of the International Space Station. The lab provides astronauts
a year-round, shirtsleeve atmosphere for research in many areas including life sciences,
micro-gravity sciences, Earth science, and space science research (provides equipment for
research facility and a gravitational biology facility).
Major scientific facilities inside the laboratory module include biotechnology, fluids and
combustion, a space station furnace facility, human research facility and a gravitational
biology facility.
The Lab is a U.S. element. It also houses all the necessary systems to support a laboratory
environment and control the U.S. Segment.
The lab module comprises three cylindrical sections and two end-cones (each end-cone
contains a hatch opening through which the astronauts will enter and exit the lab).
A single, 20 inch round window is located on one side of the lab module's center cylinder. It is
made of the highest-quality optical glass ever used in a crewed spacecraft. This window offers
a remarkable vantage-point to observe the Earth as the International Space Station passes
overhead at a 51.6-degree inclination above and below the equator.
24 payload racks
13 racks will be used for various experiment payloads
9 are used for Facility Class Payloads (long term/permanent racks):
- Human Research Facility (takes up 2 racks)
- Advanced Human Support Technology
- Materials Science Research Facility
- Micro-gravity Science Glovebox
- Fluids and Combustion Facility
- Biotechnology Facility
- Observational Window Research Facility
- X-ray Crystallography Facility
14,400 kg
Length : 8.4 m
Width : 4.2 m
Aluminum
Uses 20 kW
It is covered with an insulation blanket to protect the module from the harsh temperatures of
outer space.
An intermediate debris shield, made of material similar to that of bulletproof vests, protects
the module against space debris and micrometeoroids.
An aluminum debris shield is placed over the intermediate debris shield for additional
protection and to reflect the intense sunlight to reduce the load on the air conditioning system.
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Module Name Russian Research Modules : Research Modules 1 and 2
Function

Two Russian Research Modules provide the International Space Station sites for Russia's
experiments in:
•
•
•
•
•

Earth Sciences, including natural and human-induced variations in air and water
quality, regional and global climate, land use, and food production.
Space Sciences, pursuing studies on solar and cosmic physics, astronomy, and
astrophysics, as well as solar and inter-planetary dynamics.
Fundamental Biology, particularly the ways plants and animals adjust to the virtual
absence of gravity.
Human Life Sciences, research on ways to use microgravity in developing or
improving treatment and prevention of diseases and disablities.
Microgravity Sciences, including materials, combustion, fluid physics, fundamental
physics and biotechnology.

Components

No design configuration yet

Mass

No design configuration yet

Dimensions

No design configuration yet

Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

Module Name

Japanese Experiment Module

Function

The Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) provides laboratory facilities for Japanese material
processing and life science research. It also contains an external platform, airlock, and
robotic manipulator for in-space (“exposed”) experiments and a separate logistics module to
transport JEM experiments.
10 experiment payload racks:
- Gradient Heating Furnace
- Advanced Furnace for Micro-Gravity Experiment with X-Ray Radiography
- Fluid Physics Experiment Facility
- Solution/Protein Crystal Growth Facility
- Electrostatic Levitation Furnace
- Isothermal Furnace
- Cell Biology Experiment Facility
- Clean Bench
- Aquatic Animal Experiment Facility

Components

•
•
•
•

Experiment Logistics Module, designed to carry pressurized and unpressurized
cargo.
Pressurized Module, the primary Japanese contribution to the International Space
Station. Included in the Module are the initial experiments that are housed in the
racks delivered in the Experiment Logistics Module.
Remote Manipulator System, a 32.5-ft. long robotic arm attached to the Pressurized
Module that is used for placing and manipulating experiments on the lab's "back
porch," the Exposed Facility.
Exposed Facility, the external platform for up to 10 unpressurized experiments that
are exposed to one, some or all of space's hostile variables—temperature extremes,
unfiltered radiation, lack of oxygen and others.

The Pressurized Module has the same utilities and experiment support equipment as the U.S.
Lab, plus a unique means of actively cooling experiments. It also carries carbon dioxide,
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Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection

argon and helium gases and an airlock for changing out samples or experiments on the
Exposed Facility.
19,604 kg
Length 11.2 m and diameter 5 m
Uses 20.1 kW + 4 kW for the EF
The thermal control system of the JEM is composed out of two loops:
• Moderate temperature water loop : the inner temperature is between 16-23 degree
Celsius, the outer temperature is between 16-49 degree Celsius. The maximum flow
rate of this loop is 198 kg/ hour. Used to cool below 6 kW/ per one rack (below 14
kW under activating several racks).
• Low temperature water loop: the inner temperature is between 1.1-10 degree
Celsius, the outer temperature is between 1.1-21 degree Celsius. The maximum flow
rate of this loop is 232 kg/ hour. Used to cool below 3 kW/ per one rack (below 14
kW under activating several racks).

Other protection

Module Name Columbus Orbital Facility, Also Known as the Attached Pressurized
Module
Function
Components

Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection

The Columbus Orbital Facility (COF) is an European Space Agency (ESA) element that
provides facilities for the ESA experiments and research. It is analogous to the U.S. Lab.
10 International Standard Payload Racks (ISPR) focus on:
- Biology Research Laboratory
- Fluid Science Laboratory
- European Physiology Module
- European Drawer Rack
- Biological Experiment Laboratory (Biolab)
- Material Science Laboratory Electromagnetic Levitator (MSL-EML)
- European Stowage Racks
4 external payload facilities for experiments and applications
19,300 kg
Length 6.9 m and diameter 4.5 m
aluminum
Uses 20 kW
Goldised Kapton Multi Layer Insulation blanket
Debris shield: aluminum + kevlar

Module Name Centrifuge Accommodations Module (CAM)
Function

The Centrifuge Accommodation Module (CAM) is a U.S. element that provides centrifuge
facilities for science and research. It also houses additional payload racks.
- allows for experiments using centrifuge and conduct experiments in the 0.01g-2g
range
- 14 experiment payload racks

Components

The CAM houses the Centrifuge Facility, a Gravitational Biology Facility, a Life Sciences
Glovebox, 2 Habitat HoldingRacks and a Cryo-Freezer.
14,352 kg
Length 8.3 m and diameter 4.4 m

Mass
Dimensions
Material
Power
Thermal
protection
Other protection
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Appendix C: Lunar Capture & Orbit
The following two frames show a possible approach to the lunar injection phase.

Two frames show lunar capture.
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Close-up of the final Lunar orbit
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Appendix D: ISS Mass Properties
Source: http://seat1.jsc.nasa.gov/semda/doks/elerevj.html
Mass
[kg]
PMA 2

Center of Mass Reference Point Inertia Tensor
[mm]
ISS [mm]
RSA [mm] [kg*m^2]

X = -1430
X = -30
-35332
677
1
Y = -2
Y = -1
-1
1 837
1
Z = 4477
Z = 4140
1
194
1
Reference Point Description: Center of PMA 2 forward APAS interface
-------Zvezda Service Module Assembly_1R
X = -30179
X = -22562
-12800
137710 266 -4350
19170
Y = -37
Y=4
0
266
261719
Z = 4108
Z = 4139
-4
-4350
2149
Reference Point Description: Center of forward docking interface
-------Destiny Laboratory Module_5AIN2-5A1IN1
X = 1760
X = 6358
-41720
26776
7668
14056
Y = -60
Y=0
-711
7668
97047
Z = 5060
Z = 4850
0
-37
-9298
Reference Point Description: Center of forward CBM interface
-------S3/S4 Assembly (with deployed Beta Gimbal transition structure)
X = 215
X = 1686
-37048
210933
-6672
12828
Y = 28144
Y = 20346
4992
-6672
55784
Z = 307
Z = -853
-20346
841
-6567
Reference Point Description: Port, forward, zenith corner of zenith CETA rail
-------JEM ELM PS_AC (on JEM PM zenith CBM)
X = 10713
X = 10710
-46072
20116
52
9437
Y = -10053
Y = -10058
5134
52
20024
Z = 701
Z = -995
10058
81
77
Reference Point Description: Center of zenith face
-------JEM Pressurized Module with RMS
X = 10761
X = 10712
-46074
352743
11001
25571
Y = -7597
Y = -2106
-711
11001
60562
Z = 4744
Z = 4850
2106
2290
-20305
Reference Point Description: Center of starboard CBM interface
-------JEM EF Assembly (JEM EF Core and payloads at Assembly Complete)
X = 11868
X = 10712
-46074
17723
-1751
7275
Y = -16143
Y = -13184 -2396
-1751
30517
Z = 6766
Z = 6535
13184
-186
255
Reference Point Description: Starboard aft interface with JEM PM
-------Zarya FGB Assembly_AC (includes retracted solar arrays, fully outfitted core)
X = -16745
X = -10001
-25361
41871
-1100
22910
Y = -20
Y=4
0
-1100
201669
Z = 4189
Z = 4139
-4
346
-77
Reference Point Description: Center of forward APAS interface
-------Extended Node 3_AC (Italian-built module on Unity Node 1 nadir)
X = -4450
X = -4448
-30914
74509
32
16573
Y=0
Y = -1
-9451
32
74515
Z = 10051
Z = 13590
1
-57
26
Reference Point Description: Center of nadir CBM interface

194

1165

750

2149
359581

-37
-9298
95465

841
-6567
171800

81
77
21747

2290
-20305
348876

-186
255
46057

346
-77
200756

-57
26
39770
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-------S5 Truss Segment (on S4 starboard)
X = 463
X = 1372
-36734
3322
-73
1757
Y = 35018
Y = 35415
2693
-73
3645
Z=2
Z = 1446
-35415
14
-1
Reference Point Description: Starboard, forward, nadir of S5 bulkhead
-------S6 Assembly_AC (with full battery complement, radiator from P6, MT rails)
X = 79
X = 1473
-36835
219716
-17168
12576
Y = 43345
Y = 47219
5537
-17168
53898
Z = 214
Z = -1398
-47219
-1152
-13367
Reference Point Description: Starboard, forward, zenith corner of S6 truss
-------Habitation Module_AC (design similar to Destiny Laboratory, on Node 3 port CBM)
X = -4448
X = -4448
-30914
83976
11
12331
Y = -6526
Y = -2107
-7059
11
29506
Z = 11199
Z = 11198
2107
1
37
Reference Point Description: Center of starboard CBM Interface
-------S1 Assembly (with TCS Radiators and Supports)
X = -616
X = 1671
-37033
213024
19371
13636
Y = 13684
Y = 20331
4994
19371
205455
Z = -2
Z = -855
-20331
94
-2139
Reference Point Description: Starboard, forward, zenith corner of zenith CETA rail
-------S0 Assembly
X = 147
X = 1686
-37048
186437
2585
11831
Y = 17
Y = 6599
4994
2585
43185
Z = 49
Z = -855
-6599
3789
-1941
Reference Point Description: Starboard, forward, zenith, corner of zenith CETA rail
--------

14
-1
1749

-1152
-13367
184051

1
37
83942

94
-2139
376242

3789
-1941
169517

Calculation for Bending Moment
Name of Acceleration
Modules
[m/s^2]
Hab
1.609

Mass
[kg]

Centre of mass Ref point Bending Moment
[m]
[m]
[Nm]

Sum of
Bending Moment
[Nm]

12331

6.526

2.107

87,676

87,676

JEM
JEM-PM
JEM-ELM
JEM-EF

1.609
1.609
1.609

25571
9437
7275

7.597
10.053
16.143

2.107
2,107
2,107

225,879
120,653
164,298

510,830

JEM
JEM-PM
JEM-ELM
JEM-EF

10.33
10.33
10.33

25571
9437
7275

7.597
10.053
16.143

2.107
2.107
2.107

1,450,175
774,610
1,054,816

3,279,600

Truss
S1
S3/S4
S5
S6

1.609
1.609
1.609
1.609

13636
12828
1757
12576

13.684
28.144
35.018
43.345

0
0
0
0

300,231
580,899
98,996
877,077

1,857,204

The input values are taken from table ISS Mass Properties above
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Appendix E: Thermal Aspects of the
ISS
When moving existing ISS hardware to a different orbit, means that it is subjected to a different thermal
environment than in its current LEO orbit. When considering the three types of orbits in this study (LEO, EMCO
and LLO), it is apparent that the EMCO is the most severe in terms of thermal environment. Parts of the LEO and
LLO-type orbits are sometimes in the shadow cone of the Earth or the Moon.
To assess the thermal environment, the worst-case for the LEO environment the ISS is currently in, is taken as a
starting point. Finally, that will be compared to the EMCO case.
The portion of the LEO orbit that is actually in the shade varies over time, and is dependant on the so-called beta
angle ßS, which is the angle between the sun and the plane of the orbit. This angle varies between two extreme
values, and is calculated by adding the orbits inclination and the inclination of the Earth’s rational axis and the
ecliptic. Since the ISS is in a 51.6° orbit, the beta angle varies between –75.1° and +75.1°.
Since at the average ISS altitude of 400 km, the Earth angular angle ? is 70.2°, this means that there are periods in
which the beta angle is larger than the Earth angular angle. Effectively, this puts the sun above the Earth’s limb for
any location on the entire orbit, and the ISS is continuously exposed to direct solar radiation.
From the evolution of the Sun declination, it could be calculated when the Sun is at these high angles, since the
declination of the Sun would need to be greater than 70.2° - 51.6° = 18.6°. Any yearly astronomical almanac would
provide this information, and allow for the problem to be solved.
Unfortunately, the LEO orbits are perturbed due to the non-spherical shape of the Earth. This results in the orbital
plane of the ISS slowly processing, in a process called nodal regression. This results in periods of high beta angles
of up to 20 days, during which the ISS is continuously exposed to the solar radiation.
During these periods the ISS is commanded to a certain attitude, but only to ensure that the solar arrays receive
enough sunlight, not for thermal considerations. During assembly the P6-Truss and the two arrays are mounted in a
temporary position above the Unity module, so it has one degree of freedom less when pointing the arrays toward
the sun. When the ISS is completed, the arrays have one more degree of freedom, so no special attitude is required
for high beta angles anymore.
The conclusion is that the ISS is designed to handle high solar beta angles and extreme thermal conditions for
LEO, so it can be subjected to direct solar flux without any impacts on the thermal control systems and/or
operation of the station, whilst the station is in LEO. But when placing the station farther away from the Earth,
there will be impacts since Earth’s albedo radiation will not be there to help warm the constantly shared
equipment.

Source:
James Dunn, NASA-JSC
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Appendix F: Radiation Environment
The principal natural space radiation sources are Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR), the trapped
radiation belts within Earth’s magnetosphere, and solar activities. Solar activities can also be
categorized as long term and transient. Long-term space weather is related to the 11-year
sunspot activity cycle. During period of maximum sunspot activities, also known as solar
maximum, CGR is reduced by a factor of 2 – 2.5 due to shielding by the Sun’s magnetic field in
interplanetary space. Earth’s radiation belts are also smaller, with lower flux and lower particle
energies. The period of lowest sun spot activities is known as solar minimum. The transient
Solar Particle Events (SPE) are caused by solar storms (high-speed solar wind streams and solar
flares) and Coronal Mass Ejections (CME). Transient SPE are difficult to predict and are
accompanied with massive energy and particle flux. SPE increases the intensity and energy
levels of particles in Earth’s trapped radiation belts.
In the near Earth environment, radiation is characterized by the inner electron belt, outer
electron belt and proton belt that are also known as Van Allen Belts or trapped radiation belts,
and GCR. In cislunar space, which is interplanetary space (space outside the shielding effects
of planetary atmosphere and magnetic field), the main radiation sources are GCR, and solar
storms. On the Lunar surface, radiation is reduced by 2π.
The specific exposure and duration in each region will depend on the orbit. Radiation
environment characterization has been extensively described by many authors (Tolyarenko
2003, Holmes-Siedle, et.al. 1993, Facius 2003). The main radiation environments that need to
be considered for human safety and spacecraft reliability are summarized in Table F.1.

Description

Dominant Radiation
characteristics
Trapped protons and
electrons as in the
electron and proton
belts extended to low
altitudes.

Variation factors

Inner electron belt

Altitude/Zone
boundary
350 km to 1300 km.
Proton and electron
belts are extended to
lower altitude as a
result of the
geomagnetic and
geodesic center offset
1 to 2.4 Re

0.04 < E < 4.5 MeV.
See [R17, Figure 3]
for illustration of 1
MeV electron
intensity distribution

The average radiation
level during Solar
Min. is approximately
2X that of Solar Max.

Effective shielding possible.
Spacecraft electronic, human exposure
- contributes to total dose.

Outer electron belt

2.8 – 12 Re

Up to 7 MeV
See [R17, Figure 3]
for illustration of 1
MeV electron
intensity distribution

The average radiation
level during Solar
Min. is approximately
2X that of Solar Max.

Effective shielding more difficult for
higher energy electrons. Spacecraft
electronic, human exposure contributes to total dose.

Geomagnetic storms
caused by solar flares
and CMEs, increase
high energy
components and
expand the belt to the
Slot region (gap
between inner and
outer electron belts).
Geomagnetic storms
caused by solar flares
and CMEs, can create

Effective shielding for low energy
protons, E < 5 MeV; but more difficult
for high energy protons, E > 40 MeV.

South Atlantic
Anomaly – located in
this region as a result
of geomagnetic center
and geodesic center
offset.

Proton belts
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Intensity decreases
with altitude.
Outer boundary 1.3 to

0.04 < E < 500 MeV.
See [R17, Figure 20]
for illustration of 10

Radiation hazard
Spacecraft electronics - total dose and
single event upsets; Human exposure –
contributes to total dose and acute dose
if performing EVA.
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Description

Altitude/Zone
boundary
3.8 Re.

Dominant Radiation
characteristics
MeV proton intensity
distribution. Most
energetic component
400 MeV in 1.3 Re.
Least energetic at
outer boundary.

Variation factors

Radiation hazard

a new proton belt.

Spacecraft electronic, human exposure
- contributes to total dose. High
energy protons contribute to Single
Event upsets in spacecraft electronics.

Galactic Cosmic Rays
(GCR), within the
lower Earth
environment

< 6 - 12 Re.

Isotropic in free
space. Fully ionized
particles: 83% H,
13% Alphas, 3%
electrons, and 1%
heavier elements such
as Fe. Low intensity,
but very high energy
particles.

Almost impossible to shield the high
energy particles. Most important
source for the full range of single
event hazards: non-destructive –single
event upset (SEU), memory bit upset
(MBU); destructive – single event
latchup (SEL) and single event out
(SEB).

Galactic Cosmic Rays
– Interplanetary,
Cislunar Space

> 6 - 12 Re, outside
Earth’s
magnetosphere

Isotropic, fully
ionized particles.
83% H, 13% Alphas,
3% electrons, and 1%
heavier elements such
as Fe.

During Geomagnetic
storm, more leakage
into Earth’s
magnetosphere.
Shielding is provided
by Earth’s
magnetosphere.
Shielding
effectiveness depends
on geomagnetic
latitude .
Higher radiation level
outside of Earth’s
magnetosphere.

Impossible to shield high energy
particles, from 1e3 to 1e4 MeV.
Most important source of single event
hazards for spacecraft (SEU, MBU,
SEL and SEB).
Contributes to total dose exposure of
humans and spacecraft.

Solar events, also
known as Solar
Proton Events (SPE):
solar flares and
corona mass ejections

Large events cause
geomagnetic storms
on Earth.
Different particle
distribution compare
to GCR.
Transient. Impulsive
events tend to be
mainly caused by
solar flares and may
last for one to two
days. Gradual events
mainly from CME
last for days. Very
difficult to predict the
energy and intensity
accurately.

More shielded with
Earth’s
magnetosphere which
extends to 12 Re at 0
degree lattitude.
Significantly higher
radiation level outside
Earth’s
magnetosphere.
Probablility of
occurrence higher
during Solar Max,
although also happens
in Solar Min.

Spacecraft – contributes to total dose
effect, and significantly to single event
effects. Human exposure – special
radiation safeguards, special shielded
shelter required when solar events
cannot be avoided in the mission. Can
give acute lethal dose if unprotected.

Table F.1: Radiation Environments.

Note 1: Re is the unit for Earth radii. One Earth radii is 6730 km.
Note 2: Spacecraft charging caused by low energy electrons (5-50 keV for surface charging, >
0.2 MeV for dielectric charging) can take place in the near Earth environment. These can cause
severe damages and even mission loss. Since the orbits considered in this report spends most of
the time outside Earth’s magnetosphere, this subject is not discussed. See [R17] for spacecraft
charging discussion.
Note 3: The radiation components that concern human health and spacecraft reliability are
protons with energy > 10 MeV and electrons with energy > 0.5 MeV. Lower energy electrons
and protons are effectively shielded by the spacecraft outer shell, which have a minimum
shielding thickness equivalent of 1 to 2 g/cm2 Aluminum.
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EMCO
Radiation exposure in the EMCO based on Satellite Tool Kit version 4.3 orbital analysis, the
duration spend by the space craft in lower Earth orbit and in interplanetary space is given in
Table F.2:

Radiation Environment

% Orbit Time

Proton Belt

0.6%

Inner Electron Belt

0.1%

Outer Electron Belt

1.5%

Near Earth Environment

2.7%

Cislunar (Uses 12 Re as the
outer boundary of the near
Earth environment)

97.3%

Radiation Exposure Estimate
2.6e-4 rad/s at 1.8 Re, STK (combines
Proton and Electron contribution,
2
shielded by 1.6 g/cm Al)
2.6e-4 rad/s at 1.8 Re, STK (combines
Proton and Electron contribution)
5e-5 rad/s at 5 Re
Estimated dose per orbit via STK:
2
6 rad/day; 3 rads/orbit with 1.6 g/cm Al
shielding;
BFO dose rate 50 to 100 rem/yr
1e-3 rad/hr [R18] during Solar Max; 2e3 rad/hr during Solar Min
0.4 –0.8 rad/orbit, 8.7 – 16.4 rad/yr
Unshielded radiation BFO (blood
forming organ) dose from GCR at solar
min. is 60 rem/yr

Table F.2: Orbit duration in radiation environments.

Taking “12 Re” as the outer boundary of Earth’s magnetosphere, the % time spend in cislunar
interplanetary space, per orbit is, 97.3 %.
STK contains radiation simulation software that uses NASA’s classic AE-8 and AP-8 models,
and the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory models, CRESRAD and APEXRAD to predict the
particle energy and flux, and then uses Shieldose2 to calculate the dose equivalent through three
different Al shielding, 82.5 mil, 237.5 mil and 457.5 mil. STK radiation models is limited to
modeling within 10.5 Earth radii (Earth’s magnetosphere), 67000 km altitude. As a result,
more than 96% of radiation exposure in the EMCO orbit can not be modeled.
Prelimary calculations suggest that the time in the Van Allen Belts will be approximately 4
hours for every 13.66-day orbit. For these times, preventative measure should be taken to
minimize dosages to humans. STK reported a total dose of 28 radSi at 1.6 g/cm2 Al shielding,
for the 3.7% orbit that goes through the Van Allen belt. This appears to be high; the order took
a simple sample of the dose rates reported, in the belt regions from the STK radiation report and
estimated 3 radSi per for the 3.7% orbit. The shielding equivalent of 1.6 g/cm2 Al is a close
equivalent of general spacecraft shell thickness.
Both of the results are questionable, when compared to the literature. Using the BFO dose rate
and shielding curve provided by NAS 2000, 58 rem per year at 2 g/cm2 shielding, if an
astronaut remains in the EMCO orbit in one year, the crew would exceed the exposure limit of
50 rem per year. This is based on GCR exposure alone, without considering SPEs. SPEs is
estimated to contribute 20 rem per year. The total annual dose is estimated to be
approximately 80 rem per year.
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Radiation exposure limits for humans
Career dose limits are determined by the amount of radiation that will result in a three percent
increased probability of death due to cancer over a ten-year span. The career limit radiation
doses tolerable to a 25, 35, and 45 year old male are approximately 0.7, 1.0, 1.5 Sv respectively.
For a 25, 35, and 45 year old female, the tolerable doses are approximately 0.4, 0.6, 0.9 Sv
respectively (NCRP Report 2000). Young people (who are assumed to live longer after their
space missions than their older colleagues) have a higher probability of manifesting negative
consequences of radiation exposure before their death. As such, tolerable career radiation doses
are directly proportional to the age of the crewmember (Connolly, 2003).
The primary danger to humans during EVA operations is radiation. In the case of a radiation
event, an astronaut in EVA takes 30 minutes to return to the airlock and 15 minutes to enter the
vehicle, making the total return-to-safety time 45 minutes (Toups, L; 2003). In LEO, EVA
astronauts have sufficient warning time to return to the spacecraft safely in the event of an SPE.
Unlike LEO, most of EMCO is unprotected by the Earth's magnetosphere making the
probability of impact in EMCO much greater, especially on long-term missions, like those for
the ISS-4 and ISS-7. At this time, the radiation environment beyond the Earth’s magnetosphere
is not fully understood. However, including radiation monitoring devices on the FGB in the
demonstration orbit and correlating this with NOAA data will help determine if humans can
safely perform EVAs in EMCO before the ISS-4 or ISS-7 is assembled.
Although radiation is a major consideration during EVA, given the possibly extreme cislunar
environment, it has operations implications during IVA as well. As discussed previously,
current radiation shielding is not adequate for solar events, thus procedures must be developed
for vehicle electronics shutdown and seeking shelter. An example could be a “safe” area within
the ISS-X that would have enhanced shielding and where the crew would be required to reside
during passage through the Van Allen radiation belts and during CME’s and SPE’s.
An astronaut exposed to acute high doses of radiation could experience bone marrow failure
and temporary sterility—two components of the acute radiation syndrome. Alternatively, lower
level but longer-term radiation exposures may cause cancer as well as damage to the
reproductive system in the form of permanent sterility or genetically defective germ cells
(National Research Council, 1996 and Radiation Effects Research Foundation, 2003).
Pre-flight medical procedures
It is important to provide astronauts with safeguards to protect tissues most likely to be affected
by radiation. These include bone marrow and germ cells (sperm and ova).
Pre-flight bone marrow collection
Pre-flight bone marrow should be collected and cryogenically preserved on Earth to serve as a
reservoir of haematopoietic stem cells from which autologous bone marrow transplantation may
be performed (NASA, http://spacelink.nasa.gov/). Having readily available, compatible,
radiation-free bone marrow will enhance the treatment options for both acute-radiation bone
marrow failure (allowing stem cell regeneration) as well as for hematologic malignancies
(allowing a more aggressive chemotherapy treatment).
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Pre-flight sperm and ova collection
Cryogenically preserved pre-exposure germ cells will ensure reproductive capability (NASA,
http://spacelink.nasa.gov/). The collection procedure is simple for males. However, ova
collection from female astronauts is a complex process that is not risk free, and will therefore
have to be done only on a voluntary basis.
Crew screening for radiation tolerance
People vary in their genetic composition, and these differences in genetic material are referred
to as polymorphisms. Some polymorphisms confer an increased susceptibility to radiation
injuries. Tests are now available to screen for these individual susceptibilities, which will allow
for both better crew selection and tailoring of countermeasures to better protect the individual
crewmember (National Research Council, 1996 and NASA: JSC-29295, 2001 and Brackley,
1999).
Pre and post-exposure pharmaceutical radioprotectants
Virtually thousands of chemical substances may provide some protection against radiation.
These radioprotectants, ranging from traditional Chinese herbal medicines to pharmaceuticals
used to protect soldiers against atomic bomb radioactive fallout, are used today to protect the
normal tissues of cancer patients undergoing radiotherapy (NASA: JSC-29295, 2001 and
Vernikos, 1995).
These drugs differ in their mode of action and the type of protection they confer: some offer
pre-exposure protection, others allow post-exposure repair and regeneration, but many involve
both. Some protect mainly against low-energy radiation while others also protect from highenergy radiation (NASA: JSC-29295, 2001 and Vernikos, 1995).
The molecular basis of the radioprotection is also diverse. Some of the chemicals work through
scavenging highly damaging free oxygen radicals (like the anti-oxidant vitamins A and E,
selenium, and superoxide dismutase), while others reduce mutation rates by arresting the cells
to allow for genetic material repair. Additional ways of protection include increasing the rate of
apoptosis (the cell’s programmed suicide pathway) of damaged cells, and encouraging healthy
stem cell regeneration (Vernikos, 1995).
Since oxygen radicals cause much of the radiation damage, reducing the environmental oxygen
levels may help lower the formation of these radicals and limit the radiation injury. This may
permit smaller doses of the radioprotectants to be taken thus minimizing the side effects
associated with their use (Vernikos, 1995).
Another innovative approach being developed is nano-particles, which are tiny capsules that
target cells displaying CD-95, a marker of radiation injury. Cells that can be repaired will be
salvaged by having the nano-particle release repairing enzymes. Cells that are damaged beyond
repair will be sent on their way to apoptosis, again using specific enzymes contained within the
nano-particle (Barry, 2002).
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Appendix G: Facility Responsible Centre
of the Columbus Module

ESA-European Space Agency, ISS User Information Centre (MSM-GAU):
The International Space Station European Users Guide,
UIC-ESA-UM-0001, Issue 1.Revision 0, May 25, 2001
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Appendix H: Launcher Analysis
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Figure H.1: Atlas V 5-401 Performance to Elliptical Orbit
[Source: ESA, Launch Vehicle Catalogue 2001.
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Appendix I: Cost Estimates
Cost Estimates. This annex provides the detailed cost estimate assumptions developed in the
team project and is referenced from Report Section 6.2.2.
The following table summarizes the assumptions input into the NASA Advanced Missions Cost
Model for specific vehicles:
Table of Assumptions - Cost Estimation Model
Dry
Weight
Qty (lbs.)
Mission Type

IOC Block Diff.

FGB
ISS-4
ISS-7
Crew Rescue Vehicle
Crew Transfer Vehicle
Comm Satellites

1
1
1
2
2
2

Manned Habitat
Manned Habitat
Manned Habitat
Manned Reentry Vehicle
Manned Reentry Vehicle
Communications Satellite

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

5
1
1
2
5
1

Avg
High
High
Avg
Avg
Avg

Propulsion Stage

Var 3,666

Upper Stage

2016 1

High

40,000
300,000
900,000
31,500
15,000
400

The non-manned launches were estimated using the “International Expendable Launch Vehicle
Data for Planetary Missions” table on the same NASA site as the AMCM above. From the
table, the Proton “M” was selected, which has a payload capacity of 22,500 lbs to LEO. The
cost of $82M was the upper limit of the range of cost for the Proton boosters of $59M to $82M.
The factor applied to the orbital hardware to account for existing mass versus new development
was derived as follows:
Technology Demonstrator (FGB) – The demonstrator is assumed to be the unit on the ground,
which is 70 percent complete. This unit was built as a risk reduction measure but due to the
success of the primary unit, was never required.
Reduced Station Configuration (ISS-4) – The reduced configuration of the station, as described
in section in Chapter 4, includes a “power tower” which must be developed, as well as new
solar arrays, the propulsion section, radiation shielding, and structure associated with the new
configuration of the on-orbit modules. Due to the additional hardware, a conservative estimate
was made that the existing hardware will constitute only 85 percent of the completed mass.
This percentage also takes into account the lower cost per tonne of mass of Russian hardware.
Full Station Configuration (ISS-7) – new hardware associated with this option is primarily
structural reinforcement, propulsion, and radiation shielding. Although this will be significant,
it is conservatively estimated to be only 10 percent of the full station mass, therefore the percent
decrement was set at 90 percent.
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Assembly of the ISS-4 and ISS-7 configuration requires structural materials, radiation
shielding, replacement of aging photoelectric arrays, attachment of propulsion system, and
other tasks. For cost estimation purposes, these were reduced to a number of shuttle missions
required to transport materials and construction crew to the station. For each option, three
shuttle missions were assumed, with additional work performed by onboard crew.
Costs of unmanned launches are based on use of the Proton M-5, were derived from the
“International Expendable Launch Vehicle Data for Planetary Missions” table maintained by
NASA. Each propulsion stage is launched using a Proton, as well as the Technology
Demonstrator module.
The number of propulsion launches to put the various configurations into Cycler and Lunar
orbits is based on the number of separate propulsion burns required.
The expected years of service, used in the calculation of the life cycle costs, is a judgement
estimate of the appropriate period of operation of these missions.
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Appendix J: Risk Management
This Annex provides the Summary of the risks that were identified and discussed as
shown in the following tables. The key aspects of these risks are summarized and
discussed by category in Chapter 6 of the main report.
The approach was to focus on the “new” risks that were introduced specifically by the
proposed ISS lunar programme as compared to the existing risks that the ISS operations
are currently subjected to. The risk number, risk title, a short discussion explaining the
risk, and the impact if the risk event occurs is shown in the first four columns. The risks
are also scored in a qualitative manner in terms of the likelihood (L) of the event
occurring and the consequence (C) of the event. The scores range from 1 to 5 with 5
representing the highest likelihood and the worst consequence. The mitigation activities
that have been identified to this point are discussed and the revised scores, assuming all
identifies mitigation activities are implemented, are provided. The scores provide a
relative way of comparing risks and the effectiveness of identified mitigation strategies.
A follow-on activity that develops specific programme architecture would include a
detailed risk management plan and should consider these scores as preliminary input.
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Table J-1- Risk Management Summary for ISS Re-certification
INITIAL
RATING RECOMMENDED MITIGATION
L
C
Structural/
The mass and flexibility of the Programme 4
4 Utilise only parts of the ISS, limit
Vibration
ISS are such that it might not be Cancelled
acceleration during transfer to the
capable of being certified for the
minimum level possible, and
move to the Earth-Lunar orbit.
perform preliminary analyses in
Phase A of the project to verify
Detrimental vibration of the solar
resulting thrust levels are
array is extremely important to
acceptable. Upgrade the solar
consider.
array design for new loads and
vibration prior to rebuild and
replace at the ISS end-of-life.
Cost and
4
3 For some critical
Station Life If a large percentage of ISS
Schedule
modules/components on-ground
hardware do not have real
spares or newly built hardware
lifetimes greater than those that Increase
could be launched and used (e.g.
they have been certified for the
FGB and solar panels). Develop
cost of the programme will be
strategy for each non-ORU. For
impacted.
example, is it required for the
stated mission? If not, can it be
put off line and stabilized so it
does not represent a potential
hazard?
3
4 Perform early analyses (and/or
Cost and
Recertification Re-certifying ISS design and
ground test) to re-certify. Perform
hardware for the extended life Schedule
redesign and re-build items that
and new environments may not Increase
cannot be certified and replace at
be possible in every case.
ORU level.
Plasma
Increase in plasma exposure
Decrease in 5
3 Develop analyses to determine
and collection on solar panels. lifetime of
replacement time and operational
solar arrays
plan to replace at appropriate
interval.
4
4 The ISS programme will mitigate
Additional
Obsolete
Additional copies of existing
this to some level to insure it has
designs may be required. These redesign,
Parts
access to parts for maintenance
designs will be very old by the cost,
schedule
and upgrades. Detailed planning
time this programme is
and periodic supplier surveys are
implemented. Obtaining parts
other mitigations that can be
may be difficult.
implemented.
Thermal
Earth’s albedo radiation will not Thermal
3
3 Use electrical shell heaters on the
be there to help warm the
equipment
interior of the modules. Perform
constantly shared equipment in limits
detailed thermal analysis to
cislunar orbit like it is in LEO.
violated
determine the capacity of these
heaters.
Single Event Increase in radiation and change Impact on
5
4 Develop radiation analyses to
Upset
in operating environment will
mission
define levels, compare to existing
yield an increase in probability of objectives
certified ISS design, perform
single event upsets.
and safety.
delta-qualification analyses on
selected hardware, redesign and
replace hardware when
necessary.

# RISK TITLE DISCUSSION
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

IMPACT

FINAL
RATING
L
C
1
3

3

2

3

2

1

2

3

3

1

3

1

3
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Table J-2- Risk Management Summary for Policy and Funding
# RISK TITLE DISCUSSION

IMPACT

1 Partners
Some number of the Programme
Participation existing ISS partners Cancelled
may not agree to use of
ISS as a lunar cycle.
This is especially true
considering that the
option would be to recertify for extended life
in the current scientific
mission.
2 Funding
The ISS partners do Programme not
not find the necessary supported
public funding.

INITIAL
RATING
L
C
5
4

5

5

3 Competitive One of the major ISS Programme not
supported
programme partners or another
nation such as China
develops his own lunar
programme.
4 Loss of ISS ISS has to be given up Progamme cancelled
(debris, fire) after a major incident after large amount of
(fire, debris impact)
money invested
while additional parts
are being developed on
the ground.

3

4

2

5

5 ISS cannot
be certified
for Human
space flight

3

5
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Possibility that
necessary failure
tolerance cannot be
provided for safety
panel certification.

Programme cancelled
after large amount of
money invested

RECOMMENDED
MITIGATION
A lead space programme
such as NASA must be
convinced of the value of
the recommended
approaches and become
an advocate for its
acceptance. Scale the
actual participation of a
nation into the project
depending on its interest.
Compile the most
convincing report
possible. Present the
project results at an
international conference.
Initiate a marketing
strategy focused on the
funding organizations.
Look for public private
partnership funding
and/or increased
involvement by emerging
space faring nations like
China, India, and private
industry as described in
Section 6.
Look for cooperation.

Devise a back-up plan on
what to do with the new
modules/hardware
independent of ISS. It
may be that some
elements of the
programme (tech demo)
could still be
implemented.
The technology
demonstrator was added
to the programme
architecture to reduce the
consequences of this risk.
If the vehicle cannot be
certified for humans a
significant amount of
objectives can still be
met.

FINAL
RATING
L
C
3
4

3

4

2

4

2

3

3

2
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Table J-3- Risk Management Summary for Crew Health and Safety
# RISK TITLE DISCUSSION

IMPACT

1 Crewmember It is possible that a medical Possibility of
death
Emergency emergency will require a
Return
quick return to Earth for
treatment. Distance from
the Earth exacerbates risk.

2 Station failure Any system failure that
requires evacuation of the
entire crew to Earth.
Crewmember exposure to
3 Crew
increased radiation levels
Radiation
outside of Low Earth Orbit.
Exposure

INITIAL
RATING
L
C
3
5

Possibility of
death

2

5

Serious health
effects on crew

5

5

4 Space Debris For the EMCO the worst- Impact on
case scenario is at the
mission
perigee passage around the objectives and
safety
Earth
The ISS/Cycler vehicle will Intervals with no
5 Commcrew comm
not be visible by Earth
unication
during portion of orbit.
Coverage

2

5

5

3

6 Propulsion
Failure

4

4

ISS propulsion failure.

Unable to
maintain orbit

RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

FINAL RATING

Increase medical capabilities of
both the ISS/Cycler vehicle and the
MMRV to assist in stabilization en
route. There is also a residual risk
of multiple crew emergencies.
Therefore, if a fully stocked MMRV
is not returned within one orbit all
remaining crewmembers will be
required to evacuate the
cycler/orbiter using the Soyuz.
This risk requires further
assessment for additional analyses
in follow-on phases. See Chapter
5 for additional discussion.
MMRV and Soyuz provide escape
vehicles.
Monitor sun for solar events and
notify crew to take action when
needed. Provide shelter to protect
from radiation. Monitor total
exposure and take the appropriate
actions. Provide contingency plans
in case radiation-induced illness
develops (see section 4.5.23)
Intensive monitoring, calculations
and possible maneuvering are
necessary to insure there are no
collisions with debris
Insert a communication microsatellite into the L4 or L5 libration
points or into circular orbit around
L2.
Build redundancy into the ISS
reboost approach.

L
2

C
3

2

3

3

3

1

5

1

1

4

1

Table J-4- Risk Management Summary for Operations
# RISK TITLE DISCUSSION

IMPACT

1 Resupply
Vehicle

Resupply requirements to a higher
Earth orbit may require new ISS
resupply vehicle and/or propulsion
systems.

Significant
Cost and
Schedule
Increase

2 Resupply
Delay

Resupply delays because of
Crew Safety
technical problems with launchers or and Mission
resupply vehicles.
Objectives

INITIAL
FINAL
RATING RECOMMENDED MITIGATION
RATING
L
C
L
C
4
4 Use off-the shelf upper stages to
2
2
launch conventional logistical vehicles
to higher orbit.

3

5 Add enough propellant/cargo to the
space station, that in cases of delay,
the station can survive one (or more)
orbit periods.

3
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